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is a lesson that

Americans
are slow to learn. This is not
an easy subject to treat, for when one
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There'll come a day when

the supremest splen-

dor
Of earth or sky or sea,

Whate’er their miracles, sublime or tender,

the results of a life-time, will it not

+

>

TROM

+ Now with such fervor fraught,
As lifts to hights of breathless exaltation,
Will seem a thing of naught,

AN EARLY

BREEZE

There'll come a day when Fiches, honor, glory,

Well, it is Fourth of July down

OCEAY.

BY

Music and song and art,

often

be found that the lazy man accomplishes
‘| as much as the intemperate worker. Good
hard work never killed any man ; perhaps,
not, But intemperate work has killed
many a person in America, The newspapers report a Presbyterian minister in
Colorado who has within a yearorganized
two churches, built one house of worship
and a parsonage, bought a church organ,
established two Sunday-schools and three
prayer-meetings, taught three catechism
classes, and supplied six preaching stations. Now there 1s no end to the praise
which this minister is liable to get from
his countrymen. And yet the probabilities are that being an intemperate worker
he is by no means to be classed among
the great workers of the world.
i

‘Will wake no joy iu me.
There'll come a day when all the aspiration,

IDA

THE

HAZELTON,

at the:

extremity of this long, crooked, Harps"well Neck, stretching way out into Casco
Where each has played his part.
Bay, just the same as in patriotic old
There'll come a day when human love, the Boston, this morning.
But there
has
sweetest
been nothing, except the simple date in

of all that little company, when they were
struck into silence by his earnest rien
and words, and quietly dispersed.
The other day, after tea, we took ‘our
host's big telescope and mounted up to
the cupola for the purpose of securing a
far reaching ken. There are many rare
sights withina distant range of this same
cupola, but to-night it was one unexpected privilege to be spectator at a glorious

God’s

Gift that includes the whole
grand giving—sovereignest,

my diary, to

com-

pletest—

Shall fail to fill my soul.
There’ll come
passes

a day—I

The cloud across

will

net

my

care

how

sight,

If only, lark-like, from earth’s nested grasses,
I spring to meet its light.
— Margaret J. Preston.

-
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EDITORIAL PARAGRAPHS,
It is a solemn moment when one hears
another in the quiet of a private talk confess the selfishness of his'supreme motive.
One would rather not have the experience
repeated. In the presence of a nearly
naked soul, curiosity is dumb.
Midst all the crime and misery, the
and suffering, revealed by the daily
pers, the heart is comforted with
great thought that about all the quiet
tentions of love and tenderness,

about

sin
pathe
atall

the gentleness of true heroism, about all
the unseen yet penctrating influences of
noble characters escape the reporter's eye.
A large faith in humanity is gendered
from this very fuct that the goodness,honesty and truth in every-day life are not
extraodinary features of the worlds’ life,
and are not included in the‘: news" of the
day.
One of the most tiresome of experiences in life Is the recurring begging for
enjoyments which our better selves have
decided over and over again that we are
not yet ready fur. Let patience have her
perfect work.
TItis not a single decision
of the will, but a series of repeated decisions that enable men and women to be
patient with themselves. Seed time and
harvest are both promised, bat it is not
promised that they should succeed each
other with only a day or a month between

them.

The

summer

must

intervene.

And what healthy soul would desire to
have the summers of its experiences taken
from it?

Mental acuteness is a good thing and
capable of receiving high praise; but humility rather than pride should characterize the intellect of man. The intellect
may see through the workings of the

solar system, yet it is not able to penetrate

the workings of hope in a single, lowly

human life. The celestial mechanics of
La Place are within the comprehension of
but few of the keenest minds; and yet La
Place himself could not explain the laws
whereby the slave in the rice fields hoped
against hope. The better part of life consistsin the things unseen by the eyes of
the mind as well as the eyes of the body,
but they are grasped by the human heart,
and trusted in by the human soul. The
highest mental culture is but an item
in the true life of man.
There are laws all about us which bind

remind me

of the glorious

fact. The same old ocean, which has
been gliding in on either side this narrow strip of coast land for thousands of
years before a certain Fourth of July had
any significance, is showing all its white
teeth this morning, and mottering of a
coming storm. For ages it has told the
same old story, and gnashed at this rocky
Point until much of it has erambled into
the tide. The only sounds of celebration
on this national day at Harpswell, are
these threatenings from

the ocean

of the

lamented.

But down here at

Harpswell,

public sentiment is a unit in regard to
some of these popular amusements (?).
With many other things, these honest
fishermen and their neighbors are dead
set, wind and tide, against intemperance.
They have cast anchor upon this subjeet,
and you can no more move them, than
the outgoing tide can stir yonder brig,
which lies motionless on the
bound to the ocean's bottom.

water, fast
“Ifwe can

not keep our hotels running
selling intoxicating drinks,

except by
then —no

hotels !” is the motto of these dwellers by
the sea.
Yesterday,

‘
for the first time in the

his-

tory of her travels, the little Harpswell
steamer made a Sunday excursion trip
toand from Portland.

The arrival of this

diurnal boat is one of the marked

of a day on the Neck, and

events

large crowds

are slways at the wharf ‘to. greet her as
she sweeps along side the planks.
Bat
this noon, not a dozen spectators assembled to witness her first Sunday arrival.
Public sentiment at the Point does not
seem to favor this experiment.
As she

swing gracefully

up to the wharf, we

saw the mate throw out his cable noose
upon the usual peg. The fireman came
up from his glowing oven, the Captain
swung

out from

his

wheel-house, and--

that was all.
The trio which made up
this boat's company of sailors, passengers and cargo, looked at us a little consciously, and somewhat defiantly.

Well,

Captain,” said a spectator, dryly, from
the landing, ¢* you look lonesome !”
The bronzed old seaman braced himselfup

stoutly,

and

glad of it! I hope

exclaimed,

there will

«I am

never be a

us to the earth. The invisible threads of
these laws entwine themselves around us soul on board a Sunday boat in this Bay !
and we only know of their existence as I don’t believe in this business! I was
they are broken one by one. And more- never brought up to run boats on Sunever we have no just reason to oppose the day.” Then a silence fell for a moment
statement that as soon as a thread of our upon that little group, as they stood lookdestiny has served its mission and is ing up at the Captain, standing square
and steady upon the cabin deck of his
broken but

that this severing is the neces-

sary step to .a more developed unseen
force in our lives. While we meditate

boat.

:

with awe on the diverse consequences re-

‘« Bless you, for an honest old tar,”
said I under my breath.
*¢ Saint or sinner, whichever you may be, you are

heaven is from hell; yet it is a source of

right!” It was a memorable little scene
which I shall never forget.
Ihave read
many essays on ‘‘ Sabbath Desecrations,”

sulting from the free will of man, leading
to destinations as far from each other as
great peace to know that we

are in the
nothing by way of an afgument could
midst of laws which take their origin so’ but
equal this blunt and practical statement
near the primitive source that heaven and
hell are but circumstances in their

inconceivably

grand

thousand

upon

woes

workings.

us if we

make right choices, but our choices

convictions.
an

A sence from church

do not
come

short of working out for us our richest
blessings.
i

ctly numbered |

of the old Captain’s
regretted, that day,

I had

unavoidable

ab-§

service, butI have
felt since that I did actually go to meeting on that little wharf by the sea, and
that the seaman’s brief sermon carried
coaviction of the truth home to the hearts

dict.

foolish fellows, who have got on the wrong

and thus

one looks in at one of the ‘most exquisite
pictures that Germany has to show. The
foreground of the picture is four miles
distant, being the base of the Wartburg
itself, the central point is the castle well,

ing, luminous beauty which we felt could

ridges, which,

never be

narrow, give room for frequent valleys of
surpassing beauty. The land is full of
beautiful scenes. I find that my appreciation of one of them has led: me away
from my original purpose of relating some
of the-incidents that give the Warthurg a
warm place in the memory; as well as a
romantic and estranging one. That must
wait till some future time.
Lowell, Mass.

reproduced.

been before

it, with

with all the bits
art can produce,
and dropped his
So I, though the
world of poets
me, from

which

~~ Had an artist

his

pallet

crowded

of color and tints: which
he must have sighed,
brush, and sighed again.
language of the whole
were spread out before
to choose a description

of a sunset, must sigh and drop my pen,
and sigh again.
“ Then dies the sun of suns, all fire,”
said a poet, *“ alone at sunset,”
But this
was no death-bed scene behind those
mountains in the west.
If there are
such things as the gates of paradise,
surely that red and glowing ballof fire
might seem to have passed through and
left them ajar for a time.
EERE

8

G0 fb

gum

A PICTURE.
BY

G. H. STOCKBRIDGE,

A turreted castle standing on a distant
wooded hill and both set off against a
blue sky and seen through the artificial
framwork of leafy trees, such is the Wartburg from the Hohe Sonne, four miles

away, and such it appears to meas I recall it here at this distance of half a
world's breadth. But as I” think longer,
the picture takes om more warmth and
nearness, as if I

had

already

traversed

that most picturesque of the valleys of
Thuringia that lies betweenor rather that
connects the two hills, and had

ascended

into the old courtyard of the castle, or into
coming storm, and the voices of the fisherone of those rooms whose associations.
men at their nets and in their boats.
It
suggest anything but distance and dimis delightful though, rather, thus to stand
J ness.
For it was here that companies of
upon the land's edge, and leaving all
Minnesingers used to gather and hold
days. all years, ages behind you, to know
those contests of song for which their age
that the tide comes in and out, just the and this
particular court were celebrated ;
same every day, never varying a mo- and here
the sham captive, Martin Luther,
ment from its appointed hour.
No need
saw the devil and hurled at him the first
here, to celebrate some proud day, some
thing his hand feil upon, which happened
distinguished event of nature! The sea
to be an inkstand. Dim
and distant
has simply obeyed the Master Hand, and
all has been harmony and uniformity
since creation.
There are many unhappy things connected with summer resorts, in the way
of dissipation, which are greatly to be

have been tastefully trimmed,the branches

of sky, cloud, low droping sun, mountain and sea had filled the west with a liv-

sunset, behind the distant White Mountains.
Nature, with all her accessories

enough these things are, you will say.

And so they seem to our age and especially ta our American civilization, yet this
same land of Thuringia tells so.many tales
of Luther’s geniality and homely virtues
that, when we are there, we’ forget
stranoganacs
strangeness—of £ —his—adventure with

devil in remembering that we
ing in the room once occupied
was a faithful friend and a
companion at the table; while

the
the

are standby him who
fun-loving
it was in

this very castle that the Christian singer,
Wolfram von Eschenbach, often

used

to

‘NO. 29

at the top bend over and meet,

defined againstthe sky above the low
horizon in the east, the perspective is nature's own. This makes a picture in
which an artist may well delight, but
which he can not hope to equal.
Over beyond the Hohe Sonne lies the
larger part of Thuringia with its high

Will look like puppets in a worn out story,

Of

BANG

being

>
+4

for

the

most

part
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NEW YORK LETTER.
;

NEw

York,

)

July 11, 1879.

1 think this is the greenest July to ba
remembered in this vicinity. Its temperature,

rainfall

and

verdure

rival

* the

richest Junes.” The sanitary condition
of the city is accordingly better than usual, while more than usual systematic effort is given to improving it and remedying the effects of poverty and neglect, especially upon children.
The agricultural colonization idea has
taken hold of the Jews, and in their Sixth
General Convention or Council of American Congregations, held in New York

They will discover

that they are

side and are bombarding their own position. They can not make the public believe that it is the ‘¢ puritans” who are
making a consistent and genuine Sabbath
of it, and they will have no better success
here than in Newark, if the friends of law

penitent confession of a first offense, after

a long and honorable career, to five years

*>-¢0

THE USE OF BOOKS.
‘When we turn to the highest
culture, it is quite evident

plane

of

that libraries

dig to find it. Such a plan can not wholly

a

com-

globe, and until very

recent

to weeds

years

and

have

waste,

with all its stili high agricultural capaci- be applied to the smaller American colleges, remote from the great centers. But
ty.
The agricultural movement,
al- ‘we are fully persuaded that the encouragethough stoutly opposed by many Jews, ment of original investigation which lies
and advocated by others as an anti-Pales- at the bottom of this method should heretine measure, seems calculated, if soe- after enter more widely into our whole
cessful, to

encourage

their own vine

and

and if abortive,

to

‘the

yearning

olive bearing
stimulate

it,

for

hills;
in

cil of United Congregations,

system of

school

education,

to

the

along with

much felicitation o= the just achieved
union of the two wings.
One speaker
went so far in his enthusiasm as to identify the union with the promised Land :—
not a very orthodox interpretation; but
perhaps orthodox enough as a figure of

Irom

the

primary

university.—Christian

Register.
0-0-0

con-

nection with probable events that may
soon throw open that land, under good
government, for the return of its ancient
possessors.
I seem to see (although1
confess my inability to judge of it) a
fresh predominance of ** orthodox,” or the
more strictly Mosaic views, in the Coun-

THREE GREAT

TRUTHS.

There are three great truths of the
Bible teaching: love, sin, salvation—
love,
the divine law;

man

condition;

sin, the

and

actual hu-

salvation,

the

glorious. hope—and it is by the truth of
this concurrent proclamation by patriarch,
prophet, and apostle, the Bible is to be
tested. If love is not the law of moral
and spiritual cohesion which the Bible

represents jt to be ; if man has not broken
delight the court by the purity of his song,
and to surprise trained and worldly-wise.
it, and humanity has not come into moral
chaosin consequence; = if for humanity
singers by the aptness of reply which his
there is no helpful arm of love outstretchsimple, sincere soul suggested.
ed
heavens to receive, then the
I observe, too, that the ¢¢lib- Biblefromis the
Speaking of the Wartburg as seen fron. speech.
false. But if these, its great
eral”
idea
of
changing
their
Sabbath
to
the Hohe Sonne, ‘the view is so unique
proclamations, are verified by consciousthat it seems to me worthy of a more the first day of the week (for business ness, experience and observation,then the
extended description. . To avoid the con- convenience) found no favor; but on the claim of the Bible on our regard as the
book which gives a keyto present
fusion, let it be remembered that the term contrary a long and animated debate _one
mystery and a hope for its future glorious
Wartburg is sometimes used to designate elicited nothing but the strongest ex- solution is notto be rejected because
the hill and sometimes to signify the pressions of devotion to the seventh day, theologians and religious editors are not
and resulted in the adoption of a strong able to explain where Cain got his wife
castle itself.
give various
Around the three sides of the hill where: deliverance in favor of its more strict ob- or why Matthew and Luke
accounts of the healing of Bartimeus.—
the descent is somewhat precipitous, the servance—expunging even the scarcely Christian Union.
city of Eisenach has been built. Looking qualifying word ** institution” which had
over and beyond the city from the sum- been gingerly attached to the venerable
- MISSION WORK.
k
One of the leading liberal
mit of the hill, one seés toward the east term Sabbath.
CONDUCTED BY REY. G, C. WATERMAN.
congregations
here
has
lately
called
a
and north a vast plain, dotted with many
OUR ACADEMIES,
villages, extending out to the horizon. new rabbi, with a part of the plan to inQuite a large number of schools, desThe south shows a horizon made jagged stitute a Sunday service extra for the
by some of the highest peaks in all convenience of those Jews who think it ignated as academies or seminaries, are
Thuringia, among them, the Inselsberg, necessary for them to keep their business advertised in the Star. Most of these
next to the Schneekoff the tallest of them in operation during Saturday; and this are under the control of our own denomiis generally thought an alarming innova- nation and look to it for a’ large shave of
all. On the fourth side of the hill, toward
tion.
their patronage. - Probably a majority of
the west, there is still descent enough to:
The report of the Rapid Transit Com- the teachers employed in them are memgive the Wartburg the character of a:
missioners in favor of a Vanderbilt com- bers of our churches and have been
peak, yet in reality it stretches a short
petition on Fourth Avenue, has scared
educated at our schools and colleges. It
distance to the west on a lower level, and
the consolidated ¢“ L's” into a reduction of
is also probable that more - than two
then turning southward forms the westfare to five cents.
lhe great argument thousand young men and women receive
ern boundary of the Annathal, the valley
in favor of another steam road, which they
to which I made reference at the opening fear is the certain effect of such competi- instruction at these schools every year.
of this letter. Thus the Marienthal along tion to take away their ten-cent fare as Some of them are in school but a single
term, a large number several terms, and
the southern side of the hill and the Anwell as a great part of their business.
nathal are really one and the same valley, Hence, they are trying to save the latter a few remain two or three years.
‘Whatever may be the length of time
pursuing different directions. It is where half of the loaf by forestalling the reducthey
spend in school, they receive there
one has traversed them both and has pass- tion. Five cents for eight miles’ steam
ed up through the beaches along the seam travel is cheap enough, and will be held impressions which will affect them to the
where the Annathal ends to the elevation to give the givers a fair claim to all the end of their lives. In many cases the
whole current of their lives is changed
beyond, that one stands on the Hohe business,
up to the limit of their capacity.
Sonne about a level with the Wartburg, In this they show uncommon: shrewd- -and turned into new and unthought of
though, as I have intimated, several ness for railroad men, although the channels by the influences surrounding
them while in school. Plainly enough,

miles away.

I do not know whether it occurred to the

mind of some artist to set the Wartburg
in a frame

of

leaves,

or

whether

the

keeper of the restaurant * Zur Hohen
Sonne” thought that’his guests would like
to see the castle from this point and so
secured permission to cut an opening
through the trees in order to render it
possible. At all events, a space of about

ten feet in width, extending toward

the

castle, has been cleared of trees down far
enough so that the tops of the trees standing lower down the seam form the bottom of the frame, thie beeches at the

side

reduction

is

gradual,

for

the

present

leaving the midday and night fare at ten
cents. The next move in order is the reduction of horse-car fare to three cents.
This will become imperative, and has already been done on one short line.
Our Sunday dramsellers have resolved on trying the Newark tactics. They
give notice that if they are to be required
to shut up on Sunday, they will have the
cars stopped, the sale of newspapers,
milk, &e,, suppressed, and the barbers’

shops closed, This they think the New
Yorkers certainly can not stand, and will
gladly surrender to so terrible an inter-

is true that in most

are those of our own people, churches
and ministers. In them large numbers.

of young people from our families and
churches receive their intellectual and

moral

training,

at

a

time

when

training is most effective,

need,

at

least,

a moderate

that

endowment

at the claims of our own institutions,

-0-b+

tine is abandoned

organized

time it

that they may be able to meet the variimprisonment.
That he has suffered
ous emergencies and adverse experiences
more punishment than an ordinary. crimthat such institutions are always exposed
inal is susceptible of in any way, and any
to. No money is likely to be more wisely
length of time can not be denied, while
placed than
that which
sustains or
his penitent and willing amende was
strengt
these
schools.
College
hens
s we
worth of itself more to public morals and
must
have,
and
they
will
never
be
too
law than any one’s punishment could be.
good, but they are for the tens, while the:
Morever, the Governdr has just pardoned
one of the most unpardonable villains ev- academies are for the hundreds.
We must patronize them. As a rule:
er sentenced, for the crime of abortion.
Perhaps he will dare to make a *‘re- they are equal to their rivals and comspectable” pardon, which will. require petitors in all the advantages they offer,
nearly as much courage in a Tammany- and are frequently superior to most other
made official as to refuse to pardon a schools around them. They are worthy
member of the class that are able and ac-- of confidence and patronage. Let fathers
customed' to revenge their disappoint- and mothers having children to send
ments inside the party.
Vipr. + away from home to school look carefully

become socially reconciled with Christians to a degree that would encourage them to settle down and take root in
the soil of any civilized country. Pales-

have

mittee and a fund to establish Jewish
(though not exclusive) colonies in the
west. This return to their original calling is a new thing for Jews since the destruction of Jerusalem, as they have not,
until modern Protestant times, been permitted to own land anywhere on the

same

of them the prevailing religious influences.

and order are sufficiently united and deSome things we ought to do for these
termined. The contest for the privilege schools.
Make them the best possible.
of Sabbath worship in the churches along Some
of them are burdened with debts
the line of the elevated railroads is still
which are almost crushing them. These
pending at the stage of negotiation and debts ought
to be lifted, and the schools:
remonstrance, and has not yet got into ‘under them
planted on a solid foundation ,
the courts.
y
that they may have a fair chance to doA strong petitions before the Governor
their work.
?
for the pardon of Wm. C. Gilman, who
Most of them, if not oppressed Ly
was sentenced on hi own voluntary and
debts, are struggling with difficulties and’

must hold a place in the system of education quite different from that which they
have formerly held. - ¢¢ All that a university can teach a man,” says Carlyle, *is
how to read.” 'This is the practical view
taken in the German universities to-day.
There are no text-books, no recitations.
The professor lectures : the student takes
notes. The amount of information which
the lecture contains may not be very great;
but the whole bibliography of the subject
is laid open before the student. He is
pointed to the sources of knowledge. He
is told where the gold lies, but he must

this week, they

the

too much care can not be exercised
nor too much pains be taken to make
these schools what they oughtto be.

Trustees

and teachers,

executive

committees

and especially
and principals,

have resting upon them no small amount
of responsibility. We have spoken of
these schools as being under. the control

of the denomination,

We mean by this

only that for the most part a majority of
the managers of them are Freewill Baptists.

They

schools.
sponsible

are

in

no

sense

sectarian

Nor
are
they directly reto any of our denominational

societies or

ecclesiastical

bodies.

and

even at some sacrifice, if need be, send
the young people where they will find
healthful

and

stimulating

influences,

skillful instruction and

such training as,

at least,

to weaken

will

not tend

their

attachment tg our own denomination.
India

Mr. Lawrence

says

Items.

in a recent letter,

cerning Benjamin Randall,

a boy named

con--

and

for a time supported by the 2d Strafford (N.
H.) church:
“If any named boy is a worthy
object of pride’ to those who have supported
him, that one is Randall, the model of industry
and fidelity. I trust him as I would trust an
own brother, and never knew him to do an unmanly thing.”
This boy was for several years
connected with the Boarding school in Balasore,
From this school he entered the printing office at Midnapore, and for seven or eight years psst
has been doing faithful service in positions that
demand fidelity and integrity.
‘The Vedic conception of the deity, is a being
divested of all human sympathies and feelings
This has in later ages relapsed into the present
Brahmanical system of idolatry. The gods now
worshiped by the Hindus are exacting to the
last degree as regards rites and ceremonies,but
wholly ignore man’s moral nature as well as
his relation to his fellow men.
The Christian religion not only seeks to apprehend the deity, but requires purity of hears
and life,and recognizes man’s obligations to his.
fellow men.
What, then shall be said of those
who,professing to be Christ's disciples, while in
persuit of worldly objects,are indifferent to, or
unmindful of their duty to their fellow men?
Will it not at the last be said of them, Inas-

much as ye have not done it unto one of the
least of these ye have not done it unto me?”
India is to-day

most eagerly

asking, who is Christ?

and

earnestly

Keshub Chnndra Sen,

the leader of the Brahmos, in a recent lecture
says,
This question emanates from the very
heart of the people. Day by day, and year by year a new.and aggressive civilization is win- ning its way into the very heart of India.
Has
not a Christian government taken possession of
its cities, its provinces, its villages, with its"
hills, its plains, its rivers and seas, its homes
and hearts? Yes, the advancing surges of a
mighty revolution are encompassing the land,
and, in the name of Christ, strange innovations.
and reforms are penetrating the core of India’s.

heart.

Well may our fatherland sincerely and:

earnestly ask, who is this Christ.”
Again he
says,‘ It is not politics, it is not diplomacy ,.
that has laid a firm hold on thie Indian heart..

1t is not the glittering bayonets, nor the fiery
‘cannon that influence us. No, you can not
say that our hearts have not been touched by =
superior power.
That
power is
Christ.

Christ

rules

government.

India

to-day,

not

the British

England has sent us tremendous

moral forces. in the life and character of this:
mighty prophet to conquer and hold this vast
empire. None but Jesus, none but Jesus,nones
but Jesus; ever deserved this bright, this
precious diadem India, and Christ shall Raveit.” Lord Halifax once asked what good the
missionaries had done in India.
Let
this.
Brahmo leader answer. “It is not the British
army, I say again, that deserves
honor for
holding India.
Ifto any army appertains the
honor, that army is the army of Christian.
missionaries, headed by their invisible Captain, Jesus Christ.
They have given us the
high code of Christian ethics, and their teach-ing and example have secretly influenced and
won
thousands of non-Christian
Hindus.
Let England know, that, thanks to the noble
band of Christ’s ambassadors sent by her, she
has already succeeded in planting her banner
in the heart of the nation.”
A reviewer of thislecture says, ‘“ May we not without irreverence
say, ‘ This man is not far from the kingdom of
God? ”?
The

Indians..

Two new projects for a wholesale

intrusion’

into the Indian Territory have come to light:
one promoted by certain railroads who claim
land grants there, and another expedition of
several hundred emigrants, under the lead of
C. C. Carpenter, who led the Black Hills ex:
pedition into the Sioux country. several years.
ago. In view of these illegal purposes,
the
President has issued a proclamation, in which
he says,
‘I do further warn. aud. notify any

and all such persons who. may so offend

that

they will be speedily and immediately. removed:
therefrom by the agent, according to the laws
made and provided ; and, if necessary, the aid.
and assistance of the military forces of the
United States will be invoked to carry into
proper execution the laws of the United States.

to,"—dAm.. Missionary.
At | herein referred
{
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S. Department.

qualities for Christian youth to cultivate
are here suggested.
[
Abounding.” Always energetically

Sabbath- School Lesson.--July 27.
(For

Questions

VICTORY

see

Lesson

Papers.)

OVER

DAILY

DEATH.

READINGS.

The cause of death.
Gen. 3:1—19.
Nature of death.
Luke 16:19—31.

ama gs

M.

PROF.

BY

NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

Ji: A. HOWE,

. Author of life. John 6:27—51.
. Resurrection foretold. John 5:17—20.
. Resurrection of Christ. 1 Cor. 15:1—21.
The spiritual body. 1 Cor. 15:33—49.
Victory over death. 1 Cor, 15:30-038,

GOLDEN

TEXT:

doing the works of Christian faith and benevolence.
‘ Is mot in vain.”
Since
there is to be a resurrection of the dead
in glory and power and immortality.
That will be the crowning reward of labors for Chist.
Practical Lessons. (1) The resurrection is a great and glorious truth of the
gospel.
(2) The future condition of believers will be full of delight.
(3) There
isno promise of a

the wicked.
arms death.
in verse 58.

happy

resurrection to

(4) Christ, only Christ dis(5) An exhortation like that

*¢ Jesus said unto her, I am

the resurrection

and the life;

he that be-

lieveth in me though he were dead
he live.?—John 11:25.
1 Cor.

yet shall

15:50—58.

Notes and Hints.
* Flesh and blood can not inherit.” By
<¢ flesh and blood” is meant this physi«cal body. Jesus said, ¢* A spirit hath not
flesh and bones,” and the body of the
resurrection is spiritual.
¢ It is raised a
spiritual body.” “Inherit” is here used in
the sense of ** dwell in.”
++ Kingdom of God.”
A term of wide
meaning. Here it denotes the state of
which Paul speaks in verses 24—28.
Heaven is a word that embraces all that
is meant.
* Corruption.”
The physical or natairal body, so called because subject to
decay.
* Imcorruption.”
The state of

INTRODUCTORY WORDS.
We clip the
following ‘ Introductory Words” from
the S. S. Times Scholars’ Quarterly:
* The lessons of the present quarter are
all taken from the epistles of Paul, the
very chiefest of the.apostles, whom God
set apart from

his birth (Gal.

1:15,

16),

but caused to be trained for years in the
Jewish schools, and made

familiar

with

Gentile learning, before it pleased him to
reveal his Son in him, that he might
preach him among the heathen.
The first lesson opens with the begin-

ning of the Christian life in the heart, with
the peace with God which follows the jus-

tification of the believer through faith.
The progressive blessings of the believer
are set forth in expectancy, showing the
grounds of rejoicing in the hope of the
glory of

God,

even

in

tribulations ; of

clinging to God’s greater gift of his Son
heaven or of the.‘ kingdom of God,” so as a pledge of the lesser gift of salvation
«called because in it wasting and decay are from sin and wrath. This lesson is folunknown.
lowed by the apostles most eloquent dec-

*¢ Behold.”

A word designed to arrest

laration of the security of believers,show-

the attention, since something important ing how all things work together. for
is to follow. ~ *¢ Show you « mystery. Tell good to those who love God ; and how all
you a secret, or reveal some truth before earthly trials, and death itself, only add
unknown. The adoration of the Gentiles, to the believer's joy—as a conqueror.
by faith, as the people of God, Paul calls
Next appears the crowning virtue, the
a ‘‘ mystery hidden from ages in God.” essence, the perfection, of Christian life,
© The new trath here announced was of the in Christian love. = Herein, God's people
change of the living at the appearing of approach nearest to God's likeness. It is
“Christ.
p
the beginning and end of the law, for
*¢ We shall not all sleep.”

be dead.
with

Meyer

sleep,

Shall not all

connects

thus:

the negative

¢ We all

shall

not

sleep.”

Paul

seems

to believe that he

shall-be

alive

when

Christ

comes; but

his language is capable of another construction. He did not know ¢ the day
nor the hour” of that event.
Though inspired, he was not made omniscient.
He
avas not inspired to tell when
Christ
should.appear.
++ Be changed.”

That

is, so asto

be, in

outward form, like those who are raised
from the dead.
** In @ moment.” Instan-

‘taneously.
“Al the

The original means * atom.”
last

trump.”

Trumpets were

blown to rally the people, to warn them
-of danger, to give a signal for marching,
attacking or retreating, to inspire fear
-and to denote gladness. The ** voice of a
trumpet” John makes ty be a voice like
thatofa trumpet. Rev. 1:10; Rev. 4:1.
“The last trump sounds at the end of the
present dispensation.

** For the trumpet

shall sound.” Not t> startle the dead, not
“to terrify the living, but to give the signal
for the raising of the dead.
“ The dead shall be raised.”
Paul is
‘here speaking only of Christians.
The
word *‘ raised” means raised out of the
Fzingdom
ead to appear on earth,
: Paul does not say-the *¢ bodies,” but * the

=dead” shall
bg'raised. - ** Incorruptible.”
“Nat liable to death. The dead come forth
“Ina spiritual body, incorruptible, glorious, powerful, like the glorified body of
“Christ.
;
:
*¢ For this corruptible.”
He is speaking of the bodies of those who will be
alive when Christ appears.
*¢ This mor-

" tal.”

The body that dies.

** Put on im-

mortality.”
Be made by a marvelous
transformation immortal. The body thus
changed can not be said to be the same

Mody as before.

It becomes a new,a spir-

itual, a celestial body.

How?

We know

wot; the fact alone concerns us.

“ The saying that 4s written.”

In Is.

25:8.
*« He will swallow up death in
vietory.”
“Death is swallowed up in
victory.”
That is, is completely van«quiched, and put ont of existence.

¢* Mor-

tality” is then ‘¢ swallowed up of life.”
+4 Thy sting?’
Power to harm.
¢ 0
grave!” O Hades! isthe literal rendering.
Hades is the name of the place of allthe
-dead. The body dies; the spirit goes to
Hades; if holy, to happiness there; if
wicked, to misery there. Ldke 16. ‘Thy
victory.” Since the saiats come forth,
«clothed in celestial forms, exalted, triumwphant.

“ The sting of death is sin.”
death is

not annihilation;

Then

for that, to a

sinless soul, would be a sting.

Sin gives.

«death its powerto terrify and harm; Adam
aight

have

died

if

he had not sinned,

but death then would have had no sting,
would not have been death, as it now is,
“¢ Is the law.” ‘Without moral law there
‘is no sin. Hence, the truth here stated.
“ Who gives

us the

victory.”

Over sin

and death.
ad Through our Lord.” Not through the

law which holds men hopelessly in sin,
but throngh Christ who (1) died
(2) who rose from the dead;
awill raise us up in bodies like
«¢ Theréfore.”
Ia view of this

for sin;
(3) who
his own,
glorious

‘promise. ' Here is the practical part of
- this lesson.
4 Steadfast.”

« Unmovable.”

Stead-

fast in belief in the resarrection and firm
against those who in any way would move
us from the foundation en which we

stand.

“Unmovable” by any seductions,

by any ridicule, by any

assaults.

Two,

heart and action, as well as of the good

works which at once adorn and identify
the Christian. Were faith possible without love, it would

be

a shadow,

and no

substance. Could one have all the subordinate gifts of knowledge, tongues,
self-sacrifice to the

uttermost,

he

would

upon us bright and clear, and found usa
busy company, looking after baggage in

@ommunications.
THE

INSPIRATION

OF THE BIBLE.

The Bible is a revelation from
am aware that some

persons

God.

doubt

I

this,

preparation for departure. The arrangewents for our comfort in this respect were
almost perfect, thanks to our master of
transp ortation, and we were soon ready.

5. promptly on time,the sharp
bat I have no hesitation in saying that At10.30,A.
there is sufficient evidence of the inspira- whistle and the ‘All aboard” of the

tion of the Scriptures to satisfy any candid man or woman, who will

inquire

in-

to the matter. The evidence is manifold;
and I will here only indicate three lines
in which it is, found without going into
detail.

:

:

The inspiration of the Scriptures is
seen in their character, which places
them so far above human compositions.
Some years ago, alawyer who was skeptical came to the conclusion that he
ought, at least, to study the evidences for

the inspiration of the Scriptures,
certain how much force there

and aswas in

them, and he went to a minister in New
York, and inquired what book or books

he should read for this purpose.
The
minister advised him to read the Bible.
‘ But you misunderstand me,” said the
lawyer; ‘“ I want to study the evidences
for the truth of the Bible.”
The minister replied again, ‘Read the Bible.”
The lawyer went home and began at the
beginning. He saw that Genesis contained a grand and consistent account of the

conductor brought unsto our seats, and
with a move of the hand the conductor
signaled the engineer that all was ready.
The throttle valve was opened and the
deep, strong puffs of the iron steed gave
evidence that it wus no easy task to draw
our nine

palace-coaches

and one day-car

with the necessary baggage cars. We
started off at forty miles an hourjand made
excellent time for the first one hundred
miles, but as our train filled up with
tourists at every station we made less
speed, and, on some of the heavy grades,
two and somet#mes three locomotives were
necessary to bear us on our way.
Ours was a special train and none but
excursionists were allowed to ride thereon, and we were not compelled to run
on.any prescribed time table, but had

the

liberty of

the

road, save to keep

clear of the daily express train.
We
were greatly favored in being able to stop
at points of interest much longer than
usual with trains. Our number continued to increase till we reached Omaha,
creation, and it interested him.
He read when it numbered over three hundred, a
on, and saw God manifested in the early noble band ot Sunday-school workers.
‘history of the world. He came to Ex- At Dixon, Ill., 97 miles from Chicago, we
odus, and when he reached the giving of stopped for dinner,and found all we could
the law from Mount Sinai, his attention desire inthe excellent restaurant at the
as a lawyer was arrested by the charac- depot. We passed through some of the
ter and the comprehensiveness of the ten richest farming lands of 1llinois during
the day, mostly rolling prairie; crossed
commandments, and he was convinced
the Mississippi at Clinton into Iowa, where
that their Author was divine.
The inspiration of the Scriptures is the fields again gave promise of an abun.
The
farm-houses were
seen in the fulfillment of numerous pre- dant harvest.
dictions, some of which were given cen- excellent, and the surroundings gave
turies before their fulfillment.
Some of evidence of wealth and comfort. At
these predictions entered into detail, and Cedar Rapids, Iowa, we stopped for supper,
these details were
exactly fulfilled. and here a fine band of music gave us a
Thomas Paine, a celebrated infidel writ- greeting, together with a multitude of
er of about a century ago, said that the citizens. Although the ardor of the ocprophets contradicted themselves, and casion wus somewhat dampened by a
in proof of this statement, he said that in heavy shower of rain, night-fall brought
one place it was predicted that Zedekiah, us to our berths, to test the qualities .of
the last king of Judah, should be taken what was fo be our eleeping apartment.

to Babylon, and in another place, that he
should not see Babylon. But the history
shows there was no &dntradietion here,
for we learn from it that he was taken to
Riblah, where his eyes were put out by
the order

of Nebuchadnezzar,

and

was

for the nextten days.

After a good night's rest, speaking
personally;-although by no means for the
majority, if early rising and awry faces
were true indices of want of rest,—the
morning dawned upon
us clear and

get, our distorted

vision,

or the long

range we take.

ER

There is a vast difference in motives and
in men when carefully examined. All men
are not alike in this world, and very probably all will not be alike in the spirit
world. There are hay,wood, and stubble,
and there are gold, silver, and precious

stones. There are spiritual jewels as
well as material jewels, though both
may be overlooked in the baser metals.
How shall we know these spiritual
jewels?
1f we judge alone by the genial face, the
pleasunt~smile, and the sparkling eye,
we may mistake them.
This alone is
not
a true test, since it ix not all gold
that glitters.
Nor will it do to conclude

that the precious ones of
necessity, be scarce.

earth must,

To some extent

of
the

value of material jewels may be in their
scarcity, but this is not true with the
saints onearth.
All may become valua-

ble and ‘precious in the sight of the
Lord.
:
:
Jewels are valuable, since you can
trust them to the severest test of examination. A jewel isall that it seems to be,
and a great deal more.
And this is
true with God's dear children. Christian-

ity has

borne

the

critical

examina-

tion of ages, and shines more brightly as
the examination goes on and the years
multiply. Vipers have fastened on its
hand, and the barbarians have expectantly looked to see itfall down dead, but
it has shook them off into the fire, and
felt no harm."
The godly man bears about with him
a spirit which worketh no ill to his neighbor, and the more severely tested by
skeptics, time and circumstances, the
more potent is such a life.
Again, the jewel is precious because it
enhances the value of that in which it is
set.

The watch, the

ring,

the

necklace

and the crown are beautiful and greatly
increased in worth by jewels.
The church is the light of the worid;
Christians are the salt of the earth.
** Beautiful for situation, the joy of the
whole earth, is mount Zion.”

Christian-

ity gives character to the world. Remove
the church, with all her sacred institutions,
and life would be a dark, revolting picture, with a background of wars and

blood and

national

hate and diabolical

oppression. Let darkness brood over the
face of God's moral deep, and the frog's
spawn or Darwin's starting point or eter-

degrading = beyond
expression.
Suc],
churches ought to be cleansed or closed

cured or killed.
Churches

that

are

doing ‘the

work, and are worth supporting,

he

Lord's

can be

supported without the use of questionable

means.

Others . deserve

no! &upport.

Let them go do—wn
Evange!
lical Messer.
ger.
ore

OUR NATION'S

EXAMPLE,

The last number of the Hilsdale Heraly
contains an oration delivered by President

Durgin, at Jonesvilie, Mich., on July

Weinvite attention

to the

4,

following ex.

tract:

.

It is"obvious to remark that

.

the

ness of our responsibility is seen

great-

in

the .

influence we are destined to exert upon
other nations.
We are called to act in

an age of the world which possesses an
unparalleled
interest
and importance,
Never before, probably, were the

so generally

and so

nations

profoundly

moved

by the contlicts of opinions; by the agi.
tation of great questions of civil, social
and religious bearing; by the struggles
of oppressors and oppressed,—the one
class to regain their rights, and the

to retain their supremacy.

All

other

systems,

opinions, customs, laws and institutions

are thrown into’ the vortex and carried
round in the whirl.
Within the last
decade in almost every
country of civilized Europe we have
beheld eager controversy, novel and startling doctrines,
attempts

to overthrow

existing

forms,

of the

smaller

the present,

Liberty

and not only the strife of tongues but of
arms. England and Ireland are contend.
ing in spirit, and it is’ only the manifest
and

exceeding weakness

island which prevents the horrexs of civil wat, France has been stirred. The
States of Germany have been in commotion. In Hungary the deep desire for
freedom has found expression in many
a battle-field.

For

is hiding in uncertain refuges, and her
voice is silenced, but this is only the ** beginning of the end.” Thoughts, desires
and resolves are nourished in those
nations in millions of hearts. Silently
they bide their time, and when the day
shail come—as come it will—an explosion will take place which will shake all
Europe and reverberate through the
world.
;
We ask for the causes of these agitations, and the answer is obvious. OpJreseion has long had rule and exercised
er cruelties to a greater or less extent
in all these countries.
Political wrongs,
social inequalities, religious intolerance,
have been allowed. A pampered court,
a privileged nobility; an irresponsible
hierarchy have held the reins of power
and have used that power for selt-agFratdizemeny and for public
injury.
here have been
noble-learted men
among the higher classes who have sympathized with the lower and have sought
to introduce reforms; but I speak of
general current of thought and course
of action among kings and popes and
their trusted officials. Those who grind
in the prison-house of despotism may
not understand their rights; may see no
probable means of éscape; may discern
no guiding, cheering,
inspiring light
shining through the bars of their dungeon :
but what has awakened thought and

still be no Christian.
i
‘then taken to Babylon; but of course did beautiful. Manaen, as usual, was ready
After the believer's blessings, joy and not see it. Other striking instances of tothank the Giver of all good for the nal oblivion might be welcomed as a
love, comes his triumph; his victory ov- the fulfillment of the details of the pre- blessings of the night, protection, care heaven. Let him who questions the value of the church to the world contrast the
er death. This is a mystery made known dictions of the Scriptures, might be read- and rest, the comfortable berths included,
savage
with the civilized, or the Euroby revelation ; butitis revealed,and so be- ily given, especially with reference to but Joe thought if ‘the Lord had made
longs ¢ to us and to our children.”
This cities and countries which were destroy- them —the cars—he would have made the pean with the Hottentot,and the American
with the wild tribes of primeval forest.
corruptible must put on incorruption; ed, and to their subsequent condition.
berths wide enough for a small body to
But the jewel derives its value largeand death, like all earthly woes, is as
The inspiration of the Scriptures is turn over in comfortably, for he doesn't
ly from the fact of its durability, hence it
nothing in the victory.
seen in the miracles performedto veri- measure space by inches or cost by paltry
is utilized to preserve machinery which is
Thus far the lessons have given an en- fy the doctrines taught by those who per- dollars.
most exposed to friction. The most val- given encouragement and strength to opcouraging sketch of the Christian life, formed them. I am aware that there are
By this modern invention of sleeping
pressed nations in our day? Plainly, it is
with especial reference to the promise of men who assert that a miracle is impossi- cars and comfortable travel by night, we uable watch is a full-jeweled watch.
Now, whether in the material, or in our own example as a free, enlightened
the life which is to come. The remaining ble. But why impossible? Scientists make were borne on our way more than two
the moral, we can not have motion with- and hdppy people.
lessons, with one exception, are chiefly this assertion. Now, if there is anything ‘hundred miles, missing the
beautiful
ve ore
“rr
filled with precepts concerning the life plainly taught by the science of ge- scenery as well as the instructive les- out more or less friction, but the greater
GLEANINGS.
the motion with the least friction, the
which now is; though never losing sight ology, it is the facl of successive crea- sons of day travel.
Believers have a life that death can nevmore perfect the machinery, or the more
of their final end. The believer's posses- tions.
Since daylight we have passed through perfe. at tha Ge iet
er touch.— Romaine.
And creations show that there
Ti
3
perfeet—the SULItLy. 111e preciousness,
stons—atl things that pertain to the body
must have been a creator, and the be- a newer part of the State of Iowa, more
Better a cheap coffin and a plain funerof which the risen Christ is the head—are ing who can create can do anything bottom land or land prairie, but the crops therefore, of God's children comes from al, after a useful, unselfish life, than a
shown in the setting forth of the ministry else he pleases. And the miracles of the seem abundant and promise a bountiful this very idea, they are less subject to grand procession and a marble mausoleGood so- um, after a loveless, selfish life.—Zvanof reconciliation. - As ‘ambassadors from Scriptures are not myths, but veritable harvest. At 7, A. M., we arrived at friction than any other class.
ciety,
then,
like
a
good
watch,
is
not only gelical Messenger.
the sovereign who isin Christ, reconcil- facts, as capable of proof as any other Council Bluff for breakfast.
jeweled in part, but it is full-jeweled.
ing the world to himself, the apostles fact in history. About a century ago,
¢ Well!” says Joe, “I have read and
. Iti not the samé thing to be wise that
How beautifully everything runs when
serve atrisk of their lives, urging believ- there were two men of note, who were heard a great deal about the great West,
God-fearing, sanctified men and women it is to nnderstand ; for many, indeed, are
ers to live unto him, who died for them infidels, Lord Lyttleton
and
Gilbert but what am 1 to think when it takes
wise in the Mainge of eternity who can not
control
the machinery.
and rose again; and beseeching all men West. These nen wanted to do some- nearly the whole width of the great State
in any sort understand them.
KnowlI suppose there, is a difference in jew- edge is Boughs if it hath not its use for
to be reconciled to God.
The believer's thing in the interest of what they believ- of Towa for us to sleep in?”
Gregory.
character is set forth in the next lesson, ed, and to show the folly of believing - At this station we had to wait five els, and there is some difference in Chris- piety.—=S.
David's life and history, as written for
enumerating as the fruits of the Spirit al- the statements of the Bible, and they re- weary hours for change of baggage and tias. Some jewels are larger than others,
most the same things that were before solved that they would each take some cars, before crossing the Missouri River nor are all polished alike. But large or us in those Psalms of his, I consider to
named as the offspring of Christian love. historical fact in the Bible, and thorough- to Omaha, with nothing in the place or small, rough or smooth,a jewel is a jewel, be the truest emblem of a man's moral
All
Here, too, the law of the seed producing ly examine it, that they might point out surroundings of particular interest to and a Christian is a Christian, It is very progress and welfare here below.
_desirable to have men in the church, with earnest souls will ever discern in it the
after its kind is followed.
occupy
attention.
This
regulation
of
the
the absurdity of believing it.
And they
large hearts and liberal hands, and pol- faithful struggle of an earnest human
And that the believer may he strong,
soul, towards what is good and best.—
each took a miracle. Lord Lyttleton took Union Pacific Railroad thac all baggage ished lives,
and with experiences so ad- Carlyle.
overcome by neither the wight nor the the conversion of Saul, afterwards call- shall be rechecked and also weighed, and
justed to the changing atmosphere of
wiles of the enemy, the pieces and use of ed Paul, and Gilbert West took the Res- every pound over the prescribed
A great deal of prayer is mere routine
one society
that they will run right along
the whole Christian armor are explained urrecsion of Jesus Christ.
«and that whether it is precomposed and
They attend- hundred pounds shall be paid for at the and
keep
the
church ap to time, but
in detail. The description of the panoply ed to their imposed tasks, and the result rate of 7 1-2 cents per pound before it can
realistic, or whether it is avowedly exfully agrees with the partial ones found was that in the progress of the examina- be rechecked, may be worldly wisdom :0 whoever shall reflect the spirit of the temporaneous, There isa great deal of
things
elsewhere in th Old .and New
Testa- tion, they were both led to a conviction far as dollars and cents for the present Master, large or small, shall be his in prayer that consists in saying
that day when He makes up His’ jewels. that we think we ought to say, and havments; the believer is furnished like a of the reality of these miracles, and of are concerned,
but itis an intolerable
ing feelings that every well-bred ‘Chris: Rane oo 0 2
heavy-armed foot-soldier of old, for the the truth of Christianity, and of the ‘in- nuisance to the traveler and ought to be
tian supposes he ought to have.— Ward
toughest service. Nor is the stout heart spiration of the Bible.
And instead of so frowned upon by the traveling commuBeecher,
:
LET
THEM
GO
DOWN,
within neglected; the next lesson shows two infidel books, we have two standard nity as to, if possible, make the company
Religion
in
its
deepest
form
is
always
Coaxing the devil to support’ the Gosthe believer
how to keep this with all dili- works on the inspiration of the Scriptures : see that it is a ‘* penny wise” policy, and
pel
is a modern device. The primitive sacrifice ; and the necessity of offering
gence. As Christ, though God, took the Lord Lyttleton, on the ‘¢ Conversion of that, as in all business transactions, it is
church
knew nothingof it. When Paul something to God is a peculiar characform of a servant, and became obedient St Paul,” and Gilbert West, on the ¢ Res wisest in the long run for them to deal
teristic ot grateful love. But that sacriwas
collecting
funds to ‘aid poor saints fice only can be well-pleasing
even to the death of the cross, so must his urrection of Jesus Christ.”
to Him,
:
generously and look to the comfort and
soldiers be humble, gentle, brave in obedi-, . As stated at the commencement, I have interests of their patrons. No other road at Jerusalem, he used no fairs, festivals, which is not only well-meant, Bor is, beence to the last, in like expectation of merely indicated some lines of evidence, in the country, so far as I.can learn, en- “mum sociables,” kissing games, or sides, presented according to His will
and in agreement with His design.— Van
without going into detail. The reader forces any such rule. But hy reason of other sanctified snares, to accomplish his Oosterzee,
glory.
;
:
;
object,
The
Christians
paid
their
own
But the believer's life has its round of can examine this matter for himself. this, your readers will have to wait
What
a
well
of
living
water did He
bills, and did not expect Satan to pay
regular duties,too ; and practical religion
And he should do so. If the Bible is a another week for further notes while I
make
of
those
days
of
soul-parching
sorfor
the
weapons
which
they used in ‘waris set forth in the common,but important,
revelation from God to man, we ought to look after my baggage.
row,
from
the
descent
of
Olivet
to
the
asfare
against
him.
When
the
devil
does
relations of life.
~The badge of true re- examine it and ascertain what it teaches.
cent
of
Calvary.
What
thousands
upon
+--+
support
a church, he does so in his own
ligion is much more conspicuousin these We may be sure that God would not
thousands have resorted again and again
interest. He carries on his operations to this gloomy Baca of His to be comfortthan in the formal duties of public wor- give us a revelation unless it contained
with a full knowledge of the fact that ed and composed, nerved and kindled, to
ship, or in serviees whereon the hypocrite something important for us to know,and
BY REV. C. A, SHERWOOD.
‘a kingdom divided against itself can not draw with joy from wells ‘of salvation.
too often builds his desired reputation.
we should search the Scriptures that we
To the surface observer of moral things, stand.” For every dollar paid out of Only collect and listen to the cious
Then follows the untold encourage- may ascertain from them what God teachthat fell from His lips as He dragment of the chief hope of the believer ; the es us, and what are the truths he would there may seem to be little difference in his coffers to the church, he receives. words
ged
himself
along.
Then it was that
the
lives
of
men.
¢
As
with
the.
body,
full value. Church partnerships with some of His choicest,
coming of the Lord. "For the dead in press upon our attention.—Ww. H,
tenderest, grandest
so with the soul, not all ‘are of the same the Evil One never benefit the former, utterances were delivered ; utterances
Christ, for the living in Christ, there is a
>-o
size ; but we are not responsible for the but always the latter. Hands off?
with which countless souls have nourished,
like glorious hope ; and for both the Lord's
difference of the one or the- other.
All
ROUND THEWORLD.
Untold harm comes to the church’ by solaced and fortified themselves during
coming is the climax of hope. Then shall
eighteen centuries, in which from year to
are made of the same frail, fallible stuff, the use of even questionable measures to
they ¢ ever be with the Lord.’
year, and from day to day, the church
BY E. W. PAGE,
are alike useful or otherwise, according raise money for the support of God's finds never-failing stores of consolaAnd now, in the last two lessons, Paul,
NOTES BY THE WAY.—NO. 2.
the aged, near the close of his own strugto circumstances, have the same common work. It creates the impression, in the tion and instruction.— London Christian
gles, holding fiemly the ground he has
OMAHA, May 28, 1879,
lot here and will be equally rewarded minds of the worldly, that the church is’ World.
won, Jooks back, aud, in the spirit of a
I
purposed
to
have
said
in
my
first
hereafter.” Thismay be the view some a kind of parasite, dependent for its exIt is not commended to stand ** gazing
master, finishes his téachings much as
take, and the conclusion to which they istence on the community; that it is up into heaven ” too long, so the wise
Jesus began them,
with instructions for letter that in these letters the reader need
the believer's struggles and the believer's not look for literary merit, or many other come ; but such a view is superficial, and a sort of genteel beggar, which itis men’s seeing made them come, come a
life. The Caristian in the world is not good qualities usually found in letters of such a conclusionis the result of one radi- proper and fashionable to support; that great journey.
Let us come, is soon said,
of the world, and is rot to love it, They
but many « wide and weary step they
travel.
For
thirty-three
years,
I
have
cal
bound
from
a
bewildered,
impulsive
it
is
an
object
of
charity,
or
even
pity
who will have the world and its riches,
and contempt, which is*grateful for the made before they said: **Lo, here we are
full into temptation and a snare.
But been confined to business, and now travel judgment,
come, come, and at our journey’s end.
It is true that our wants and dsso- tolerance of the people that let it live. But these difficnlties they overcame, of a
against all the world’s sinful delights he ‘combining business with pleasure, and
is to strive, He is to set an examplein my letters will bear the type of my busi- ciations are such in this life that we are, The ungodly regard such churches as wearisome, irksome, troublesome, danthe world as a Christian citizen, in good
and to. engaged in seeking money, rather than gerous, unseasonable journey, and for all
ness experience in a marked degree, no thrown together promiscuously,
works, and in avoiding
all folly ; obedient
this they came. And came it cheerfully
many
minds,
as
they
sweep
the
masses souls, and valuing
doubt,
and
therefore
be
unlike
most
letwealthy members and quickly, sorry for nothing so much as
to the powers ordained of God,and walkat a glance, we may seem to be all of a more than poor saints. To stand before that. they could not be there soon enough.
ing meekly among men, as an heir accord- ters of travel.
ing to the hope of eternal life.
Tuesday morning, the 27th, dawned piece. Butthe fault is in the view we the world in this light is humiliating and — Bishop Andrews.
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PIETY IN THE MEDIEVAL OHUROH.
BY REV. J. M. BREWSTER.

What is known as the Middle Ages is
quite generally agreed to be the period
between

A. D. 590 and A. D. 1517, of 927

that the superstition, so regarded by the

more enlightened standard

this period is marked by the assumption

of abBolute papal authority by Gregory
the Great, and its close by the commence-

ment of the Lutheran Reformation. Among
its principal events ‘were the inroads
made upon Christendom by the rise and

conquests of Mohamedanism,

the Chris-

tianization of England, Germany and oth-

er countries where the standard of the
cross had not been erected,

the

founding

of the Great Western Empire by Charlemagne, the contentions between the Popes
and the civil rulers, the strengthening of
the papacy by Hildebrand, or Gregory
VII., which attained its summit
Innocent 11I., the Crusades which

under
aimed

to rescue the Holy Sepulcher from the Infidels, the development of monastieism and
the rise and growth of those ovders known
as the mendicants,

the

discussions

and

speculation of the sthoolmen, the decline
of the papacy, attended with increased
heterodoxy in belief and corruption in
practice, and the appearance of such forerunners of the Reformation as the WalWycliffe, 1uss, and Erasmus.

of one age,

They

are considered

to

have been a means of arousing Europe
from the lethargy into which it had sunk-

en and of promoting a freer intercourse
between the East and the

West,

and

a

consequent better knowledge of the sections of each other; and through these
means they became

an indirect

forerun-

ner of the Reformation.

ie

As already intimated, there was

co-ex-

tensive with the Middle Ages an institution known as monasticism.. It came

originally from the East, having been introduced into the

‘West

by

Athanasius.

Not received with favor at first, it eventu-

ally took form and received recognition
as the result of the labors of Benedict of
Nursia.
Respecting the condition
of
things which called monasticism into be-

ing, Canon Farrar remarks:

* The

ex-

ample of the early hermits had been
mainly a personal protest for the awful
importance of the individual soul. The
example of the monks was mainly a social protest for the dignity and holiness
of a common life.” Amid the decaying
influences and perishing institutions of
these times, such a life wasneeded: The

Respecting the state of religious life
during this period, opinions differ. Prot- | founders of the monastic orders were reestants very generally hold that the es- formers and benefactors. The discipline
sence
of religious life had become of them was, when properly maintained,
rigid, and the tone of religious life was
well-nigh extinct, and that useless and
high. They gave to the church its best
even idolatrous forms and ceremonies,
and
most distinguished names, and they
corrupt practices, and unholy rivalries
subserved
the interests both of piety and
had usurped its place.
They magnify
the evils of those times, and can see but learning. Centuries later, after the discipline of the institution had become relittle or no good in them.
The Catholics,
on the other hand, take the opposite view,

and regard the period as the golden age
of the church, when it manifested its
greatest strength and highest glory.
What the Protestant considers the dark
ages, the Catholic regards as ages of
faith.

:

It is questionable whether either view is
absolutely correct. The Roman Empire,
under which the Christian church had its
origin and had gained a foothold, had
been overthrown by the barbarous hordes
which came from tie North.
Civil government was in a chaotic state. In view
of these facts, it is possible that the papacy,which was pre-eminently a religion of
authority, well administered, was well
adapted to meet the peculiar wants of
those times, while it is entirely unsuited
to other times and circumsthnees.
It is also doubtful if history gives us
a full, impartial and correct view of these
times. It was a wi-e and suggestive remark of Bishop Simpson in his recent
lectures at Yale, *‘1 only wish there was
a church history which distinctly and
clearly set forth the true life of the church
in all ages, and was not so fully occupied
with the discussions of questions of orthodoxy or heresy or the sayings and doings
of a few of the principal leaders.” Indeed, we are told but little of the character of the piety which dwelt in the hearts
of the masses.
Until near the close of
this period the art of printing was not
discovered.

The Bible

was not then, as

it is now, the book of the people ; and consequently there must have been erroneous
views of truth, attended with feeble and
distorted Christian lives. Indeed, instead
of religion entering into life and permeating it, there was too frequently a separation of religion from the lite. It could
not be expected that there should have
been the correct views of Christian doctrine and the high standard of Christian
living, as exists to-day. It did not exist
in Old Testament times.
It was not exacted.
In the times of this ignorance
God winked at it.
There was manifestly in the Medismval
_ church earmest zeal, and, we may say,
piety of its peculiar type. We arrive at
this

conclusion from the consideration of

some

of its prominent

personages

and

some of the institutions and events which
characterized it.
?

It is common with Protestants to regard those personages who occupied the
papal chair,during the period in question,
as necessarily wicked. But such a sweeping view is erroneous.
There were,
doubtless, many self-seeking and wicked

men

among

the popes.

It would

strange if there were not.

be

One of them,

even the greatest in temporal affairs, Innocent III., rendered his name forever
He
gOraspon
gain
fort-

odious, as the author of the Inquisition.
But it can not be reasonably doubted that
there were men of piety among them,
who sought to correct abuses and to pun-

ish corruption, and who labored for the

spiritual welfare of the people, recogniz-

l, to
ion.
ious

ing their accountability to God.

that
dest
ces
hed,
ing

men

rag-

r to

weh
olaan
ing
wise
6 a

The ear-

lier part of the period in question was
one of earnest missionary activity. Such
as Augustine and Boniface, through

whose instrumentality Christianity was
introduced into. England and Germany,

seem to have been earnest,

sacrificing

and Ged-fearing men.
Lhey were for
‘those times what Judson, Morri
son and

others have

been in our times.

In later

periods, there were such men as Anselm,

Bernard, Thomas

Aquinus

A. Kempis,

were

who

and Thomas

intellectual

and

spiritual leaders, and whose piety, at least
that of some of them, was of no inferior

aid,

hey

type.

are
and.
f a
dan+ all
ully
h as
igh.

The Crusades, inspired by Peter the
Hermit, which extended over a period of

nearly two
1270),

point

of view,

as

the

mendicant

a

miserable failure, and they are commonly
regarded as having been instigated by a
blind superstition, Yet, let us remember

orders,

whose early history was characterized by
deeds of bravery and self-denial. Closely allied with these orders, and with the
whole monastic system, were the schoolmen, who, bowever much some of their

speculations and sophisms may be derid«
ed, served a valuable purpose for the
times in which they lived.
Let it not be
forgotten,
however, that monasticism,

though at times good and serving good
ends, was, in the periods of its decline
and decay, a great promoter of evil.. It
has been especially so since the Reformation.

Whatever
doubts there may . exist
among Protestants respecting the position taken in some of the points already
discussed, there can be no

essential

dis-

agreement respecting the piety of the
Waldenses, who seem to have had their
origin in the twelfth century, and who
dwelt, for the most part, among the

mountains of Switzerland, where they
were, in life, worship and practice, largely free from the corruptions of Rome;

that of Wycliffe wha was a hold, earnest
and scholarly man, and that of his fol-

lowers who partook of many of his characteristics, who
were forerunners of
the Reformation in England; and that of
Huss and the Hussites who did a similar
work for Bohemia. In all the darkness
of the dark ages, there was here and
there light. As dark as those times were
with the church with all its superstitions
and corruptions, they would have been
still darker without the church. God has
never left himself without witnesses. It
would be sad to believe that, of the many

ln
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GENUINE?
of the re-

sults of missionary work. It can best ‘be
answered by exhibiting specimens of what
conversion

has made of’ the meu

it has

operated upon. The Rev, Mansel Hall
furnishes one specimen of a Fiji islander
who wanted to go downto New Britain

as a teacher, where some of his friends
had just been killed and eaten by the
natives.
A number of Fijian teachers went in
the Wesley as a reinforcement to the mission. The news of the murder of Sailasa
and the teachers reached Fiji some considerable titne in advance of the tidings
concerning later events, and the volunteers were at once informed of what had

occurred.

One and all refused to draw

back, though

it was explained

to

them

that they were at liberty to do so if they
pleased ; and they expressed their resolve
to go in a quiet

manner,

without

any

at-

tempt at floarish or bravado. One of the
men 8 a bachelor, Kemueli by name.
He

volunteered

company
George

before

when

the

first

of teachers went with the Rev.
Brown, but it ‘was thouzht well

not tv send him because

he

was

JULY

unmar-

16,

a

|
RT

1879.

A

popular libraries, and President Grevy
lately said that he considered the Protes-

of democracy
;

kent outdoors or

A party of eleven Roman

Catholic

mis-

Uganda.

and now

to-day 1 hear

A

This is probably the first case of a

sent

him

word

that he

could

go, and

thereupon he began to haunt the mission
house. First of all he came and besought
the missionary not to change his mind
about the matter. He was told that it
was finally settled unless he himself wished to draw back. So he went away
pacified for the time being. But after

few days, doubts seemed to arise lest his

fatal lack of a wife should Jprevent his

going and nothing would satisfy him
short of coming againto hear trom the
missionary’s own [ips that his going’ had
not been countermanded.
Nor did he
neglect the means. He rushed from town
to own making frantic offers of marriage
to all the widows in the neighborhood, but without success. One woman,
indeed, I have been lately informed,
offered to take him in charge if he would
stay in Fiji, but he treated her as an embodiment of the tempter himself.
When

he had finished with" the last widow he
felt bound to pay another visit to his

superintendent in order to tell him the
result.
‘Ihave tried them all, sir,” he
pleaded, *‘ and it’s no use.
They won't
have me; and it is well, for I don't want

them.
repent

with the seminary for nearly thirty years,
gave the institution as a parting gift $20,000. This institution has, during the past
year, received in cash and subscription
$200,000.
A lady residing in the State of New York
has deeded a farm of 180 acres in Illinois,
improvements,

to

miles of the county seat, and is quite

before
though

should

they begin to
the immersion

administered

to

be

and
sold
the
The
two

valu-

himself,

The First

hardly

Presbyterian church

be

of Read-

ing, Pa., recently celebrated the close of
the seventh year of the pastorate of Rev.
Wallace Radcliffe.
Nearly 800 persons
have been received into the church in
these seven

years—182

faith in Christ.
is 401.

The

on

confession

present

. The contributions

of

the

I bave

no wife.”

Then

came the news of the murder of poor
Sailasas and the teachers, and a messenger was sent to tell him of it, witha

church

work have
averaged nearly. $7,500.
Five
hundred children are receiving instruction

notification that he could withdraw from
hls offer if lve pleased. This brought him
straightway to the mission house. He
seemed to look upon the message as a
hint that he was not wanted. So he came
over hotfoot, sat down on the grass in
front of the verandah and poured out his
soul. ‘Am I then to stay because they
are killed? Why should Istay ? Their
laces are empty. Is it a new thing for us
lijians to be killed? Why are you
faint-hearted, sir, about it? ~ We are not
faint-hearted,
we
sadingnaiwaukoya.
That slaughter has indeed Leen done.

Episcopal Bishop of Mexico, took place in
Trinity church, Pittsburg, Pa., June 24th.

At 10 o'clock

the

clergy,

about

fifty

in

number, entered the church in procession.
The Nicene
Creed
was recited
by the

clergy and congregation, and the conBecration service followed.
The Bishops

.present

who

were

presided

in

Lee,

of

Delaware,

the absence

of

the

venerable
Bishop
Smith,
of Kentucky,
who was unable to be present on account
of illness ; Stevens,of Pennsylvania, Howe,
of Central
Pennsylvania,
Keerfoot,
of
Pittsburg, Littlejohn, of Long Island, Bedell, of Ohio, and Coxe, of Western New

York.

once,

and

1t was

cause.

cultivated with the plow;

but

done

and take an honored

the

world

And

heart and

home

will

VANDUZEN
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Hon. R, V' PIERCE, Pres. F.D. PIERCE, V. Pres.
JNO. E. PIERCE, Sec.
LESTER B. SMITH, Treas.
NINE PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS of eminence and skill haye been chosen as the Faculty.
CHRONIC DISEASES of all forms come within the
province of our several specialties,
LUN
EASES. —This division of practice is
very ably managed by a enfleman of mature judgment and skill. Bronchial, Throat, and Lung Dis-eases treated with the most successful results,
DISEASES OF WOMEN.—Especially are our facilities of a superior order for the cure of all those
chronic diseases peculiar to females.
NERVOUS DISEASES,
— Paralysis, Nervous Debility, Epilepsy (Fits), Chorea (St. Vitus’s Dance), Neu-ralgia,
and other nervous affections, receive the:
attention of an e.
in this specialty.
NOT NECERSANY TO SEE PATIENTS.
—By our
original system of diagnosis, we can treat many
chronic diseases as successfully without as with a:
rsonal consultation, For particulars see * People's
Jommon Sense Medical Adviser” {0 pages, sent
ost=paid for $1.50) or ** Invalids’ and Tourists’ Guide
Book
(100 pages. 10 cents post-paid).
SURGICAL CASES. —Among the operations which
we are called upon most frequently to perform, are:
those for Nok
DATOS. Hareliby Tumors, Fistula.
in :Ano, Piles, Hernia (Rupture),
Hydrocele (Dropsy
of the Scrotum), Varicocgle, Ovarian and
Uterine
Tumors, Calcull (Stone mi the Bladder), Stricture, |
cte., ete. We also treat successfully, by a new meth-od without surgical operation, Cancers, Club-feet,

consumption.

liythe

physicians pronounced incurable at the age
of twenty-five,because one lung had been almost destroyed by the disease. Dr. Pierce’s

Golden

Medical Discovery is

a

ficient alterative for separating

ulous matter

most
the

ef-

scrof-

from the blood and

lungs,

and imparting strength to the system.
has cured hundreds of consumptives.
It

Seems

!

of

such

common,

u,

Mandrake,

Ss,

Daudelion, &c., should
and such marvelous and
as

Hop

Bitters

It

Impossible.

That
a remedy made

make so
wonderful

do, but

when

opal

ayig

of

the

that

disorder.

has

Besides

a tendenc

celerate the respiration, either

that,

to

ac-

directly or

indirectly, must be avoided. As having
M. de Pressense in France, has been ap- such a tendency inust be considered a
pointed a member of the commission of high temperature, a crowded stable and

and

Other

Address,

aeloTurities,

(56€

puin~

as a Curative Agent,” sens

World's Dispensary Medical Association,

BUFFALO, N- k.

and

young, rich and poor, Pastor and Doctor,
Lawyer and Editor, all testify to having
been cured by them, you must believe

try them

yourself, and doubt

See another column.

no

5

{
4

and

3!.
i

longer.
By an immense Practice at thé World's:

sary
sand
have
tive
; To

ADVERTISEMENTS.

not necessarily the same in different cases,

causes

Curvature,

phiet entitled, * Motion
on receipt of 10 cents.)

many
cures

old

Cincinnati, O.

(Successors to R. V. PIERCE, M. D.)
DR. R. V. PIERCE, having acquired a world-wide
reputation in the tredtment of Chronic Diseases,
resulting
a-professional-businessfar-exceeding
his individual ability to conduct, some years ago
induced several medical gentlemen to associate themselves with him, as the Faculty of the World’s Dis-.
pensary, the Consulting
Department of which has
since been merged with the INVALIDS® MOTEL.

Reader, if the child be your neighbor's,
take this comforting word to the mother’s
heart before it is too late.
Tell her that
consumption is curable, that men are
ing to-day, aged, robust men,
whom

& TIFT,

1yl

be left desolate—be-

cause there was no cure

BELL FOUNDRY

Bells of Pure Copper-and Tin for Churches
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULL
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free,

somebody’s mother is thinking of the time
when that dear face will be hidden where
no ray of hope can brighter it—when her

DR. JAMES
L. PHILLIPS.
This fine engraving

25 cents;

is of two sizes, 9 x 12 inches,

12 x 15 inches, 85 cents.

For Sale at the

MORNING STAR OFFICE.
Any one wishing to
take a quantity, to sell at Quarterly and Yearly
Meetings can obtain them at a large discount by
applying to. W. O. SAYLES,

10

the cash accompanying the order.

WALL

81, N.

Y.,

21tf

Dispen

and Invalids’ Hotel, having treated many thoucases of those diseases peculiar to woman, I
been enabled to perfect a mest potent and posiremedy for these diseases.
designate this natural specific, I have named it

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
The term, however, 13 but a feeble expression ot
my high appreciation of its value, based upon personal observation. 1 have, while witnessing its posi
tive results in the special diseases incident to the
organism of woman, singled it out as the climax or

gem of my medical carcer.

On its merits,

as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy

”

ARYA on
LINIMENT]

Chicago. The church has a debt of $25,000, of which $7,000 has to be paid immediately.
More than $3,600 was raised
June 8.
!

BUCKEYE

Child.

HENRY & JOHNSON'S

eternity in

Lung and Throat Affections.

whenever

in

4

its superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for
;

Husbandmman.

place

J

Croup; ASthnii

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana

Apple

beside the companions of his youth.

)}
[’

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of

Somebody’s
child
is
dying—dying
with the push of hope on his young
face and an indescriable yearning to live

d

which repentance will be of no avail; he
who can not find time to work for others
may find an eternity in which to suffer
for himself.— Hannah More.

DR. N. 6, WHITE'S
PULMONARY
Whooping Cough,

the orchard should be liberally fertil-

Somebody’s

4127

And other Lung Affections.

ized, and a renewal of health and vigor will

be the result.— Cor. of the

7%

The Henry Bill Publishing Co., Norwich, Ct,
:

FOR ~~

ance, it is a pretty sure sign that the sod
should betaken up and
some cultivated
crop should take its place.
When
this is

The Farm.

Some have been killed. That was Satan’s
doing, sir. Yes, but-the Lord is living |
~
HEAVER IN HORSES.
|
still!” and he threw out his left hand with
‘‘Heaves” is u te rm commonly applied
a contemptuous sweep, as if he thereby
finally disposed of the devil and all his to and chronic difficulty of breathing in
works, und then he burst into tears. ‘Let horses which is not attended with sympme go,” he sobbed forth,
¢¢ Hinder me toms of fever or inflammation, and charnot.” And there were wet eyes on the acterized by an abnormal and conspicuous
veranda of that mission house, as well activity of the abdominal muscles or a
as on the grass plat in front of it.
On pecaliar *¢ heaving” of the flanks at euch
the very day after the news of the Wes- expiration—for it is the latter and not the
ley’s arrival came to his bearing,be made inspiration which causes the breathing to
his appearance at the mission house with be laborious in ‘‘ heaves.” The morbid
his packages ready and his loins girded. changes productive of the difficulty are
He was for starting at

other

Aptos

About 1000 oc

and three hundred fine engravings.
iyo pages
The New York Era sa
“
such work exists.”
di
No other
For descriptive circulars and terms apply to

Coughs, Colds,

the growth of the tree is slow, and the
leaves present a yellowish unthrifty appear-

membership

for its own support and general missionary

Sinisa maine

and other enterprises.

FILLIXTIR

of

in the Sabbath-school.
The solemn ceremonies of consecrating
* Only I was afraid lest you should. “the Rev. Henry Chauncey Reilly, the “first

because

ute failure to some

immersed

can

OF THE UNITED STATES.
Being
a complete history of all the impor

follows:

trees may be starved by the borer and tectcaterpillar. These and other insect enemies often cut short the supply of food as
a poor soil, or neglect of manure. There
can be no definite rules laid down as
to
when and how often an orchard should be

immerse ethers,
of this preacher,

considered valid. It is to be hoped he will
see in it a providential indication of his
duty.— Religious Herald.

as

¢¢ Our fruit is small, scabby and wormy.”
The remédy for all this is proper cuitivation. A system of management the opposite of neglect.
It is breaking up‘ the
old sod, removing
stagnant water by
drains, and giving the trees semething to
live on. Mulching in the time of drought
and top dressing to restore what has heen
taken away from the soil.
It is feeding
he producer in proportion to its product.
There is but little danger of getting
the soil too rich, and it is safe to attrib-

able.
:
A M. E. minister in Charles City County,
Va. recently immersed five candidates. In
immersing the first one,he lost his balance,
and immersed himself.. Itis ttting that
Methodist preachers

writes

WA
A NTED"orTHE:

|

many orchardists.
‘ Our orchards
are
unproductive.” ¢* Our trees are unthrifty.”

Rev.

A. H. Clapp, D. D., of New York,
Rev. Robert West, of St. Louis, to be
by them, and the proceeds given to
American Home Missionary Society.
farm is situated in Clay County within

correspondent

229

INDUSTRIAL HISTORY

‘“ My orchard is not in a satisfactory condition. Many of the trees that formerly
had a fame for bearing now fail.
The
leaves have a dull red color, and the
growth
of
wood ,is small.
The orchard was kept cultivated until it commenced to bear, since then it has been in
grass.
What shall I do to restore my
orchard to fruitfulness ?”
This is the old, old story.
The same
plaintive murmur that is heard from so

takes the name of Walter C. Young, wears
his hair short and wears an American cos-

all

at

GENTS

should

ORCHARDS,

ordained as deacon of the Trinity Episcopal church
in San Francisco.
He now

-together with

i

powdered ginger root and two drachms of
powdered licorice root, may be given
mixed with the morning food. Arsenic
given in that way has produced good results by causing the breathing to become
easier and less distressing, but it has
never effected a cure.—Chicago Tribune.

;

The Shinto scet of Buddhists in Japan
have just completed a college at Kioto in
which
600 students will he trained for
proselyting purposes, some being prepared for missions to Europe and America.
It ‘has recently established a flourishing
mission in China.
Ah Ching, a native Chinaman, has been

Phelps, Professors at Andover Theological
Seminary, have sent in their resignations.
Rev. Dr. Taylor, who has been connected

it once more with my ears. Let me go I
beseech you. Do not hinder me; for I
know it is the voice of God that [ hear.”
After consultation with the chairman of
the district,
Kemueli's superintendent

in the ‘pasture,

sionaries are on their way,if they have not
already arrived at the capital of, King Mtesu,
Stanley’s friend ; and even the Moslems of | of the third week six grains, &ec., till as
Constantinople have been moved by his ap- much as fifteen grains has been reached,
peal to send missionaries of their faith to in combination with a drachm or two of

September last, he arose
the chair as follows:

heart ever since,

Pe

have the coolest place in a clean and well
ventilated stable. ‘As to- medicines, not
much good can be expected of their use.
Small doses of arsenic (arsenious acid)
—say four grains the first morning, to be
increased one grain every day till the
sixth, to be omitted every seventh day,
and to be increased one grain every week,
80 as to make the dose for the first day of
the second week five and for the first day

The Rev. Canon Frederic Beadon, rector
of North
Stoneham near Southampton,
England, died a few weeks ago at the age
of 102 years.
He had been rector of
Stoneham for nearly three-quarters of a
century, and succeeded his father in the
same charge.
\

Chinaman being "admitted to orders in the
Reed were laid before the
Quarterly | church,
Rev. John L. Taylor and Rev. Austin
Meeting, of which he was a member, in

heard the voice of God calling me, and I
said, * Here am 1.’ But you would not
send me. His voice has been in my

HR

breathing in a foul or impure atmosphere.
A ‘“ heavy” horse, therefore, unless he is

in

tume.

““When
Misa
Perauni spoke to us before at Navuloa, I

dH

|

ried. When the wants of the mission
and the noble generosity of Mr. Henry
and addressed

ae

bent)

LL 2
-

tant church the mother
modern times,

MS

not without difficulty that he was per- and may vary con:iderably as to their nat- '
PROVERBS,
sauded to go back to his town. - And fi- ure and origin. In the Northwest the
No one can be sick when the stomach,
same,
in
a
very
large
number
of
horses
nally ; at last a week before the day of
blood, liver and kidneys are healthy, and
affected with ‘“ heaves,” consists in a loss
Hop Bitters keep them so.”
who shall come from the east and. the sailing, he came just asthe evening lamps /| or want of elasticity, or contract ability,
were lighted, and squatted on the fluor.
“The greatest nourishing tonic, appewest, the north and the south, and shall
tizer, strengthener and curative on earth,
{* I have brought my box, sir,” he said. in the walls of the pulmonal air-cells, or
in
an
inability
of
the
same
to
contract,and
sit down with Abraham and Isaac and
—Hop Bitters.”
‘“ All right,” was the reply. * Take it
Jacob in the kingdom of God, but few to such and such a house, and then go thereby to expel the air after an inspira“Tt is impossible to remain long sick
tion had taken place. The contractibility
or out of health, where Hop Bitters are
are to. come from the period in the back to Nakelo, and wait for the word.”
He patted the floor with his hand. of the pulmonal tissue, or of the walls of
world’s history known as the Middle
3 Why do Hop Bitters cure so much ?”’
‘“ 1 shall see Nakelo no more. Here will the air-cells, once-lost, can not be restorAges.
“ Because ghey give good digestion, rich
I stay till the Johnny goes. Why should ed, consequently ¢¢ heaves,” in a strict
sense, must be considered incurable.
blood, and healthy action of allthe organs.”
We have abundant reason to be grate- I go back? Ihave taken my departure Still, the process of expiration, which in
“No matter what your feelings or ailon
here
am
I
and
town,
own
my
from
ful that our lot has been cast in more enment is, Hop Bitters will do you good.”
the path. I can not go back. Let me ‘“ heaves” has to be effected mainly by exlightened and better times. Instead of reach the new land, and then I shall be ternal pressue upon the lungs, brought
“Remember, Hop Bitters never does
the papacy of the Medieval church, Prot- at rest.” And his face beamed as he about by the action of muscular force,
harm, but good, alwaysand continually.”
contracting
the
chest,
can
be
made
easier
estantism presents intelligent and self- spoke. So he had his own way, and he is
“Purify the blood, cleanse the stomach
and
freer,
at
least
to
a
certain
extent,
by
|
‘and sweeten the breath with Hop Bitters.”
governing communicants, every one of gone to help Mr. Brown. May God go removing everything that interferes with
.
* Quiet nerves and balmy sleep in Hop
whom is a vicegerent or representative With him.— The Methodist.
the activity of any of those respiratory
| Bitters.”
muscles. The same may be divided into
of Christ on earth. Instead of monasti‘“No health with inactive liver and
RELIGIOUS MISOELLANY.
muscles acting directly upon the ribs, and
urinary organs without Hop Bitters.”
cism, it has Christianity, exemplified in.
The training school in Kioto, Japan, un- into muscles acting upon the ribs and
the home, in the institution of learning, der the care of American missionaries, has upon diaphragm at each expiration, by
Try Hop Cough Cure and Pain Relief.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
and in all the walks and vocations of over one hundred students.
drawing the former backward, and by
Rev. D. D. Winn, for more than twelve
life. Instead of the Crusades,
it empressing the contents of the abdominal
years pastor of the Williams street Baptist
ploys much of its means and some of its church of New Bedford, Mass,,has, resigned. cavity forward upon the latter, the diaphragm. If the contents of the abdominal
best workers, to preach Christ to the naThe Utica (N. Y.) ministers’ associa- cavity, the stomach and intestines, are
tions still in darkness. As the result of tion have decided to preach no mere ser- full of food and very voluminous the abthe Reformation, also, from the low level mons at funerals,but afterwards in church,
dominal muscles neccessarily are keptin a
if the friends desire.
state of expansion and are notallowed much
to which Catholicism had sunken in the
The
Regent
Square
Presbyterian
fifteenth century, for it was this which church, London, has had, for many years, contraction ; the diaphragm is constantly
upon; the ribs can ba drawn
made the Reformation possible, it was a.class of the blind. It began with twen- pressed
backward but very little, and the diminuty-four
members,
and
bas
increased
to
raised to a higher one in the centuries
tion of the cavity of the chest; effected by
140.
’
For Man and Beast.
following, and it gave to the world such
a contraction of the muscles active at exThe new St. Patrick’s Cathedral in New
a
sure cure for Wounds,
Piraticn,
is
comparatively
insignificant.
earnest spirits as Ignatius Loyola and York city has a capacity to contain 17,rom
this
follows
that
an
animal
affected
Francis Xavier, and men of such devout 000 persons, making it tbe eleventh in
with *“ heaves must never be allowed to
piety as Massillon and Fenelon. The size of the great Catholic cathedrals and eat enough food to fill its stomach and innext to Notre Dame at Paris.
Catholic church of to-day is very different
testines to their full capacity. In other
M. de Laveleye, the distinguished Belfrom what it would be, were it not for; gian economist, who withdrew some time words a ** heavy” horse must receive only
the liberalizing and beneficent influence ago from the Roman Catholic,has connect- such food as is concentrated or contains
sufficient nutriment in a small quantity
of Protestantism. The actual gain re- ed himself with the Protestant church.
-and is easily and rapidly disgested and
The
First
Presbyterian
church
of
Chisulting from the Reformation is far | cago, the oldest church in the city, cele- moved. Consequentty the principal food
of a horse affected with ¢* heaves” should
greater than the apparent.
brated its forty-six anniversary, June 26,
and all Skin Diseases. Rub
consist of grain, bran mashes and
grass
by
a
reunion
of
the
pastors,
officers,
and
ER er a aA]
or roots (potatoes, turnips, carrots,
&c.),
#t in well with the hand.
members.
Sold
by all druggists. Price 25 and 500 per bottle
He who can not find time to consult
Bishop Scarborough of New Jersey, has and no hay at all, especially no timothy
should be fed. As substitute for hay
his Bible will one day find he has time to received from a friend of the Protestant hay,
church, who did not wish to be a small quantity of good and lean oat
be sick; he who has no time to pray Episcopal
known, the sum of 8,000, to be appropri- straw may be given. Timothy hay must
STEEL ENGRAVING
must find time to die; he who can find ated to the endowment fund for aged and be rejected under all circnmstances, particularly if in the least dusty or musty,
no time to reflect is most likely to find infirm clergy.
because
experience
teaches
thai it
Bishop Fallows has again taken charge
time
to sin; he who can not find time
constitutes
one of
the
rincipal
of St. Paul's Reformed Episcopal church,

for repentance will find an

hundred years (A. n. 1090—

were, from one

laxed, and it had fallen into disrepute, ‘it

was revived in new forms and under new
leaders ; and Clugny and Clairveaux became the famous seats of its power. At
a still later period when another reformation was needed, there sprung into existence the Dominicans and the Franciscans, known
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STAR,

The question is often asked

may approximate to pietyin another age:
less favored. These Crusades are not
now regarded by many who have given
thought to the subject as an evil unmix-

The commencement of ed with good.

years duration.

denses,

MORNING

*000°000°1$ ‘MDOLS TVIIAYD

ASA

INCORPORATED JANUARY, 1879.

RA

:

for this class.

of disenses, and one that will, at all times and under:
all circumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake:
my repntation as a physician: and so confident'am:
I that it will not disappoint the mest sangnine'ex-pectationsof a single Invalid lady who uses it for any
of the ailments for which I recommend it, that I offer
and sell it under A POSITIVE GUARANTEE. (For
conditions, see pamphlet wrapping
bottle.)
The following are Jong these discases in which
my Favorite Preseription has worked cures, as if by
magic, and with a certainty never before attained by
any. medicine: Leucorrhoea, Excessive Flowing,
Painful Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from
unnatural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back, Prolapsus, or Falling of the Uterus. Antéversion and
Retroversion, Bearing-down
Sensations, Internal
Heat, Nervous Dépression, Dability, Despondency,
Threatened Miscarriage, Chronic Con estion,” Inflammation
and Ulceration of the Uterus, Impotency:
Barrenness, or Sterility, and Female Weakness.
1
do not extol this medieine as a * cure-all,” hut i6.
admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose, being. a:
most
perfect specific in all chronic diseases of
the:
gcxual
system: of woman.
It will not disappoint, nor
will it do harm, In any state or condition.
Those who desire further information on these sub=ds can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE:
{EDICAL ADVISER. a hook of over 900 pages, sent,
Jostepaids on receipt of $1.50. It treats minutely of *
hose diseases peculiar to Females, and gives much
valuable advice in regard to the management of
those affections.
x
Favorite Prescription sold by Drugglsts.
R. V. PIERCE, M. D., Proje, World's Dispensary and Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo,
N. Y.

A Dmenoinational Biography.
Besides the
Baptists” itself,

‘ History
no

of the Freewill

book

contains

information in regard to the
of the F. Baptists than the
the Life

the

Morning

Star

early days .

‘Memoirs

of David Marks.”

the Book Concern under

more: 5

An

of

agent of i

whose auspices s

was once

‘published,

identified with the Anti-slavery chanaoter:
of the denomination,

undergoing. trials.

because of his temperance

principles, to--

gether with his almost constant journeyings from Maine to Ohio, and a record of

incidents connected therewith—make this book of 516 pages one of marked interest :
to the reader.

It may

be obtained for -

$1.10 per copy, postage paid, by address- ing Rev. I. D. Stewart, Dover, N. H.
THIS
Advertisi

P APER
may be found on file at Geo,
5
&
wen & Co's iyertiine *
ureau (10
Spruce St.), where
adve!
ng

contracts may be made for it IN

NEW

YORK.
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The Worning Star,

They .were the reverse of graceful.—
Again, the Captain called our attention
one day to a huge whale that was leaping

G.

F.

MOSHER,

Editor.

All cornmunications designed for publication

should be addressed to the Editor, and
on business, remittances of money,

all letters

&c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

OFF IRELAND,
June

Life on ship board
and monotonous,
write about
it,

half his bigness out of the water not a
quarter of a mile off. Ho was being
stabbed by a sword fish, the Captain
thought, and was trying thus to escape
his assailant.—Flying fish were numerous
before

< EDITORIAL CORRESPONDENCE.
16, 1879.

is said to be

dull

so, if we attempt to
you must
expect a

«lull and monotonous letter. But truth
to tell, we have found it neither. There
was possibly an approach to it the first
two days from New York, when the sky
was blue and clear, and the light breeze
fromthe North was scarcely sufficient to

wé

entered

this

higher

latitude,

and a few evenings ago there was a
play of phosphorescent light in the sea
was dazzling. It was as though the
passed through a lake of fire. At

disthat
ship
her

sides and stern the illumination

like

was

flame, and occasionally the spray that
broke over the prow would be like a
shower of sparkling diamonds. But that
is not an uncommon sight at sea.—There
are

numerous

games

and

contests

on

board, such as pitching rings, shuffleboard, rope-pulls, chess, and the like,
rutlle the sqrfjce of the sea. But even which help to pass the time. But it is
then there was the novelty of beginning only when the wind subsides and the ship
24 voyage, and we enjoyed intensely see- is comparatively at ease for a faw hours,
ing the sailors go about their duties, put- that shuffle-board can be played.—Time
ting the ship in order for sea, climbing on ship-board is divided into six watches
even to the very top of the masts to see that of four hours éach, beginning at 12 noon,
every stay was secure, and keeping alert 4, 8, &e., and one, two, three, &e.,strokes
to get the benefit of the least favorable of a bell mark the time. For example,
sind.
The sails are loosed one hour, one bell is the first half hour of a watch,
two bells the second half hour, and so on.
irom mizzen boom to the fore top gallant,
only to come down the next, when the Breakfast is at 8 in the morning, lunch at
breeze has veered more directly ahead. 1,dinner at 5 and tea at 8, r. x. In
Such fickle winds as we

have

had keep

Jack constantly on daty, bracing. the
yards, tautening or loosing the halyards,
und doing his best to unite

the

forces

of

wind and steam in propelling the ship.
Bat Jack is a cheerful fellow. Whether the sun shines bright and he is put to
scrubbing and painting the deck and rails,
or the wind is howling and he is found

rough weather,

racks

are

used

to

PN

new acquaintances is one of the

hold

Divine services
Sunday on board.

note the prominent features.
It would seem that the past year has
not been of extensive revivals, nor has it
been marked by an absence of revival, influences.
Of the New Hampshire Y. M. it is said,
‘ Precious revivals were reported,” while
some of the churches of the Central Ohio
Y. M. ‘“ have been blessed with glorious
revivals.” In other States there are good
indications of healthy spiritual life. In
some sections, especially at the West,

a year or

two

past,

at

a comparatively

flood tide.. There is manifest a spirit
which would undertake more and better
things. The women are also pressing
forward in their special branch of the
service. The Maine Western and the

ing features of a sea voyage. There is
nothing that so reveals the real nature of
a person as being shut up in a ship with
him. Acquaintance goes deep in such

he is the same merry, singing person,
** bound not to be fretted,” as he said the

YEARLY MEETING ECHOES.

whole communities are hungering for the
bread of life. Herein is an ocecasior of
deep solicitude. The fields are white,but
where are the laborers ?
Our benevolent work has manifestly
occupied a large place in the deliberations
of all these gatherings. The Card System for raising funds is formally commended by several Western
Y. Ms.,
where it is comparatively
new. In
Foreign Missions there seems to be no
flagging of interest, which has been, for

interest-

circumstances, and will not be easily

Ohio and Pennsylvania Y. M's refer in
fitting {8rms to the return of our veteran
missionary, Rev. Jeremiah Phillips, while
the former expresses gratitude at the success of the effort to endow the Bible
School in India. The interest in Home

ob-

literated.
have been held. each
But no two successive

Sabbaths could well be more different
than these two. The first was a bright, Missions has béen quickened, and advance
sunny day, with a blue sky and a caim steps have been taken in Michigan, Westsea, and the ship moving steadily for- ern Maine, Minnesota and elsewhere.
ward. The second was dark, and gloomy The waste places must be built up, and
We trust that
and forbidding, outwardly, with a heavy new ground cultivated.
tinkle of a bell; if the suils are to be sea beating against the ship and pitch- this feeling strongly cherished will be
manifest-in- deeds.
:
moved, the boatswain’s shrill whistle calls (ing-it-at-almest every angle. Many,
The resolutions of the Susquehanna Y.
the men to duty and directs their moveof course, were too ill on such a day to do
ments; and even down in the deep fur- anything
but lie in their berths, but there M., published last week, are particularly
nace pit, if the stokers are backward and
was nevertheless a good and attentive pertinent as relating to the different dethe firemen are without coal, the latter company at all the
services. Worship partments of our denominational work.
drum a merry tattoo on their shovels to seldom becomes more real than on such Rarely have we seen more and better
truth more tersely and appropriately exmake known their need. Even in Thurs- an cccasion as yesterday.
pressed.
let all our
ministers aud
day’s gale, wher there was n't a dry spot
A word about the ship itself. The Ciron the ship above the saloons, life went cassia is a magnificent craft of 4500 tons, members read them afresh and make
them the basis of action. Tt is scarcely
forward just as merrily, and the ** heave
420
feet
in
length,
only
a
year
ho” was just as hearty, except that Jack old, built of iron excepting her decks necessary to say that we are pleased with
the course of several Yearly Meetings jn
«could n't resist the temptation now and
and spars,
and
even
the
spars
then to call it “nasty greezy weather,” are sheathed
with brass—spleadidly commending the Star and other denomand to accuse some mate of having neg- finished and equipped, and acknowledged inational publications.
The propsoed amendment to the Constilected to pay his washer-woman before to be one of the finest and stanchest boats
leaving port, as the causeof his present that sails between Great Britain and the tution of the General Conference, making
provision for a larger representation and
ills. For sailors, you know, are a super- United States. [er officers
are gentlean increase of the lay element, has been
stitious class. They sajl in no ship that manly and courteous, accomplish
ed in
acted upon by several Y. M's. About an
"was launched on Friday; and are govern- more than sea-lore, but as true
to duty as
equal number are reported as voting for
ed
in
thousands
of acts
by
mere
the needle of the compass that marks their
and against it. It is possible that this
whims.
The storm petrels, or *‘mother
course is to the pole.
proposed amendment will have to reCary’s chickens, that have followed us
But we are nearing the end of our voyfor days, as they do a 1 crafts at sea, the age.
The first light on the Irish coast, ceive some modification before it can be
sailor believes to embody the ‘soul of his which would have been sighted to-day but approved.
It has been the practice of our Yearly
wrecked companions, and would
with for the prevailing head winds that have
Meetings to pass resolutions eulogistic of
difficulty be kept from pitching a passenopposed the ship, will doubtless be made
the lives and services of deceased minisger overboard who should shoot one of
out before morning, and we hope to reach
ters. This is well, but we are glad to
-them. A beautiful fancy, certainly. Jack
Glasgow on Wednesday.
Already the
is respectful, and has spun us more than sailors are beginning to dress up the ship witness an advance upon the usual custom, by the N. H. Y. M. in holding a
-one good yarn, but he does n't believe
preparatory to entering port; the passenspecial memorial service. This course
‘much in the rightof landsmen to attempt
‘gers are ‘beginning to gather together
takes such action from the ordinary
sailor feats. For instance, a smart young
their goods, to write letters to be posted
tellow among the passengers displayed home on reaching land, and to end what routine of business and affords opportuni
ty for due’ reflection and appropriate
his musele the other day by climbing up
has been a thoroughly interesting expe-words.
:
arope.
A half dozen sailors at once col- rience to the most of us, although it has
Two subjects, not of a strictly denomlected leneath h'm, and refused good
been unusually rough for June, and of inational character, have received more
naturedly to allow him to descendto the
coursea wretched twelve days to those than the ordinary attention of late years
deck until he had promised them a treat.
afflicted with sea-sickness,
by the Y. M’s particularly at the West.
We are impressed by a kind of comMeanwhile we have been constantly sail- These are temperance and the state of the
1 radlery of the sea, that shows itself forcibly ing East and North, until we have passed
.inrthe sharp look-out that is always kept ‘through fifty degrees of longitude and are country. It would seem that our brethren
"iby one er more men at the bows. Their nine hundred and sixty miles rorth of in that section are fully alive to the imeye is always sweeping the horizon and New York. Of course this changes our portance of the former, while the negro
inotingevery visible object. And it is not relations to the time and temperature to exodus, and the State-right utterances
of the majority in Congress have caused
wholly for the safety of their own ship
which both our watches and our clothing such alarm as to give the resolutions of
they do it. For every other craft keeps
were adjusted at home, for we now find these bodies sonie of the old-time ring.
the-same watch, and if a floating spar or
that the ships chronometer is fout and a
.*‘ The occasion was one of deep interany unfamiliar
object
is
seen, the
half hours faster than New
‘ork time, est,” or something of this import, is a retrue -sailor never passes it without inand as for temperature, the Mércury has
+ vestigation, lest sone perishing comrade touched thirty and has rarely been above mark not unfrequently made of these an+may be clinging to it, or the fate of some forty during the whole passage, So we ‘nual gatherings. It is a matter of rejoic« craft may be learned from it. Thus the shall step ashore'in Ireland and sit down ing to know that it was so. Indeed,
:man on the look-out becomes the sign of to tea while our friends at home are bare- ‘we do not see how it could be otherwise than for a band of gospel laborers,
u great band of brotherhood that circles ly arising from dinner.
:
having hopes and sympathies in common
‘the sega, and holds out hope even to the
This is only a gossiping letter. “There
-ship-wrecked and possibly to the drown- is enough in the subject of it, though it be and striving to promote the same cause,
ing man. But of eourse such. a hope is old and often written about, to have been having spent two or more days together
‘comparatively vain in the darkness of made much more interesting. We have in council, in exhortation and prayer, to
«night, and we confess to a feeling of hor- touched only the surface of life on ship- separate without being mutually strengthThere
‘vor when we reflect that possibly some board. Ifit has helped any one to see ened in fellowship, and for work.
_perishing fellow, swept from some deck how we have passed the days, we are is a value in all our.denominational gathiin-oné of these recent blows, has despair- glad, It certainly has not revealed to any erings which can not be materially computed.
‘* As iron sharpeneth iron, so
red as he has heard the puff of our steam one how we have enjoyed them.~G. r.
a
man
sharpeneth
the countenance,” or
‘pipe and seen our ship's lights go hy him
|
naderstanding,
¢*
of’
his friend.” God be
in the night.
RARE
:
thanked for the Yearly Meetings ! Though
iw
REV.
R.
B.Cov,
of
Niangua
"There is an almost infinite variety of
these bodies are scattered over a wide exlittle things on a voyage like this. that Station, Webster Co., Mol, writes of the
tent
of territory,and have acted independFreewill Baptist’ interest in'the south-

vther day. Indeed the complete merriment—or
perhaps
cheerfulness
and
blitheness-of everything about the management of a ship is a constant study to
ws. If the quartermaster is wanted on
deck, he is summoned by the musical

adds pleasure and

interest to it.

The

other day at lunch, the Steward shouted,
“* A ship in full sight!” For two days we
had not'seen a thing but the sea and

clouds
and of eourse
; there was a general
rush to the deck.

The ship

was

within

speaking distance, and proved to be the
Scotia, from Baltiniore to Londonderry in
Ireland.

She had lost

her reckoning

in

eastern’ and

'somth-western

Statein. a very hopeful
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Association

part of

the |

way." Pleasant

enbraces

twenty-six

churehes'and Yas'd'filembership of eight

hundred. Big Creck ‘Association is larger,
and there is a grand opportunity for en.
larging our interest there. Many of the
younger.

members

‘are taking ‘measures

3

—

The season for holding the far larger
number of F. Baptist Yearly Meetings has
just passed. The accounts of these gatherings, as they have appeared in our columns, are of peculiar interest. From no
other source, perhaps, can a better indication of the true condition and spirit of
our people be obtained. We, therefore,
pass in review the reports of such of these
bodies as we have recently published,and

there is reported a great scarcity of ministers.
Churches are without pastors,and

the dishes upon the table. They have
been used on this voyage since the first
two days from New
York:—Forming

bare-footed and wading about the wave-

washed deck or going aloft to take a reef,

5

a

i)

noon, whose uncouth gambols, close to
the ship, afforded us great amusement.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 16, 1879.

J

a

distrust and jealousy. ' Instead of cherishing
each other as brethren, and feeling a common
interest in each other's welfare, there is too
much of coldness, distance and suspicion mane
ifested. Such a brother is seltish and aspiring.
Another'is noticed more than we are.
Others
have all the appointments to places of responsibility and trust, and so on:
Thus, instead of bearing one another’s burdens, we increase them. . . Are we seeking
honor
from
men
and
from
one
another, or the honor that comes from
God
only?
Are we
more concerned
about a
‘little empty praise, .or the gratification of a
vain ambition, than for the salvation of souls?
* * We have dwelt
longer upon the unreasonableness of this evil, because we apprehend that some ‘well-meaning people are apt,
almost imperceptibly to themselves, to destroy
their own peace, and greatly disturb the peace
of
others, by cherishing an envious, coms
plaiving, censorious temper.
And
nothing

tends more to frustrate the efforts,

CURRENT

most conservative of colleges.
mouth, a new Latin

just been

exchanges

Greek for more mathematics,

science and

glory

the

guidance of the great Captain of our sal-

vation, shall we not continue to progress
in every good work and way, increasing
constantlyin union, strength and influence?

erushed

The

such

London

regard

chorus:

“Second

Saturday

A

few

sentences

this

the

writer

ton.

The next session of the Y. M.
1880.

Rev.

the

R.

will be

the 3d

Martin

Friday
was

ap-

et

attendance

marked interest,
the

was

large,

like the tide, the

the

interest

arose each meeting higher

previous,

until Sunday

close of the service,
desire to become

seven

followers

than

evening at the

manifested
of

Christ.

a
On

Monday evening four more came forward
and bowed in prayer, and at the close of
the meeting, two others promised before
God to seek until they found Christ.
God
grant that the

good

work

may

go

on!

Brother Hoag will continue the meetings.
Sabbath afternoon the ordinance of baptism
was administered by the pastor of the
church. The Ministers’ Literary Society
occupied Wednesday evening, Thursday
and Thursday evening, the sermons and
essays being interesting and profitable.
Friday morning the Y. M. conference
was called by the clerk and Rev.
I. J.
Hoag was chosen moderator.
After the

in

not

devotional

exercises, the

minutes

last meeting were read and

a

committee

of

para-

of

the

approved, and

arrangements

chosen.
The Oswego, Otsego,
George, and Rensselaer
letter, sending words
loyalty to God, and to

was

Whitestown, Lake
Q. M's reported by
of encouragement,
the denomination,

also stowing interest in the mission

and

temperance causes.
Two
new church edifices have been
built the past year.
Several of the church-

bas no

doubt at heart, in the entire volume; while in
no single instance does he soar above the tritest commonplaces or emancipate himself from

the most questionable theories of the school to

es have been strengthened financially and
numerically, and we
trust spiritually.

honest observers of human life have

Several small churches are destitute of a
pastor.
A good fleld for missionary work.
Delegates were chosen to represent the
New York Central Y. M. in the Central
Association as follows : Rev. J. H. Durkee,

which he belongs.
A speaker undertaking to
address a cultivated, intelligent, and critical
audience upon such a subject might at least
have shown himself aware that many wise and
by experience
to doubt

whether

been

in

the

led

long-

run marriages of what he calls supreme

affec-

tion—unions in which passionate youthful love

has superseded

all other considerations--are’

supremely happy, -

rE

Genesee Yearly Meeting.
The thirty-seventh anoual session of the
Genesee Yearly Meeting, was held with
the church
The

in Byron,

resident

was appointed

N.

pastor,

chairman,

Y,,

June

27-20.

R.

Maurtin,

Rev.

and

Dea. N.

Strickland, of Walworth, assistant.
Walker

F.

Wm.

was elected clerk; and C. A

A. E. Wilson, W. Faller
Worden, 8. R. Evans

and wife,
and
wife,

A. T.
I. J.

Hoag, D. Hyde, Geo. West, and Sister
Morse.
The report of the treasurer was
received as follows: the amount received
and sent to Mission Society, $74.26,

Denomination al Aetos.

be

temper-

they oughtto have been. The friends of Byron gave us all a hearty welcome,and did
all they could to make our stay among them
pleasant.
Their most excellent choir rendered efficient aid in the meetings of worship. Preaching
was by Hewes, Hyatt,
Crandall, Hart, Walker, Smith and Hil.

gradually

graph:
Theve is scarcely one useful suguestion, one
practical recommendation, one sentence likely

to serve the catise which

regarding

meetings
interésting.
We found
the
church at North Creek under the eflicient
labor of Rev, I. J. Hoag, ready to work as
well as to welcome and care for the delegates. The entire session was one of

of the volume

beyond is

conference,

letters and delegations, but not as large as

sented,

ar-

does

in the

The last session of the Central N. Y. Y.
M. was held with the church at North
Creek, June 27-30,
:
Though upon the north-eastern extreme,
far distant from many of the churches, yet
the Quarterly Meetings were well repre-

* Don’t

Review

terms

the

DE cn

to

don’t you priut our

that each church

Central N. Y. Yearly Meeting.

the

* Put

chorus:

ani

pointed to preach the annual sermon.
Collection for missions was $18.39.
WM. WALKER, Clerk.

to death, annoy and fatigue the reader,” and so

on.

to-

Hilton

assistant. Rev. J.. M. Crandall preached
the annual sermon, which was a happy
eflurt indeed.
;
ii
We were favored with the presence. of

A resolution was adoptéd opposing the
change of Art. 3 of the constitution of
General Conference as proposed in the
Star, also a resolution usking that the
churches of thé CentralN. Y.' ¥.M. send
all their contributions for whatever

olent

purpose

through

the:

benev-

Central

As-

sociation,

A resolution was adopted favoring the publication of a Year Book as

recommended in the Star.

:

Rev. A, E. Wilson was chosen treasurer
"for the ensuing year, The report of treasurer, Rev. J. ‘M, Langworthy, was receiyRev. A. P, Houghtailing, Cor. Mess. from | ed, showing amount of money on hand,
N. Y. & Pa, Yearly Meeting, and Rev. $8.24. The report was accepted. 3 I
The following resolution was offered
G. W. Knapp, Cor. Mess. from the Holland

in

to free its mind

and adopted :

Daniel

Whereas,it has been decided by the trust.
ees of the Central Association to reserve

Jackson,

from

the

same

Y.

M.

service,

for

each of them preached a good sermon.

. The constitution was so changed,
the time of holding the
M. will be on the

3d

that

sessions ‘of this Y.

Friday

in

June,

stead of the 4th Friday in June.
D. M. Rollin was appointed Cor.

in-

Mess.

to Holland Purchase Y. M., and W. Walker

as Cor. Mess, tothe N. Y. & Pa. Y. M.
Wm, Walker, J. D. Smith, R. Martin,
J. M. Crandall, J. B. Randall, S. Hyatt,

Emma Reed, A. D, Bates and Mary
son were elected delegates to the

Association.

l

na

lou

Purchase Y. M., and Revs. E. Crowell and

All these brethren did us good

on the subject of Baptist bishops vs.
Baptist popes. It remarks that
a pastor
“who wishes to rule with
worldly
authority over church ‘members, . . is
fast preparing himself to become a little,

the shaking up of Thursday's gale, and to secure a degree of compensation to
contemptible Baptist pope.” This is
SERS
RNY LAG) Rn.
inquir
our longitu
edde. It ‘was given, the those who preach the gospel, but are. oprather
severe language, but we are rather
customary courtesies were exchanged, all posed by several-of the older ministers. IEF SOME ih
years ago, Professor of the opinion that the subject deserves
© by signalof course, and we had soon left He estimates the number of members in Butler ran a seffes of editorial articles (it. There must be an aggravatin
inher a mere speckin the distance. If you that part of the State to be three thousand. through the colamus of the Stur on stance of popery in the eyes of our g con. would see an approach to graceful mo- The next session of Pleasant Hill Asso- ‘* The ¥. Baptist Connection.” In one of temporary,
for we can not believe that
tion, look at a shipat sea, under full sail ciation will convene at Cape Spring, and these he pointed out ‘* the evils and faults the following words were uttered merely
andr
ver the rolling waves. —Again, Elder Gardner will preach the opening among us.” We copy a few sentences,
for the sake of mental gymnastics:
we
pas ed a school of dolphins one after- sermon,
One evil of great magnitude is a spirit of
How often we hear it remarked by

First

by

crushing’ embarin

out

metubers
weak and

ance.
jog
- All the Q. M's. were represented by good

our

of Rev. Joseph Cook’s Monday Lectures on
marriage. ‘ Argument there is little or none.
Attempts at what is meant for humor, but
becomes mere absurdity, and a constant repetition of metaphors and apostrophes worked

free institutions in Russia. A constitutional government of some sort must take
the place of the autocracy before there
will be any substantial peace in the bor-

moved

ones.”

Brevities ”

The

favors of freedom, there is no safety for

San Francisco, is

the

speak in very eulogistic

thoroughly reliable. “As long as it is the
will of the Emperor upon which depend

paper

in

appy.”

not to build much of a hope on this single

the Baptist

and

First chorus: ** Why

safest
not

much

tation of competent subscribers: * Do as the
rmancut cditor does,
and we shall be

wards the latter number.
It is to be
hoped that this is the beginning of a
change of policy on the part of the Czar

may

ed

in June,

ticles?” Second chorus: * And ours? Depu-

originated in the 17th century, when there
arose a popular gppesition to certain reforms introduced by the patriarch Nikon
in reference to changes in the translation
of the Bible and in the liturgical books. As
they are oppposed to change,
even
in the political policy of the country, they
have been generally persecuted by the
government.
Their number is variously
estimated from one million to seventeen

of itself

part, recommended

of our

put in so many.” First chorus: ** Print more
poetry.” Second chorus: * Use more prose.”

entire liberty of worship. The Slarovertzi,
or Old Believers as they call themselves,

which

short

more

known as the Old Believers, and hitherto
unrecognized by the state, are to have

statement,

been

to 80

with the Walworth church,

in the
The Christian Register is just now
hands of a temporary editor. Here is a paragraph from its editorial columns:
Advice to the temporary editor.
Chorus of
rejected contributors: * Don’t write such
long editorials.” Anti-chorus:** Don't write

from St. Petersburg, tat the largest body
of dissenters from the Orthodox church,

counselors ; but it will be

has

one

churches

Y. M. devote two Sabbaths during the
coming year, to the special interest of the
children, which was unanimously passed by
:
vote of the conference.
Soukstirring resolutions were also pass-

of

Reviewing the educational question abroad,
the Christian Union closes its editorial with
the general conclusion that
for a nation to
carry on a public system of education is very
ditlicult at best; to de so and ignore the probe
lems of religious life and truth is impossible;
to deal with them when the nation itself is
not agreed respecting even the fundamentals
of religious truth involves difficulties which
no country in Christendom has yet succeeded
:
in solving.”

HR is greatly encouraging, although
surprising, that Russia should begin to
see the futility of her absolutism. We
are led to believe that she does begin to
see it from the news: just telegraphed

his

ministers,

from

of

.2, That all the ministers that are doing

the request

others.”

It is wise to have those of different faiths
so placed at the outset that they can keep
up their respective places of worship. He
had no idea but the Hebrews would become good farmers.
The Irish and the Jews are two different peoples, and it yet remains to be seen
whether the merchant race of the world is
willing to go to farming or not.

and

it:

Baptist Weekly: ** The pulpit is not always
the best place to dilate on the ¥arious phases
of doubt.
There are great general beliefs in
which it may be well to fortify a congregation
but, after all, where there are grave and serious doubts the mere mention of them’ may
be the sowing of seeds of error, and a labored
refutation which benefits some may not reach

homes

best estimates leaning

puts

preaching fs revealed in this extract from

He deemed it wise policy.

the

question

ing hdrvest fields,

——AT the session of the American and
Hebrew congregation on Tuesday ot last
week in New York, a report on the
course of study at the Hebrew Union
College was adopted unanimously. This
is believed to be a measure healing previous differences. The association voted
| to erect a college at Cincinnati, Mr.
Heimer presented a letter from ex-Goyernor Seymour, in reply to one which he
had written him, asking his views on the
agricultural question. Mr. Seymour said
he had watched with interest the plans of
the Catholic church to get the Irish to go

millions,

following

‘rassments of the laborers?
The
tendency of the times

qualifications in that direction are not by
any means unknown.
They ought to be
able to strike up some sort of an agreement to last — until it is broken.

their

Transeript

return

nothing in our Y. M. be requested to en.
-ter the fleld and labor to save sinners,
reclaim the wanderer, quicken the saints
and, by doing so,not only bless themselves,
but give evidence of their loyalty to the
denomination.
The Committee on Sabbath-schools, in

thoughts since it was received, but we can
not answer it: What are the chances of salvation for rich brethren who hoard their thousands, with the knowledge of the great ripen-

a born diplomatist, and Prince Bismarck’s

make

Boston

the

waning churches.

every department of this world’s work.
faithful

——T1HE Evangel,

the

This gross

Pope Leo has the reputation of being

and

above

for

labor, and that some of the
go with them and revive the

A pastor writes: * On entering upon my
new pastorate I found that there was not a
single copy of the Star taken here.
I determined to have it otherwise, and have commenced to solicit subscribers.
I send you four
to-day and will send more next week.”
A litt}« such deterraination goes a good way in

—1Ir is announced that Prince Bismarck is to meet Archbishop Masella,
the papal nuncio to Bavaria, at Kissengen
this month, at which conference it is
thought a final’ understanding between
Germany and the Vatican will be reach-

into the country

rise

.

The way the

and

The Committee on the state of the'Y. M.

to be them-

often

foreign

suggested the following which ‘was warm.
ly discussed and passed. That, in view
of
low state of many of our churches,
Resolved, 1. That we encourage the pas-

is men and money.

on their way to Utah. Many predicted
the downfall of Mormonism upon the
death of Brigham Young; but it seems

upon farms.

more

him,

health.
TIL
2. That we pledge to the workers in
the field, a continuation of our prayers,
sympathy and support, especially will we
remember our own missionaries,
Brother
and Sister Marshall,
8. That we are not worthy the name
of
Freewill Baptists, unless we will give as
well as pray, for our household of faith.

Signor Gavazzi, the Italian orator, has: been
telling immense London
congregations that
there never was a time so opportune for
preaching the gospel among his henighted
countrymen as the present.
The great need

from Scotland, England and Sweden arrived at New York one day last week,

ed.

would

upon

tors of our stray

the former,

——

should be

God

The truth is nicely stated by the Appeal that

selves, they
themselves,”

representative in the

and that we will pray for the blessingfield,
of

* BRIEF NOTES.

the late Prince Imperial to refuse

Tre
friends
and promoters
of
Mormonism are at work. Six hundred
proselytes to this faith, mostly women,

system of immorality
by the Government.

oldest

a faithful, bumble

if people * could but be content

. The Committee on

was discussed and adopted :
Ht
Resolved, 1. That we learn with regret
of the declining health of Bro. Phillips, our

servant of God and these self-important,
self-constituted Baptist popes.

of Marshal MacMahon to attend the funeral

modern languages. The degree of bachelor of letters will be given those completing this course.

to show life enough so far.

discriminate between

moniously transacted.

Missions reported as follows in part,
which

‘Without knowing anything about the circumstances of the case, and yet it sounds
rather harsh and unchristian for the friends of

has

which

ders of that great empire.”

With

At Dart-

scientific course

established,

some standard brother in our denomination, that such and such a minister is
talented, learned, and deep ia his knowledge of the world; but his conduct marks
him asa pope rather than a humble
Baptist bishop or pastor, This popery in
essence—this quintessence of papacy—
how shall we get rid of it? How shall
we avoid the mischief that these ambitious, aspiring little popes are continually
working ? Let a faithful man of God endeavor to accomplish some great work
for the cause of the Muster—let him begin
to succeed let him but gain the love and
respect of a large portion of God's Israel
—and look sharp: some little, or great(?)
Baptist pope will seek to injure his
work, his reputation or his character.
Let Baptists—all true Baptists—learn to

“The adjourned Congress gives twenty-four
committees and sub-committees power to take
pleasure trips at the public expense during
the summer, under guise of making investigptions,”

TOPICS.

indications that our pegple are one in
Spirit and aim, We have * one Lord,one
faith and one baptism.”

para-

—+=SLOWLY, but surely, the demand for
some other course, as well as the classical, is making itself felt in our oldest and

ently of each other, they afford: abundant

of God constantly in view, and under

and

lvze the energies of any people.
It has destroyed many a nation, and has been the bane
of every age. Let unprincipled politicians, and
base worldings luxuriate io it, for it is their element—their chief reliance for the accomplishment of their unhaliowed designs; but those
who profess to love God supremely, and their
neighbor as themselves, should not be driven
to any such resort,
We should not quit the
great work in which our Master has employed
us, to enguge in any such unworthy strife, It
is not for brethren in the Lord to be contending about who is, or who shall be the greatest.
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A large amount

of

business

JohnCentral

was

hat-

the permanent fund for Home
and depend upon the

churches

Missions,

to support

our Foreign Missions, therefore,
Resolved. That we as a Yedrly Meeting
cheerfully assume our’ proportion of the
responsibility of supporting our missionaries in the foreign field, and we hereby
earnestly request every pastor in the Y. M.
to take the proper means to present this
matter to his people, and cellect the nec-essary funds for that burpose.

The g¢ollection
$16.02.

for Home

Missions

was

i

The next session to be held with the
West Oneonta church.
A. E Wihrsox, Clerk,

-

aaa

tad= uit
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THE
from experience, to the perfect consciousness

Holland Purchase Yearly Meeting.

of safety in his’ overshadowing presence. I
have accompanied him upon the highway, I

The Holland Purchase Yearly Meeting
held its last session with the church at

have followed him, unarmed,

into

the deep

Grant, N. Y.. The attendance of delegates dark forests of these mountains, and came out

unharmed! Feeling all the while, as I fancy,
doubly assured against all harm, from the superior strength of my ‘‘ giant” companion.
And yet, I would not recommend, that any
man, or any two men of common dimensions
presuming upon his good nature, should maliciously set upon him, lest he might be induced to employ some little of the surplus power

from "the several Q. M’s. and brethren
from the neighboring churches was good.
Business

tant,

of

the’ conference was

impor-

great interest wus manifested in the

discussions, and yet

all was conducted

with a unity of spirit that. was indeed
Christlike.
The
preaching
throughout
was full of the gogpel, the Spirit witness-

given him of God, in a manner not entirely
satisfactory to their pugnacioys tastes. I say

ing to the truth, brethren were quickened,

'this, because I am confident he is not yet fully

and sinners
awakened, many of whom
publicly expressed a desire for salvation.
‘The Q. M. letters were full of encouraging

a convert tothe doctrine
of non-resistunce.
Concerning Bro, Minard’s relations as a pas-

tor, in justice simply, I desire to say,

words, all had enjoyed more or less of revival interest during the last year, and the

a whole,

prospects of the churches for the year to
| seem ready to respond to his Jesires and efforts
«come were decidedly hopeful,
for the prasperity of the parish. He is prac.
The resolution in regard to the pro- tically interested in the decoration of the
posed change of Art. 3 of the Constitution church grounds and parsonage lot, And,
of Gen. Con. was lost. The following were with his own hands, plants the shrub and the
ornamental tree, that will prove monumental
adopted :
Resolved, 1. That we reaffirm the prin- when his earthly lips shall cease to speak, and
his last earthly work is done. It may be’
ciple of total abstinence for the individual,
and prohibition for the State, as the surest pleasant to his spigit in heaven, to remember
a trace of his ol
life so
cant as the planting of a shade tree.
be still more comforting to know,

2, That our sympathy,
prayers, and
money shall still be active in the maintenance of our Foreign Missions,and again,
we pledge, under the blessing of God, our
united and systematic efforts to sustain our
cause in India, and to enlarge

thut

small an act may prove

3,
That we recommend the ministry
and laity to begin revival meetings within
the limits of their respective
churches at
the earliest opportunity.
4. That anevangelist be employed
to

and

that a committee be appointed to make

the

necessary arrangements for his labor
support,
Rev. J. C. Steel, of Attica, N. Y.,
chairman of that committee.
Pledges
fifty-two dollars were taken to assist
committee in commencing its work.
following named persons were elected
cgates to the Central Association: G.
Ball, D. M. Stuart, N. C. McKoon

and

wife, W. M. Edwards, J. C Steele,

intendence of Bro. W.

Minn,

Y.

M.

F.

held

The

and

to

its

Q. M's report

a strong

increase

an

by baptism, after which

Denominational

hath helped us.”

and

sisters

mission-

throughout

&c.

this

in October last.

Y.

On the Sabbath,
the house free from debt,

‘was set apart for the service of the Lord
by Bro. Smith, Rev. E. J. Kevell giving
the houseto the Lord in prayer.
After
which the ordinance of the Lord's Supper
was_partaken of by a large number of his
«disciples.
Altogether the session of the Y. M. was
one long to be remembered by thuse pres«nt as a refreshing time.
All went away
feeling that they had great reason to thank
God and take courage, and as we hope
fully resolved to

do

more

God’s

for

Littleton, N. H.
This is a thrifty businesstown.
demands

of the

«Churches,

community

Its eflicient

in

school-buildings

Its merwith the

their

time.

and hotels

ample, for the spiritual, intellectual and
tizing wants of the place.

are

'appe-

‘

And as it regards enchanting views,

no one

with either money or friends to endorse
plea, nged leave Littleton, without storing

his
his

brain with any quantity of ¢ negatives,” from
which, upon a moment’s notice, he can reproduee in most satisfactory abundance, and de.lightful variety, objects both from nature and

from art.

2h

The best position for original views, is from
the Oak Hill House, an attractive summer resort, ut a magnificent altitude on the mountain
side overlooking the village.

The

clergymen

of the ‘place are

‘harmoniously for the social and

working

religious

ele-

vation of society. ' Quite recently their efforts
were supplemented by the

Messrs,
ance

zealous

labors

of

Booth ‘and Smith, the religious temperworkers,

Revs.

Headly,

Cong’l,

Mc-

Laughlin, Metly., and Minard, F. ‘Baptist, and
many other friends of sobriety ‘and religion,
all acting promptly, prayerfully ‘and heartily
with these reformers,

the consequence

is the

blessing of God has followed their efforts, and
great and we trust lasting benefits

have

come

to the people of this village.

Rev. Bro. Minard, the giant of the mount:
ains, the summit of whose head rises to the
hight of’ six feet three inches above the heels
«of his boots, and whose

avoirdupois

is minus

nothing from two hundred and forty pounds,
is'the genial, highly esteemed pastor of the F.

Baptist

church of this

town.

Within

the

pleasant home circle of this earnest servant of
Christ, I founds generous hospitality ‘during
the days of my visit at Littleton.
Bro. Minard has ample mental Fl well as
physical proportions.

And yet

T

can

testify

than

that

of our

Many who will read

this

ar-

gracious

blessing,

At

that

time

we

More than two-thirds of the debt has been
provided for, and we hope at no distant day to

Clerk.

+vater power is the Ammonoosuck,
«chants and mechanics seem to be up

trials

were, as nearly all understood, embarrassed
with a heavy church debt.
It may be gatifying to our many friends to know that of late
extra efforts have been put forth in direction
of removal of the embarrassment, and we may
add with a reasonable prospect of success.

the Master in the future, The next: session of the Y. M. is to be held within the
bounds of the Blue Earth Valley Q. M.
Z. A. BANKER,

the

ticle doubtless will remember the happy occa.
sion to which we allude. We prepared the
dinner; we are very sure,with no other motive
than to contribute to the comfort and pleasure
of eur friends on their return homeward.
And here we take liberty to publicly,” say that
on all who se heartily remembered us we wish

M. to taking the Morning Star, our lenominational organ, us their religious paper
in the family.

and trust,

hearts

text; for we felt indeed the Lord had helped
us; and, like the Israelites after crossing the
Red Sea, we were constrained to celebrate
what of success we had had by songs of grate.
ful remembrance,
Not least among the events of last year, and
not soon to be forgotten, wus the happy surprise of a generous donation by the visiting
friends to our Anniversaries at Lyndonville

The last of which was a resolution offered by Rev. A. J. Davis as follows:
Resolved, That we recommend to our
brethren

grateful

Notwithstanding

hearts none other sentiment

de-

Publications,

with

of the past year (and what church has not its
trials) we felt we could reasonably pause and
set up a memorial stone inscribing thereon as
most truthfully expressing the feelings of our’

Resolutions were
passed
regarding
Sabbath-schools,
Temperance,
Church
Policy,

fact, givea

we drew around the table of our Lord to commemorate his sufferings and death.
The occasion was one of deep interest to all communicants.
The same day marked the close of a year's
pastorate with this church, and by way of observing the occasion we preached an anniversary sermon, taking for our text the words
found in 1st Sam. 7:12, * Hitherto the Lord

our la-

earnest

aided by

On Sunday, July 6, it was our privilege to
administer the rite of Christian baptism to six
disciples of Christ. The people who lined
either bank of the stream were quiet and orderly and from first to last there prevailed. a
solemnity befitting the occasion.
Rev. H.
Lockhart, recently of Lisbon Falls, Me., now
the beloved pastorof the Free Baptist chureh
in No. Danville, Vt., was present, and offered
prayer. In
the evening,
in behalf of the
church, we extended the hand of fellowship to
those who had during the day put on Christ

dedicate the church building at this place,
to the Lord.
:
y
All ofthe business meetings were well
attended, and the business of the Y. M.
in harmony,

—

MORNING

R., JULY

ST

{

16, 1879.

. {\Cowlesville and Marilla churches need a good

Ministers and Churches.

pastor and ean sustain one....Springfield and
Bast Concord churches feel the strong resolute
Eastern.
push of Bryant, and are doing well, with a
steady and thrifty growth that promises large
ly
‘
Mate,
3
To
On Sunday, July 6, the people of Milo, with things for the future .... Reports from Niagara
their pastor, Rev. F. A. Palmer; resorted to’ Square church, Buffalo, show a decided gain
A

the

water's

—————_———

edge,

where

four

A

young ladies

obeyed the command of their Saviour . to bes
lieve and be baptized. Others are. waiting to

follow,and the church is much encouraged....
Work on the new meeting-house in La Grange
is progressing well, and it is hoped that it will

be ready to be dedicated in August.
Rev. J. Mariner, of Auburn, accompanies
Rev. Dr, Bowen in a visit to Europe.

in

First¥. B. church

in

Wolfboro’

is in

received, in

all, during the year. The public meetings are
now well attended, and the social service is
enlivened by prayer, exhortation .and song.
The Sunday-school is conducted with interest,
and has a good out-look for future prosperity
and influence.
A late concert has seemed to
awaken new zeal and inspire new life.
I am in my seventy-ninth year and sometimes think I am getting tobe an old man,

But notwithstanding all that has been said as
to the time of life when an old minister should
retire, at least, lay aside pastoral labors, I am
laboring on as pastor and preacher as best I
can ; have now entered upon my second year
with the 1st Effingham church with somewhat
increasing interest.
The church was in a low
state, and is yet, but has a good meeting-house

There was no

deacon,

but

little preaching, no conference, and but little
religious interest, The conference is revived,
we have a déacon appointed on trigl, have had
one communion service and agreed to hold a
service once in three months.
The church is
small, but it contaius a few, God bless them,
who are trying to live Christians.
The interest is increasing, the attendance being now
about two to onea year ago. We beg to be
remembered in the prayers of all God’s peo.
ple.—MOSES FOLSOM.

church

his old-

Stratton

ehurch

is in

need of a

pastor.
Rhode

old-time power

pastor of the church at Gilbert's Mills is about
to remove his family to that place from Norwich....Bro, C. KE. Brockway, of Norwich
church occupied the pulpit of the Phoenix
church on Sunday evening, July 6....The revival which began at North Creek during the

session of the Central New York Y.

M., still

continues, Backsliders are being reclaimed,
weak Christians strengthened
and seekers
finding the Saviour.
Bro. Hoag, the earnest
and faithful pastor, is greatly encouraged.

The church at

Hague,

under

the

pastoral

care of Rev. E. Smith, late of East Poestenkill, has recently received, chiefly as the result
of evangelistic services held with them last
winter, fourteen members, eleven of whom
were biptized in Lake George about a month
ago by the pastor.
Their place of worship

hitherto has been in a union

edifice,

with

KF.

B. preaching on alternate Sabbaths, in connection with the Wesleyan Methodists, who have
just erected for themselves a neat and substantial house of worship, seating about 160, but a
short distance from the edifice they formerly
occupied with the F. Baptists, leaving the latter sole occupiers of said union house, with
the opportunity of having F. B. preaching and
worship every Lord's day, while enjoying the
same themselves.
The result of this separate
housekeeping of the two bodies will of course
appear different from different standpoints,and

will no doubt enable both bodies to know their
relative strength or weakness better than beretofore..

Our people are reseating,

and renovating the interior of the.

remodeling

old

union

edifice at an outlay of between $200.00 and
$300.00. They are attempting for the first
time to support a resident pastor among themselves which is doubtless worthy of commendation.
0-4-0

Western.

Rev. F. H. Butler closed a pastorate of near‘ly four years, with the Stratton church, May
25.
Altheugh it was sad to part with the
mueh loved friends with whom he had labored
s0 long; yet his heart was made to rejoice as
he had the privilege of baptizing four happy
believers, and gave the hand of fellowship to

five. The

consecration

one of the most liberal supporters of the F.
B. church in Central New York, was buried
from his late residence, July 5....Bro, Stone,

The Free Baptist church at Franconia has
recently been cheered by an accession of ten
members to her communion,~—six of whom
were received by baptism and four by letter

und a good clerk.

and

i

Island.

Four persons were received to the fellowship of the Greenwich St. church in Providence, Sunday, July 6, two by baptism and
two by letter.
Two persons were baptized, and three received the hand of fellowship at the Olneyville
church, July 6.
The 2d West Greenwich church will dedicate their new meeting-house the third Sunday
of July.
Sais
The Roger Williams church is again without
a pastor, the resignation of Rev. A. J. Kirkland as pastor having been presented and accepted.
Bro. K. became pastor of the church
in May, 1877. He entered upon his labors
with great zeal, and the first year of his pastorate was abundantly successful, especially
in the large accessions to the church.
The
severe draft made upon bis. energies by the
protracted sickness of his wife,resulting in ber
death, greatly impaired his health.
Unable to
resume his duties last tall, the church granted
him a vacation during the winter which he
spent largely in Florida.
He returned and resumed his labors un the first Sunday in June,
with the strong hope that he would be able to
continue them.
A few Sabbaths, however,
sufficed to show him that he was unable to do
so.
His lung and throat difficulties, especially
the. latter, were of such a nature as to render
his preaching quite impossible, and, following
the adyice of his physician, he has resigned.

Tt is said to be his intention to

seek relief in

Colorado.
His condition is one which entitles
him to a large place in the prayers and sympathies of his brethren.
The liberality of the

church towards Bro. K. is worthy of the highest commendation.
The monthly meeting of ministers of Providence and vicinity for July was well attended,
and was an occasion of more than ordinary
interest.
A paper on the office-work of the

two months

since

our A

friends. His
and he has

encouragement.

rethe

Rev. H. W. Vaughn is well received in the
Licking Q. M. He has taken up a missionary
appointment at Neway, with a good prospect
of success.
:

Miss Libbie Cilley has a missionary appoint~
ment to address the Reading church in the
forenoon of July 20, and the North Reading
on the evening of the same day.
On July 27,

she is to speak at Jackson.
During the past few weeks some twelve
persons have been baptized by their pastor,
Rev. J. Tree, and added to the Fremont and
will
There are more who
dich churches.
Bro. Tree
soon go forward in this ordinance.
was recently prescated with a fine, large family Bible by friends in the vicinity of the North
Braneh chureb.
The Wheatland F. B. Sabbath-school of
which Mr. J. S. Harrington, of Hillsdale, is
superintendent, surprised him on a recent
Sunday by presenting him with a fine copy of
the Oxford Bible.

(MICH.)

organized

only

It lias been’

Next

session

with the

church

Tuscola Co., Oot. 1719,

:

Q. M.—Held

sion with the South Salem church,

June

duced as a result a contribution of $20.43.

All

Kenlston—H Lapp—b Lyford=R D Sl
WV B Lent—A
Libby—D

reasons

season of peculiar
an excellent social
several expressed a
The presende and

Rev H Morton Lowville Pa,
J H Decker Hillsboro Iowa,
J Jennings Browning
**
Rev D H Enyart Waynesvitle Me.
A P Whitney Harrison Me,
Rev L Malvern Laconia N H.
E E Harvey White Rock Kas,
Rev G H Howard Ortonville Mich.
J B Drew Paw Paw Mich,

CORINTH (Vt.)
Q: M.—Held its June session with the East
Orange church, June 20—
22. The churches were all reported both by

Revs. 8, W, Cowell

Lyman Sargent from the

Huntington

present, and their labors gladly

‘Married

and

Q.

Chose

i

In Windsor. Dane Clo, Wis,, July 6, by Rev. W, A,
Lyman, Mr, H, H, Sherman aud Mrs, Emma A, Roll.
In Contoocook, at the Free Baptist parsonage, July
3. by Rev. C. W, Griffin, Mr, Jerome Montgomery, of
Hopkinton,
and Miss E liza J. Dunbar,of Warner,
In Olneyville, R.1., by Rev.
L. Gerrish, M:
Chas. E. Weaver and Mrs. PenelopeG. Horr, both of
No. Providence.

M.

received.

Appointed H. F. Dickey, Cor. Mess. to the
Huntington Q. M., A. J. Dutton to the Strafford Q. M., and A. Shepard to the Wentworth,

N. H,, Q. M.

us delegates to the Year-

ly Meeting, A. J. Dutton. L. 13. Clarke, H. F.
Dickey, A. Shepard, William Ford, Chester
Dickey, 8. T.
Wigging, and J. H. Shepard.
Next session will be held with the First
church in Corinth, Oct, 17—20.
Collected for
Foreign Missions, $11.20.
The next session of
the Vt. Yearly Meeting will be held at West
Topsham, Sept. 11—14.
CHESTER DICKEY, Clerk.

Died
.

InSc. Weare,N. H., July 1, Mrs. Cleora P. Harriman, widow of Rev, Davill Harriman aod daughter of
the late Hon, Joseph Philbrick,
of 8, W.. aged 78 years,

ADVERTISEMENTS

TUSCARORA (N.Y.) Q. M.—Held its May.
session wih the Tuscarora church.
Most of
the churches reported by letter and delegates.

MEDICAL

The spirit of Christian labor, and

a desire

advance the Lord’s

earth,

Nervous Diseases, Parulisis Epilepsy,
&e., 298 Shawmut Ave., Boston, Mass.

manifested

in

kingdom
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meetings

to

was

The
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weak
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and, debilitated

tonic,

persons
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and
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BIGLOW

strong and robust,
It should be kept in every
family for instant use on the first appearance of
Coughs or Irritation of the Lungs.
Manufactured
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6 Cents by Mail.
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preparation
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a

numbers

Are issued in 3 vols, designated as No.

the

also forms

Three

nently popular. Miilions are already in
use, and they can be profitably used by
millions more.

Phosphate of Lime, giving nature the very article
required to aid the healing qualities of the Oil, and
to re-create whe:c disease has destroyed. This
article

Physi1yl6

Introduced by Messrs. MOODY
& SANHEY at Religious Meetings, are pre-emi-

Inval'ds need no longer dread to take that great
specific for Consumption, Asthma, and threatening Coughs,—Cod-Liver Oil and Lime. As prepared by Dr. Wilbor it is robbed of the nauseating
*

Hysteria,

Resident

COSPEL HYMNS,

WELLS, Clerk.

Br

embodies

FOR

Complete History of Wall Street Finance, conSaining valuable information for investors.
Ad.
dress Baxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,
New York.
1y42

Dr. Wilbor’s Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.—

also

RETREAT

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE
|

West's Liver Pills cure Indigestion.

and

AND

A private, first clagsifstitution for
of all Brain Sickness, Spinal and

DR. THOMAS B. SANBORN,
cian. Send stamp for circulars.

Business Fotices.

taste,

HOME

INVALIDS,
the treatment

of conference.

Rev.D. W. Huut preached the opening sermon, Rev. J. W. Brown was appointed to
preach the opening sermon at next session.
The religious services were spiritual
and
profitable to all, and were’ attended by large
congregations.
If the churches constituting
the Q. M. have not made that progress -in the
cause of Christ which they ought during the
year, they seem, at least, to bave held their
own, and propose to stay by the gospel ship.
Next session will be held with the Cameron
(So. Cameron,N. Y.) church, Sept. 26--28.

|

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

teresting.
Sabbath afternoon,
Bro, Weston P,
Curtis, who comes to us from another denomination, was publiely ordained to the work of
the ministry, according to the usages of our
denomination, in the usual form.
Next session with the church in Lee, Sept.
5,at 2, P. M.
H. GRAVES, Clerk.

letter and delegates.

M

*
1
P Nelson—8 J Moore—8 B Pike ~C ¥
Penney—T C Pluinmer—Pettengit & Co N Y~G Plum=
mer=B D Peck<J M Pease—0O D Palch—J Raymond
LE Rogers—d W Rogers—S8A Slaught—8 W Schoo»
vover— Staniey-8 8 Schnell—-E B Sargent—1,A Smitl
=ASmith—I Spooner—I Tuck—O True—M E True—J
V all- J VanSciver—M White—A V Wells—F P Welts—
G Wells—E Wright—d
H Walrath—\W Walrath.

preaching of Bro. J. D. Couliard was very in-
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15. It was pronounced the most spiritual
session held for some time.
A brother who
has been but a short time in this country, said
it was the most earnest meeting he had attended in America.
The Saturday afternoon meeting especially was characterized by deep feeling.
The Spirit seemed to run from heart to
heart, and saints were led to rejoice. All felt
with the Psalmist, ** It is good for brethren to
dwell together in unity.”
Business was done
with dispatch and harmony.
Bro. J. Silvernail was received on a letter of recommendation from the River Raisin Q. M.
Asa Q. M.
we have done but little for Missions. Our
contributions have been regular, but small.
A set of resolutions on missions well discussed. and an incidental reference to the same
subject in the Sabbath morning sermon, pro-

Damon—
Duley -M M

r

leasant and successful, and for seyeral

1t will bé remembered as a
interest. At the close of
meeting, Sabbath morning,
desire to be Christians.

The manufacturers were

ses-

Dean-G

GEO,H. HOWARD, Clerk:

20. As our people have no. meeting-house in
town, the Baptist brethren opened their house,
and otherwise aided us to make the meeting

were

Clough—C

Cogswe ll—J ¥ Ee

in Arbela,

}

ELEBRATED the WORLD

its last

Campbell—B

SPRINGFIELD (Me)
Q. M.—Held its last
session with the eburch at Enfield, June 27—

Quarterly Weetings.
OAKLAND

the

one year but is proviug its right to live BY he
work it is doing for the cause, On Sabbath a
Solléction of $10.00 was taken for the State

new

best wishes and prayers of the entire Q. M..<:

Michigan,

Money Letters Received.

sesyion, ' In

A.V.

field of labor in Cleveland Q. M. During his
stay of one year in the Harmony Q. M. he has
made many warm. and fast
moval is regretted by many,

BE

retrospectof this Society There is much to give

Ohio.

Rev. J. H. Baldwin has removed to his

)

ry)

urday evening was a success, especially in. the
financial reports. About $35.00 had a gatheredby the weekly offering system: during the

to instruct and persuade men,
Dea. 8. Griffeth, of Gilbert’s ‘Mills church,

Society, Wolfboro’, N. 1.”

and experience, making thirteen

to

Dr. Ball is preaching with:all

time vigor and more than his

New Hampshire.

The

‘spirituality

work.

Vermont.

ren were present, among them, Rev. A. A.
Smith,
from Minneapolis, who came
to

sire was manifested
bors for good.

Bartlett,

8t. Johnsbury, Vt.

eleventh anunal gathering with the Maple10on church at Mapleton, Blue Earth Co.,
Mina., June 20—23. An unusually large
number of delegates and brethren were
present. All of the Q. M’s were represented by letter and delegates.
They report a
growing interest in the churches to labor
for the Master.
Although the short crops
last year hindered
them
from doing
all that they would like to have accomplished, yet it cheered the hearts of the
brethren to know that there is such a
willingness to do for the Master.
A goodly number of ministering breth-

transacted

reminder,

in consciousness, to the preciousness of Chris.
tian sympathy and love. My post-office address, during the month of July, is Whitefield,
N. H., care of Rev, F. L. Wiley.
she
A. H. MORRELL.
re
elf
pp ire

Southern Minnesota Yearly Meeting.
Southern

L.

My visit here only adds another

Bryant, J. L. Higbee and
wife and Miss
Sargent.
J. L. HigBEg, Clerk.

The

the

faithful teachers, and cheered by the sweet
songs of the children, even the birdlike voices
of the smallest of their number.

was
for
the
The
delH.
and

A.

be

insignifiIt may
that, so

that shall send after us the thoughts aad affections of our dear ones left behind.
The church over which Bro. M. presides. is
progressive. They are giving to the benevolent institutions of the denomination
their
prayers and their contributions.
And
in so
doing they can not fail of the blessing of
Heaven upon their efforts. Their Sabbathschool is highly prosperous, under the super-

work.

work within the bounds of this Y. M.

to

grp——————————————r

——

that he ‘want of a pastor ora supply. Correspondence may be addressed to ** Committee, '. B.
will and

enjoys
a healthy share of the good
appreciation of his people, who, as

and most
direct
means
of suppressing
that giant evil intemperance.

—

‘“ THE

vo

8,

O.

805 BROADWAY,
New

York

ISSUES.”

T

HE above is the title of an Essay delivered before the Iowa Yearly Meeting, upon the issues
between Free Baptists and other Denominations.
The Conference voted to request its publication.

mgor, Aug. 19.
of the churches but one reported by letter,
PeNoBscOT Y.M. Essex St.. ch.
VERMOXT Y . M., West Topsham’, Sept. 11.
and all by delegate.
Rev.J., Silvernail preach
It has been done at the Morning Star Office, and is
Holy Spirit was presented by Rev. §. S. Bar- | ed
g;
Bro.
the opening sermon: Friday evenin
‘| being read with interest among
our people in
announce provision for the other third. The
ney, and a profitable discussion followed....
ME. F.B.
HOME MISS, SOC.
S. has labored many years in the River Raisin
Iowa, for whom, chiefly, the work
was prepared.
All money contributed for mission work in Maine
whole matter pertaining to the raising of our ‘One was received to the fellowship of the
Q. fi . May the Lord grant us many such sesBut it deserves to be more generally read, and I
should besent directly to: Rufus Deering, Portland * | hereby call attention to it, and urge the purchase
debt has thus far seemed to be and we believe Pak St. churchby baptism on Sunday, July sions.
Me.
5250
Per-order of Ex, Com,
| and reading by any and all interested in the subNext term with the Green Oak cburch, Oct.
has been providential.
Sister Wiley, wife of 6th....The vhcation season for our ministers
| ject discussed. The
Issues between Baptists and
10-12.
E. 0. DicKINsON, Clerk.
Post-Office Addresses.
edobaptists, and between Liberal and UnliberRev, KF: L. Wiley, pastor of our. church in
is close at hand and is looked forward to with
al
Baptists
are
clearly
and ferciblyput.
REV. E,N. FERNALD (to whom -all contributions
Whitefield, N. H., is the one under God who
ADDRESS REV. O. E. BAKER, WATERLOO,
interest.
Rev. A. Given is already at his cotfrom the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
ST. Cro1X Q. M.—Held its June session with
|
Towa,
or,
for
a
short
time,
The STAR OFFICE,
has undertaken and thus far so successfully
be sent) Lewiston, Me,
52t
the Spring Brook church.
Most of the churches:
tage at Hampton Beach, N. H.
Rev. A. L.
! PRICE 10 Cents PER COPY.
Rev F P Wormwood Ea Corinth Me.
pushed the enterprise of lifting our church “Gerrish purposes to visit his old: field of labor were ‘represented. We need more workers for
28
Ena
8. V.R. SLADE,
Rev 8 8S Nickerson Sugar Hill N H,
God in our Q. M.
‘debt. And we ask all interested in this matter
at Pittsfield, Me., and to attend ‘the approachNext session will be held with the Beldenville
to pray that the work so well begun and so sucing session of the Penobseot Y. M., and Rev. church, Sept. 19—21.
MEDALS } Paris, Philadelphia,
cessfully thus far prosecuted may issue in the
L. A. H. WELCH, Clerk.
L. Dexter will visit friends in N. H. and
oston.
AWARDED J New York, and
entire removal of the awful burden,
Yi.
ENDORSEDBY OVER THIRTY SEWING
C. 8. Frosr.
MACHINE
VAN BUREN (Towa) Q. M.—Held its June
EXHIBITORS
at PARIS
and
PHILADELPHIA
as being ‘‘ Very
:
New York.
session with the Ageney City church; June 13—
BIEVER
WP
MA
Strong,
Smooth,
and
Excel15.
The weather being very inclement the
lent Thread.''
Holland Purchase Y. M. held at Grant Sta- congregations were small.
Wisconsin Y. M. Ministers’ Institute.
Next session with the Liberty church, comtion was a lively and spiritual meeting, A
mencing on Friday,Sept. 10, at three o'clock, P.
decided
revival
interest
was
developed
und
it
The Wisconsin Y. M. Ministers’ Institute,
M.
D. K. HELTERBRAN, Clerk.
is belived that some sought the Lord with all
was held with the Ithaca chureh, June 30.
A trial will prove this.
ordinary character.
their heart. This Y. M. voted to employ an
Agreeable to previous arrangement,the session
HAD
OF
ALL
DEALERS.&&
WALNUT
CREEK
Q.
M.—Held
ifs
Jupe
term
ATO
BE
evangelist in the bounds of the Y. M., under with the Liberty church, commencing Juifeg20.
succeeded the Y. M., but it was found nearly
J. E. PECK, Agent, Boston, Mass.
the auspices of the Central Association, and
There
was
a
fair
attendance
and
a
good
meetimpracticable, and it was decided to return to
pledged $50.00 towards paying for his or her
ing.
Four of the churches reported both by
the old paths. Therefore the next session will be
letter and delegation.
All busitiess was translabors.
A committee to secure an evangelist
EA
|
held previous to the session of the Y. M., beacted in barmony.
The preaching was by
NEAVSA
was clected, Rev. J. C. Steele, chairman.
ginning on Wednesday
at 10 o'clock, A. M.
brethren Robinson, Felt, Sweet and Seymore.
The logation of the Y. M. was on the extreme Those desiring to labor in this work will please At the close of the Sabbath morning service,
the congregation repaired to the water and Bro.
take note of this item,
If the promises und
western bounds, ‘and was
slimly attended,
pledges to do hard work during the year for Felt administered the ordinance of baptism to
but what it Jacked in numbers was made up in
two happy converts. In the afternoon we partook of the Lord’s Supper, brethren M. B. Felt
spirit and interest, the séssion being one of the Jesus, made at this Y. M.,are carried out,there
will be many more to rejoice with us over a and O. W, Smith officiating.
During the meetbest of its many sessions.
dX
ing $11.55 was raised for missions.
risen Saviour....(Genesee Y, M. held this year
A
¥
Rev, E. N. Fernald of Lewiston,Maine, who
IS
Next term with the Kewanee church,
at
Byron
and
was
well
represented
by
delehad been in attendance during the Y. M. en:
B, A. GURNEY, Clerk.
of visiting ministers.
tered into the work of the Institute
with: zeal, gates with a number
Visitors speak of the meetings as spiritual and
and by his remarks and council added greatly
HoNEY CREEK.(W1S.) Q. M.—Held its June
the interest good....The Trustees of the Ceas
Catarrhal Cases have applied to me for relief. . Many. thousession with the Honey Creek church.
The at19
to the profit of the session, Rev. H. J, Brown,
Many thousands have received my Specific, and are cured.
tral Association are laying out a work that
tendance was large, and the interest considerably
of Oelwein, Towa, was also present, and
above the average.
The meetings throughout
sands more, are waiting till they are compelled by their sufferpromises much for the future of the Associa
although belonging to another Y. M. read a
were marked by the presence of the Master, and
ing to obtain relie f.
tion and for the mext meeting at Norwich:
his power to bless.
The covenant meeting on
fihe essay, and in various ways contributed
DO
NOT WAIT until thc HEAVY ATMOSPHERE of The Winter Months
Brethren of the tribes; let us all go up to NorSaturday
was
a
rich
feast
of
spiritual
things.
Essays were
!
to the profit of the meeting,
COMPELLS you to seck some form of rélietl
wich, seeing there remaineth much land to’ be Sermons were preached during the session by
1
read, and questions were discussed which. se possessed.
Revs, Hulsé, McKinney and Pett, and listened
So
man
Cure.
Certain
of
means
the
obtain
NOW
SHOULD
ONE
EVERY
to with attention and profit.
g
:
!
cured the attention and interest of the Institthousands in all parts. of the world have been cured, that Child's Catarrk Specific
Mrs.
J.
C.
Steele,
wife
of’
Rev.
J.
C.
Steele,
G,H.
HUBBARD,
Clerk.
ute until its close. On Monday evening, Prof.
has become AN ESTABLISHED
FA CT in the minds of the people, as the only
was badly injured by a fall down stairs, lately,
Washburn delivered a very good practical disThe necessity of using the Summer Months to cure this terrible
‘Certain Method,
but
is
now
rapidly
recovering....Thé
Attica
GENESEE
(Mich.)
Q.
M.--Held
its
summer
disease can not be urged too strongly.
course, followed by remarks from the various
church is somewhat encouraged. Sabbath- session with the ¢hurch of Rich, Lapeer Co.,
uo»)
June 20—22.
Fourteen churches were repreministers present, and we parted with a fixed
The following arc a few of many thousands successfully treated for Catarrh
school and morning congregation on the in- sented by letter or by delegates, but the general
purpose to live and die for the Master.
:
Rev.
E.
Westlake,
Fenton,
Miegh.;
James
Mars
1.. C. Hoppel, Trevor Hall, Rochester, N. Y.
crease; prayer-meetings spiritual, and much
attendance from abroad was not equal to the
B. Chaney,
G. H. HEBBARD, Sec.
Robert Evans, Erie, Pa.; T. B, Rose; Mattoon, Ill;
shall, Perryville; Md.
ordinary assembly of our Q, M.
More than
St. Clair St., Cleveland, O.;
interestin building up ‘the church manifest,
Auxvasse, Mo.; M. Mowery, Lawrence, Ind.; Geo. H. Foote, 85
North
Hilbish,
1.
Rev.
;
Jowa
Griffisnville,
usual
number
of
ministers
absent.
One
license
Teegarden,
Calvin
Ga.;
H. Brodnax, Walnut Grove,
What is now wanted is a revival that will heal was granted to Bro. Geo. ‘I>. Chaplin of thé
1 lass.; Isaac Hill,
Lima, O.; J. H. Bullard, Springfield, Mass.; Sam'l T. Bigelow, Worcester,
W,
O.
Mrs.
Inds;
Greenwood,
Davis,
up
the
wounds
in
Zion,
and
save
sinners...
Chas.
Rev. Nathan Woodworth, pastor of the CrysDeertield church.
Bro. C. has lately come to us
Kirkville, Iowa ; J.J. Hancock, Irwinville, Ga.;
Lake, McZena, O.; Rev. E. S. Martin, Port Carbon, Pa.
tal Lake church, Floridaa,ssisted by Rev. O. B, Pike chureh has secured Prof, Smith, teacher from one of the branches of the Methodist
church, and has held a license in that body of
T. P. CHILDS & CO., Proprietors, Troy, Ohio} [4
jp For all particulars address,
Augir, recently ordained a colored brother, in the Pike Academy, as pastor. Bro. Smith Christians,
Our public meetings filled the
is
thoroughly
competent
and
begins
his
work
who is doing a good work in a settlement of
All diseases of the Head, Throat, Lungs and Bronchial
place of assembly to overflowing, and were, we
DE
REMEMBER Tubes
with the well wishes of mauny....Dale church
trust, tilled with the influence of the divine
KE are more easily :healed during the dry months of Summer,
his own people about two miles from the place

=

ow

REV Ld

CATARRH

of worship of the Crystal Lake church,

is steadily growing under Bro. Knapp’s labors.

Spirit.

The Woman's Mission meeting of Sat-

a

Al

Poetry.

sky after the sun went down. The longer he looked at the starry eyes, the greater was his desire to Jearn

FOR LOVE'S SWEET SAKE.
own

little lady herself a great many things
about them. Being in too much haste to
crawl down, he balanced himself on the
lower side of the cherry twig, shut his
eyes, drew in his feet, curled up his body,
and fell—plump into the little girl's face.
He was not so heavy as to hurt her,

sweetheart,

of thee,

v

That in the gloaming came and gladdened
Like a tender hand.

me,

Since all my life has been one vain demand,
One fruitless straining toward the far-off land
Of love assured, beyond this shifting sand

and if he had wished to injure her, which

Of dreary doubt.
Seeing how Love hath cast complaisance out,
Seeing how Love hath grown my life about,
Lifting my soul, as honor lifts the lout,

Nearer the stars.
‘When that my heart shall have. beat through
its bars,
And, healed of all its deep and ancient scars,
Lies down, aweary of its well-won wars,
To slumber’s bliss:
If some sweet woman shall draw nigh, nor
miss
3
. The stone that tells her dust of mine was this,
Saying, with sigh as tender as a kiss,
In whisper low:
‘ Was she not fair since he sang of her so?
Ah! fair and sweet and good she was, I know,
Seeing his life uncompanied could go
For the sake of her!”
I think that it shall surely thrill and stir,
Even in the dust, thy low, mute worshiper,
- The indivisible heart I gave thee here,

Steadfast as doom!
And may be, if a white rose be in bloom,
Sweetening the place of graves with its
fume,
.
Like a fair nun within a convent-room,
If in my dust

per-

The fibers of its wandering roots be trust,
A pale pink flush may kindle in it, just

|

As in the thinking of you my cheek must
Betray heart’s trust!

—Howard Glyndon in Independent.
L--&
"++

AULD LANG SYNE.
It singeth low in every heart,
We hear it each and all,—
:
A song of those who answer not,

‘However we may call;
They throng the silence
of the breast,
We see them as of yore,—
The kind, the brave, the true, the sweet,
Who walk with us no more.

More homelike seems the vast unknown,
Since they have entered there:
To follow them were not so hard,
‘Wherever they may fare ;
They can not be where God is not,
On any sea or shore;
‘Whate’er betides, Thy love abides,
Our God, forevermore.

W. Chadwick.

0-0-0

VOICES OF THE NIGHT.
‘When bed-time comes, and curtains fall,
And round I go the doors to lock,
Ere lamps go out my wife doth call,
“ Remember, dear, to wind the clock.”
‘When boots are off, and for the day
All irksome cares seem put to rout,
* I hear wife’s voice from dreamland say,
‘“ Be sure you put the kitten out.”
‘When stretched between the sheets I lie,

And heavy lids have ceased to wink,

From trundle-bed there comes acry,
“I want a dwink! I want a dwink!”

Tribune.

Family Crrele.
caterpillar

crawled from under a cabbage-leaf to see
how the world looked. Not so very
much could he see, but enough warm sun

made itself felt

in every

hair

on his

plump body to make him shake himself,
and puff his slender body until it was as
round and downy as a young chicken.
He pushed out his legs and felt the
grass with his odd little feet; he opened
wide his bright black eyes (some wise
people will not believe that a caterpillar
has eyes, but you and I will believe they
have, until it is proved that they have
not) ; he smelled a clover-leaf with his

shining black nose ; then he rolled himself

into a round ball and laughed until every
hair stood out straighter than before. He
thought this sunny world so beautiful
that he would go on a journey and find
_ new things at which he might laugh; so
he started without so much as a lunchbox or umbrella. He crawled upon a
<hip which was about as big as a hymnbook, but seemed to hinr quite a mountin; then he climbed up a tulip stalk,
which swayed about so much that he
grew dizzy and fell to the ground.

* Hurt him?” Not a bit; he was

not

even cross because a lady-bug laughed at
him. He traveled several days, and had

. gone
as many

rods

from

home,

was equal to about six hundred

lar mil
when
es,
he found

which

caterpil-

himself at the

footof a cherry-tree. Up the tree he
scrambled and lay down under a leaf to

sleep. He was wakened from dreaming
that a cherry leaf had grown to each side
of hisbody for a pair of wings, by
something which sounded like silvery
«drops tinkling in golden lily-bells.
:
On
ing ‘about, he saw a little,
laughing, chattering girl lying under the

YOUNG HEROES.

of an aged father and mother.

He

had

the wants

of his

parents.

The

conse-

| wait for Him to tell me that all things
| are good, all things—" but before he could

years

has followedZthe

fortunes of a newsboy’s life, has

recently

presented to the public

library of that
say it over again he was asleep; but no
city over 2,500 volumes, collected by him
more dead than you and I will be when from
time to time as his meager earnings
we fall asleep wrapped up in the dear good permitted
. The story of his struggles is
€arth to wait for Him to call us.
well worth telling, for in securing his
Long afterward a little girl la y down in
Jibrary he displayed heroism and intellia garden to watch the late roses nod to
gence such as bave made many a man a’
the clover, when a golden-winged buttermillionaire.
fly hovered about her head, murmuring :
*“ John King, a son of a. Michigan farm¢ All things are good ;” but she could no
er, was crippled for life when 17 years of
more hear it than she could hear the catage. Three years later he received inerpiller talk. *“ O you lovely creature!”
Juries which took from his legs whatlittle
cried the girl, as he came nearer and nearstrength he had left. In his bed-ridden
er, fanning her face with his gay wings,
condition he developed a liking for books
until she beganto feel u strange humming
and an ambition for a library. He left
in her head. Allat once her ears seemed his
bed, and after many trials found himunstopped and she began to wonder if self in
the city of Cincinnati making $3
she had been
deaf all her life,

were
bees
June
song,

for there

butterflies and dragon-flies,bumbleand beetles, ants, grasshoppers,
bugs, and katydids, all singing this
which she distinctly heard:

“ Itis all good and sweet,” He said,
“The hills with the flocks upon them,
With here a nodding lily’s head,
And there the gleam of sun upon them.
I call it very good,” He said.
“ The earth smiles: it is good,” He said ;
¢ Bright drops bubble in clear founbiigs,
The clouds, kissed by the sun, blush red

The azure sky bends low to wed

The glad earth, and a great, joyous cry
Rings everywhere. - *Tis good,” He said.

said:

“I want to speak to you, little maiden!
Your ears are opened; now open your
eyes and look at my delicate plumage. I
am a lovely creature, as you say; but the
life in me was once the life of a caterpillar.
I want you to remember that He who
holds the great earth in its place is so
gentle that he does not ruffle my wings
when he takes me to his heart. All things
are good."
The girl had no time to call the butterfly back before a dragon-fly was saying :
* You admire my silver wings; they are
pretty, and I enjoy them.
He who gave
them to me fastened them with such a

gentle hand that he crushed not their
gauzy net-work.
He holds the mighty
ocean by the same gentle power. I was
once a little dark water-grub whose beanty you would have been too blind to see.
All things are good,” and so saying he
gave place to the

honey-bee,

who

said:

*¢ You see my shiny eyes and forry back.
He who gave them leads me where the
honey drips from the flower, and guides
me home at nightfall. He takes care of

the

heavenly hosts,

and

counts

your

heart-beats. All things are good.”
away buzzed the honey-bee.

And

The little girl now rubbed her eyes;
there was the butterfly kissing the roses,

the dragon-fly skimming through the air,
and the honey-bee hovering beside a
clover

blossom,

he

transferred

his

On

attentions

from tobacco to newspapers, and

for

the

last ten years the cripple and his papers
have become well known on the streets
of Cincinnati. King now began to start
a library. He had a little money saved
at the end of each day’s work, and as he
was not occupied all of the time he found
delight in reading books of his own pur'| chasing.
Keeping a sharp eye for bargains,he gradually accumulated hundreds
of volumes, not of worthless publications,

who

recently

examined

addition to his library he had saved several
hundred dollars in money—a fund intended for his support when in his old age he

should sit down for a** big read,”as he ex-

It is good,” He said;

‘ The purple hills seem near the sky,

butterfly, hovering nearer,

recovery,

was

them says, but books of standard value. In

In dark places. My treasure house
Is broad and full,—jewels lie darkling
'Neath ocean’s foam. Tis good,” He said.

The

soon taken down with the small-pox.

so the librarian

“ My work is good, is good,” He said;
¢ Marble and diamonds are sparkling

“ Light is sweet.

a week in a tobacco factory ; but he

but not a word of what

pressed it. Evil days,however,visited him
again, He was induced to invest in a
worthless enterprise, lost his money, and
with a heavy heart returned to his old
place as a newshoy.
‘¢ His home, a miserable reokery, fall
of tenants, he considered very unsafe for

a library ; and giving up all hope of adding to it, he sent a note to the city libra-

rian the other day, stating that he

wished

to present the whole to the library.

his precious store of over 2,500

So

volumes,

gathered during the painful labors and
privations of ten years, was passed over
into the custody of the city, for the benefit
of others.
This is an example of ‘‘what a brave
heart will do even in a sea. of trouble.

King might have spent his days in eating,

drinking and sleeping. Instead of that
he dragged himself out into the world,
entirely friendless, with no capital

but a

will, and now finds himself in a hufnble

way
a public benefactor. The King library ot Cincinnati will be a monument to

the name of its founder, and perhaps

of this little

remembers the

refrain they sang, and can not quite believe that she fell asleep in the garden

girl's relations kept some of his relations
spinning silk, and he thought that if this
pretty girl should bid him spin silk, he and dreamed it all.— Sarah E. Willse in

“would try his best to obey her. The
caterpillar looked at the little girl a long
time, and he thought her eyes looked like

|

the bright eyes which he saw up in the
mf

Christian Register.

j
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A cuff on the wrist is worth two on the
ear.— American Punch.
J

number of boys under fifteen years of age
breath of this ¢lass

of smokers, ‘and

CHARACTERS.

lustrated,

The

that purpose selected thirty-eight boys
between the ages of nine and fifteen. In
twenty-two of these cases he found various disorders of the circulation and digestion, palpitation of the heart, and a more
or less marked taste for strong drink. In

The

the

AVOID THE LAW,
Two boys, passing near a large tree,
found a tine large walnut.
“It belongs to me,” said Bernhard,
‘‘ because I saw it first.”
*“ No, it's mine, since I picked it up,”
replied James; and there soon resulted
an angry contention between the two. A:
large boy was appealed to for his judgment in the case. Cracking open the
nut, he thus decided :
“Bernhard,
you take this shell,since youn
first saw the nut; and to you belongs the

of the mut belong to me as payment
court expenses, as is fitting and
in cases where the law is appealed
:
Selected.

A little girl in Scotland was asked,
‘“ What is patience ?” After a moment's
thought, she said, “It is, wait a wee

bit,

and dinna get tired.”
0-6-0
>

HOME

TOPICS.

CASHMERE SHAWLS.
Indian cashmere
shawls are again a lz mode. But the
newest are manufactured much lighter
than those formerly worn. The reason
given for the revival is—that the dressmantie proper conceals the elaborate
work at present lavished on waistcoat
fronts,

sleeves,

tuniques,

and

It corresponds, too, with

blue,

garnet,

panther,

deep

ripe corn.— Progress.
STARCH FOR

FINE

rose,

MusLiNs.

A

solu-

tion of gum arabic in water makes a nice

starch for lawns and thin muslins, giving
them a new appearance. Dilute the dissolved gum until you find by experiment
that you have it just right. "It takes but
a minute to rub a cloth in it, slightly
dry and iron it, to test the strength of the
gum water. Lawns renewed in this way,
after washing, not only ‘look as though
Just made up, but retain their good a
pearance
wonderfully well.— Western
Rural.

FASHIONABLE
FANCIES. Navy
blue
linen is extensively worn for country
toilets in France, this season.—Ladies
have had the opportunity to choose between large bonnets and small bonnets,
as fashion permits both, and the preference for the diminutive styles is apparent.—Comfort often gets the best of taste,

as in wearing of lace mitts, for instance.
—China silk for ladies’ under garments
comes in ecru,

pale

pink

other delicate colors.—The

and

tied-back -are numbered, and

blue

and

ladies

now

days

of the

wonder why they were ever preferred to
the graceful flowing robes that have succeeded them.—Field-flowers are again
popular for trimming hats intended for

country and excursion

wear.—Japanese-

upon

dred

Years.

The

author, Frank

in several chains over the

bosom,

to be

raised throtigh a brooch over the shoulder

and allowed again to fall down the back.
The jet-headed and gilt hairpin, the
enamel buckle for the waist and silver
belt have reappeared: Pretty silk painted button molds are dotted on velvets
for the throat, and the high tortoise-shell
comb is worn under mantillas for evening
strolls. Myrtle, sky blue and buttercup
are the mixture of colors for loops. The
prettiest colors for prints are designs of
rich brown,

olive

green,

peacock

blue,

rose and coralon giraffe or drab grounds.
The new pelerme is made of threaded jet

beads, all open work, but the collar is of

ruchéd black lace edging. A pretty washing pékin is striped with orange, pale
blue and primrose.

A

summer

oatmeal

cloth is tinted in a peculiar shade called
péthunia ; it is nearly lilac, with a mauve
white shimmer on it.—N.

Y. Herald.

an

rower

range,is

the

Manual Jor

the New

Hampshire General Court, 1879, published
by J. B. Clarke, State printer, Mauchester. In
this very best form we have a list of the executive, legislative and judicial departments of
the State government, State institutions and
their officers, and county and town officers for

the present year.

The book

also contains the

national and State constitutions.

A Study of Nahum is a very happy attempt:
by Prof. Thomas Rich, of Bates Theologica]
Seminary, to give a métrical paraphrase to the
prophecy of Nahum.
The power and beauty
of the original text is remarkably preserved.

The spirit of the prophecy seems to us to be

far better expressed than we find it in our English translation; We give a specimen of Prof,
Rich’s

metrical

expression

text:

of

the

Hebrew

receiving the new suit. In the old clothes
thus collected enough money was found
secreted to build a bridge over the

Arno,

‘which is still called the Beggars’ Bridge.
OB

--o

Be kind to the poor and
“Kind words can never die.”
them birth.

sorrowful.
God gave

no gilt cornice, your curtain wants

finish.

And dries its waters up,

And every river turns to desert land.

Now Bashan's green, and Carmels beauty fade ;

Now fades the bloom of Lebanon.
The mountains shake for fear of Him,

inches wide, of a desirable shade to match

your furniture and.

not be excelled.

other trimmings,

can

Hang your cyrtains,and

loop back with a long piece of your ribbon, making a bow ‘and two long ends.

The cost does not exceed $5. You have
something durable, pretty and’ a graceful addition to your sitting or bed-room,—
Cineinnats Commercial,

HOMER.

Old Homer is the very fountain-head of pure

poetic enjoyment, of all that

book is

published

in

admirable

& Co., Boston.

13.
Once
it was
learned, speculative,
metaphysical,
drawing to its columns the carefully elabora
te
writings of the best scholars and thinkers
in
America.
Now it is intensely practical, pop-

its contributors

marks the transformation which

at its

restless unison;

clarion couplets of Pope, or the closer versions

of Cowper, Lord Derby,or Philip Worsley, or
even in the new prose version of the * Odyssey,” Homer is always fresh and rich.
And

yet how seldom does one tind a friend

spell-

‘bound over the Greek Bible of antiquity, while
they wade through torrents of magazine quotations fram a petty versifier of to-day, and
in
an idle vacation will graze, as contentedly
as
cattle in a fresh meadow, through the chopped

straw of a circulating library.
A generation
which will listen to* Pinafore” for 300 nights,

and will read M. Zola’s

more read
cunciform

17th

romance,

can no

“Homer” than it could read a
inscription.
It will read about

Homer just as it will read about a cuneiform ine
scription, and will crowd to see a few pots

the neighborhood

of Troy.
Butto Homer und the primeval type
of heroicman in his beauty, and his simple.
ness, and joyousness, the cultured generat
ion
is really dead, as completely as some spoiled

defend

themselves on

ina

TIO NOVEL-

high

the French
affected to

moral

grounds.

Next to the duty, conscientiously discharged,
of depicting life
as they find it, it is their pur-

pose to deter from the practice of vice by painting its horrors and its baleful consequences,

That argument may be good to a certain extent, but it can not be
stretehe
8
ve
point in question.
We can understand the
Spurtan fathers making a show of the drunken
Helot; we can understand the rather disgust-

ing series of drawings of The Bottle,” which
George Cruickshank etched, as the advocate of

by which such social perils may be combatted,.

publish-

Philadelphia,

published the first of u series of “ Manuxls
life begins, at ** the five gateways

a most interesting field for the

fying, silent wonder

whether in the quaint lines of Chapman, or the

come to

——

soning, judging.and so:forth.

as

fresh and ever-stirring asthe waves that tumble on the sea-shore, filling the soul with satjs-

has

The last six numbers are handsome-

Brother,

Whether

lines of the old Greek,

total.abstivence.
Drunkenness, or ‘excess in
strong liquors, is acknowledged one of the Cry-

ly bound in a single volume by the
ers, D. Appleton & Co., New York.

and

the entire

largely

the people in all depsrtments of thought and
activity. The North American is still a powerin the land, and is still worthy of careful

Eldridge

read

through!

being

made up of men of science, and the party leaders of the day.
The change is significant.
It

perusal.

have even

and * Odyssey”

Some of the most realistic of
writers, notably M. Zola, have

The North American Review has completed its one hundred and twenty-eighth volume.
None of our magazine publications has under

ular, worldly,

delight! How few
“Iliad”

THE FRENCH REALI
WRITERS

Before His indignation none do stand,
And none His burning anger rise to meet,
His fury is like fire poured out,
And none can quench, nor rocks withstand.

This little

He takes

us into the ambrosial world of heroes, of homaa vigor, of purity, of grace.
Now, Homer
is one of the few poets the life of whom can
be
fairly preservedin a translation.
Most men
and women can say that they have read
Homer,” just as most of us can say that we have
studied Johnson's dictionary.
But how few
of us take him up, time after time, with fresh

beauty of the ball-roomis dead to the bloom of

. The earth in terror starts,
For He has looked on her—
The world and all of its inhabitants.

form by D. Lothrop

is spontaneous,

simple, nativg and dignified in life.

the heather or the waving of the daffodils
glade.— Fortnightly Review.

And everlasting hills depart;

have

for

of knowl

The hook opens
teacher.

ing evils of

the age, and all weapons are good

but nothing but unmitigated mischief ean be
done by eyen faintly indicating to innocence
and inexperience

the

corruptions

happily altogether exceptional.

which

are

The veal aim

of these self-styled moralists is to excite sensation of the most immoral kind, or to show:
their perverted ingenuity in interesting
the
jaded voluptuary; and nothing proved that
more than some of the novels which were
the
first to appear after the full of the Empire.

There was

an interval

afterward,

when

since nobady cared
revival,

during

novels

to buy.

aud such

the war,

were

at

Then

came

The

fashion

the day had taken

a

revival!

a

turn

cism of republican

manners, and

It is

and-

a discount,.

toward the

the
of

asceti-

France,

pu-

full of valuable suggestions which any bright rified by prolonged suffering, was to enter on
leader of children may turn to use in their the grind task of regeneration. Certain clever
novel-writers, who had been condemned to
training. These manuals were prepared
by forced inactivity,
saw their opportunity, and:
distin
guished educationists in England, where

they are used in the schools.
They are in
their present form revised and adapted .to the
wants of American teachers.
We doubt not
that they will be well received in this cointry.

adapted to help on the good work.
[Rosa
Leighton is un effective story by Mrs. M. F.
Martin. Inthe form of a deeply interesting

eftect.

Porter, is

one

mation for

both

old

and

really moral portion of their books.
Recognizing their grave responsibilities as censors,

youhg

reading.

readers.

single-minded

purity of

That society, no

doubt, was sufficiently frivolous, sensual and
dissipated.
But those Writers were not content with reviving it as it had appeared to the
people who casually mixed in it; they were
not even satisfied with painting sin®as they saw
in vague generalities.

They gave their

nations loose rein, jletting
ceptional horrors

and.

them

imagi--

revel in ex-

absurdities;

and

pre-

senting social and political notorieties under
the flimsiest disguises, they misrepresented

of a shrewd contemporary

sion is never more corrupting than the passion.

itself.”

And the remark was elicited

by the

reluctant confession,that that rule is more hon-ored among his countrymen in the breach than
in the observance.—Blackwood's Magazine.
S-B-o-b
>

Mr. H. H. Bancroft, the California collector
of literature respecting the Pacific coast,has al-ready expended $30,000 upon an index alone to
journals in his possessions.

It

Published
3

"+r

———

A hook of like character is Hitty’s Boarder,

the

denouncing and satirizing it.

with the dictum

of

by Lothrop & Co.

protesting

their intentions, they proceeded to reprodu
ce
the society of imperial Paris for the purpose of

French critic—* that the aim of the romancewriter ought to be to present the agreeable or
existing spectacle of the passions or humors of the world at large; but that he should take
care at the same time that the picture of pas-

those books for children which is both entertaining and instructive. There is fun in it of
the genuine kind, and no little valuable infor.

will make good summer

Nothing.

ent than the invention of. atrocities that are to.
be scathed with your satire, We entirely agree

—
W.

of it.

their sufficiently discreditable biographies with
circumstantial and pointed malignity,
It is
difficult to imagine a fouler prostitution of tal-

a

by Mary

to avail themselves

could be more transparent than the hypocrisy
of théir brief prefaces, which were the only

it on the surface, and dealing with the sinners

narrative,it seeks to base the principle
of a
true and lasting reformation from the curse
of
drunkenness upon the religion of Christ,
Is
is published by the National Temperance
So-

Poor Papa,

hastened

and

Rw

The quantity and also the high quality of
the
temperance literature which is now being
published indexes the strength of the temperance
sentiment which pervades our communities
and the country at large. We have before
us
several
books
{which are unusually well

some

A quill plaiting of ribbon three

SO
-b
"ror

which probably came from

As in the days of old,
He gives the sea rebuke,

CHEAP AND TASTEFUL WINDOW-CURTAINS. Buy six yards of fine unbleached
muslin at say 10 cents a yard. Six times ciety and Publication House, N. Y.
10 equals 60. Eight yards each of insertion an inch wide and edging, about 3
From the same
inches wide, of torchon, Smyrna or Cluny by Julia McNair comes a more thrilling story
Wright, entitled Circled by
lace at a cost depending on ‘the quality, Fire. It is
a true story of a woman’s downbut
attainable
for
$2.50.
If
your
lace
THE BEGGARS’ BRIDGE,
is fall under the power
seductive glass, and
There is a legend in Florence that a | white, soak in coffve diluted "with water of her salvation“ as byof the
fire y’through the grace
for two hours and hang in the wind, when
grand duke once proclaimed that every it will be of
;
an ecru color, matching your of Christ.
——
beggar who would appear in the grand muslin. Any lady who has any skill with
plaza at a certain time should be given a her needle can put her insertion and lace
Eben Shute, the well known Boston pubnew suit of clothés. They were on hand on either side of the curtain and slong the lisher, has issued in neatest possible form a
been Temperance Pledge Autograph Album. 1t
promptly ; when all avenues to the plaza bottom. After the six yards have
cut in half for a double curtain,lay the top i8 an original idea. It may be used with good
were closed,

of each side in even side plaits. Having

NY.

in the resounding

book of like nature to this last, but of nar-

ORNAMENTAL ACCESSORIES.
Among
ornamental accessories that ever alter in
this season are necklaces of silver, such
hang

dren generally.
Price for packet of twelve
cards, twenty-five cents. One hundred cards
not in packets for one dollar, Address J. N.
Stearns, Publishing Agent, 58 Reade Street,

facts »nd statistics pertain-

edge.” It analyzes each of the senses
, and
shows how, through them, the mind advanc
es
to its own complex methods of thinki
ng, rea-

and

pressly for this object printed on each, suitable

for distribution in Sunday-schools, Bundsof
Hope, juvenile organizations, and smong chil-

C. Bliss,

Teachers,” entitled The Cultivation of the
Senses. This little book begins where
human

provinces,

The National Temperance Society has Just
published a packet of twelve prettily illiminated floral cards with Bible texts selecied ex-

is Our
Hun-

shaped parasols, to match the color of the
costumes with which they are worn, are
growing in favor.—4m. Traveller.

as are worn in the

Philadelphia.

some

ing to the political history of the country during the past century.
A review is given of
the colonial and constitutional governments
and of the progress of the nation.
There are
also biographical sketches of the Presidents
and full lists of the «ifferent cabinets from the
‘beginning of the nation to the present. This
very useful book for reference is profusely illustrated.
It is published by F. C. Bliss & Co.,
Newark, N. J,

A

every

seven cents cach.—John D. Wattles, Publisher,

has collected into exceedingly convenient form

the most essential

published

without cost of postage to subscribers.
Subscriptions are taken for three or six months.ag
the yearly rate; under 10 copies, three months,

to human

reader

affair al}

denominations throughout the country.
In
many schools it bas entirely taken the ‘place
of the ordinary question books, The price of
the Scholars’ Quarterly is 25 cents a year,or
$25 for a hundred’ copies a year. Sent by mail

a new path

the

Itise

three months, is used in Sunday-sehools of all

His aim is to bring out the under
such variety

It is pointless and profitless.

The Scholars’ Quarterly,

of unusual

Another of these good subscriptions
Country and Government for One

the

and

a writer

tional
character and destiny.
The book is
not only a guide as to individual action and
habit, but it is also a sort of statesmaf’s manual exhibiting
in clearest light those luws
which God has enacted, and which he evermore executes in his * government of nations.
This is one of a very few subscription books
which we can heartily commend and wish the
agent largest success in canvassing for,

facings,

variety of materials called Maharajah,
or printed Indian designs, and with the
fashionable shades, which are Prussian

and

principles which give

while some warm over-garmentis thought
necessary.

Bible,

life.

Loring, publish-

!

through.

character, and such permanency to the divine
government. The great advantage which this
treatment of bis themes gives, is used by the

other shell, as you picked it up. The con-

tents
of the
usual
to.”’—

of the

England
hour,

American News Company, is a cheap

most powerful lessons respecting personal
living and conduct, and also in respect to na-

of tobacco in creating a taste for strong
drink is unquestionably very great. If
the testimony of sonie tobacco-users and
medical men is of any weight, one ot

is well knowir

an earnest stu-

author to press. home

effect

New

Witty Jews and Jewish Wits, issued by the

1l-

author of this volume

and application of these he opens

of

most radical methods of keeping the
young from being led to intemperate
drinking is to deny them tobacco.

Wm, Patton,DD, D.

James Betts & Co,

for himself.

doc--

The

By

BY BIBLE

as a man of original thought,
dent

tor treated them for ‘their ailments, but
with little effect until the habit of smoking was discontinued, when breath and
strength were soon restored.

with

book to fill a summer

clearness and power. These qualities are conspicuously present in this book.
The Bible
furnishes the author with the outward data as
to biography and history; but in his treatment

twelve there was frequent bleeding of the
the mouth, caused by tobacco.

brimming
er,

for

nose, and twelve had slight ulceration

{

Bebe,

BIBLE PRINCIPLES ILLUSTRATED

on the street with cigars and pipes in their
mouths, was prompted to examine the

incentive to thrift among the boys of the
land.” How much better is this than
smoking, drinking, loafing, idling and
dying! — Evangelical Messenger.

and each beggar was comcherry-tree. The caterpillar had read on they were now saying could this little pelled to strip off his old clothes before
girl understand. But she

a mulberry leaf that some

Titerarp

JUVENILE SMOKERS.
A British physician, observing the large

voluntarily deprived himself not only of
the comforts, but of the very necessaries
of life, attending to his daily tasks in the
bitter cold of winter, without overcoat or
under clothing, so that he might supply

he did not, he had no way of doing it; quence of his exposure was a quick
conbut she jumped up, struck the poor cater- sumption which ended the life of this
depillar to the ground,screaming enough to voted and heroic son. Every morning
he
burst. his poor head:
“ O you horrid, walked four miles and a half,
to reach his
horrid creature!
I'll go in the house this car,at twenty minutes before
six o'clock,
minute if caterpillars are going to tumble then worked fifteen hours,
and wulked
in my face, ants run up my sleeves, and back the same distance at night,
so that
June bugs get in my hair!”
he might be with his parents. For two
You must know that this made the cat- months, it is said, he devoted all his earnerpillar very sad.
He crawled away, ings to the support of those he loved,
not
saying: ‘Ah, me! Ah, me! I thought spending even a single cent upon
himeverything He had made was lovely; but self. Noble, heroic son!
This is the
this little girl who knows more than I long-drawn martyrdo
m of daily life which
says I am a horrid creature.
I was very deserves a crown and a palm.
happy this morning, and wished I could
When we look at an example of filial
fly about to tell everything about the devotion and manly fortitude
like this,
beauty and happiness everywhere. Now we can not suppress
a feeling of contempt
wy heart is so heavy I can hardly crawl, and pity for the
lazy, loafing, smoking,
and a pair of golden cherry-leaves could worthless would-be
gentlemen(?) that
not lift me from the earth.
There must afllict society in these days.
These poor
be something wrong somehow or some- creatures have no true conception of the
where, for the trees sing the sweet words, | meaning of life, nor do they understand
¢ He said it was all good ;’ the bumblebee the glory of noble manhood. Their Lehums it in the columbine bell, the gnat roes are the ‘‘ champions” of the basepipes it in the dreamy sunshine ; the grass- ball club, the billiard room, the race
hopper chirps it in the meadow ; the flow- course, the brutal prize ring,
and the
ers and grasses nod and whisper: ¢ He gaming table—men who prostitute
their
said it was all good.’ The birds sing it; powers to ignoble uses,
and whose exthe eyes of the black spider twinkle it; ample is demoralizing
and hurtful. Alas,
the fire-flies shine it; the air breathes it for the generation that overlooks
modest
in my ears; the sun shines it in my eves, worth and sterling
virtue, and runs wild
but this little girl disputes it by calling in the wake
of the base-ball lunacy, or
me horrid.”
shouts itself hoarse over the dirty achieveThe caterpillar had not been idle while ments of low-lived
political scavengers
he was thus mourning, for he knew it and lager-bee statesmen
r
.
would be the worse for him if he left off
The papers have recently told the story
his work,—perhaps this is why his heart of another
life that ought to flush the
did not break,—but he had nearly finished loafer’s cheek with
shame, and thrill the
a silken house for himself by this time, humble toiler’s
heart with a new inspiraand as his eyes grew very dull and his tion, The Examine
r and Chronicle tells
legs very stiff, he said: *“ I am sure He the
story as follows: * A Cincinnati eripknows better than little girls do.
I'll ple, who for ten

And break in white mist o’er the mountains.
I call it very good,” He said.

A CATERPILLAR STORY.
One morning, a fluffy little

|

|
|
|
{
|
|

Although they are no more! *

—Chicago

{
|

"Tis hard to take the burden up,
When these have laid it down;
They brightened all the joy of life,
They softened every frown ;
But, oh, ’tis good te think of them,
. When we are tempted sore!
«A'hanks be to God that such have been,

—John

of them;

so he concluded to go down and ask the

1, sitting silent by the silent sea,
Had one sweet thought, my

more

" TWO

Real heroism is not always crowned on
earth, nor is it always even recognized.
A young street-car driver in Cincinnati
recently died, who was the only support

o+e

"A new editor of the Nation is Mr. Bayard:
Tuckerman, of last year’s class at Harvard. :
J
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slow and tedions whilst that of examples is
- summary and effectual. —Seneca.
Blessed is the man who has found his work:
Know thy
fet him ask no other blessedness.

work and do it; and work atit like Hercules.
One monster there is in the world, the idle

man.,— Carlyle.

pernicious,

Passion without thought is

Le-

But thought
be joined to their proper end.
It leads
which excites no passion is fruitless.
is dreamend
its
and
nowhere, it does nothing,
ing, selfishness and isolation.— Christian RegPUP
>

ro

A LIFE OF ADVENTURE.
of

correspondent

A

Enquirer,

Ill.,

Decatur,

from

writing

Cincinnati

the

thus relates the history of one who is now
. a farmer in Illinois :
i+ General Don Carlos Hasselteno is in

Confederate

«« Cobwebs on the walls, old boots in the
corners, empty bottles strewed around

or money.
He managed

to reach

A.

He started South under the
federacy.
pretext of escorting to her husband in

dreadful

Sunday

he

was out on the lake boating with a party
of friends. When he got back the conflagration had swept away his little coalpile, his office and sleeping-room, and he
was again left in the world without a
change of clothes and less than $5 in
money. The third day of the fire he was

Nashville.

‘rom there young IHasselteno went to
Montgomery, Ala., then the Confederate
capital, where he was appointed major,
and a little later liéutenant-colonel, and
was ordered to Pensacola, Florida. When
that place fell into the hands of the national troups he was captured, but within a
day or two made his escape.
lis next point of duty was at Fort
McHenry, from whence he went to Louis-

place,

of politics

chased

a

farm

in

thinks, will notburn
volved in rebellion.
Sam"

up

This,

or become

a

producer
bo Ci, 0

of iilusions.—

G0 25

DESTRUCTION "OF FAMOUS FOTRESSES.
One of the stipulations of the treaty of

R. L. Billingsley & Co., and remained
with them until a year ago, when he purIllinois.

twelith

London Telegraph, June 26.

house of

he entered the wholesale

as

San Stefano has just been carried out in
the destruction of the famous fortresses of

he

Widin, Silistria and Rutchuk on the Danube and Varna on the Black sea, "a hun-

in-

The
dred or two miles farther south.
walls have been broken down, and the

gh oa

A PROSPEROUS CALIFORNIAN,

earth-works left for the action of the elements. It was one of the articles of the
E. J. Baldwin, everywhere known as
that there should be no more fortifiLucky Baldwin, worked on his father’s “treaty
bought for the Confederate
on the Danube, nor ships of war
ville and
towns
ed
25
After
=
Indiana.
in
farm when young,
of Roumania, Servia and
troops a quantity of supplies, and sucwaters
the
in
drifted
various pursuits he
ceeded in getting them sately within the years of trial at district, Nevada, and in Bulgaria, except such light craft as may
The reConfederate lines. When General Grant into the bonanza
ed ventures in be needed for police service,
was advancing upon - Fort Donelson, he a few years, by well-judg
of these works not only razes
moval
millions.
some.
realized
stocks,
fortifications in the
went out as a spy, and spent the most of mining
publicly known by building some of the strongest some of the most indestroys
three days with the Federals. Being rec- He became
but
world,
known
” now se favorably
ognized, he was ordered to be shot at «t The Baldwin,
et
]
#s a popuiar hou
stood on the borders
about nine o clock in the evening, but in
275 by 210 feet. Included in Danubian fortressesdifferent civilizations,
the rain and darkness again made his Francisco,
entirely
two
of
The
theater.
Baldwin's
is
structure
escape, and reached the fort at daylight the
and in a region that has seen some of the
furniture, cost $3,000,000.
the next morning, drenched and almost whole, including
bitter contests of race and religion.
most
he
county,
through Los Angeles
frozen. But upon his report being heard, Travelingand bought a Spacish grant of Their destruction by no means signifies a
cause of peace, as the disit was decided to evacuate the fort with fancied
of bountifully watered gar- triumph of the a standing army would; it
of
most of the forces. From Island No. 10 60,000 acres
bandment
style.
princely
in
out
it
laid
and
land
has proved
merely that Russia
he fell back to Memphis, and, believing den this,
13,000 acres are moist bottom means powerful
to force the reenough
that nothing would stay the victorious Of
herself
of
Outside
needing no irrigation.
march of the Union army, sent in his land, he has artificially irrigated most of moval from her sight, of strongholds of
this
When
resionation, which was accepted.
Turkey that have been a menace to norththe property by means of six miles of ern
Europe for many years.— Springfield
the federals occupied Memphis he remain- eight-inch
are
lakes
beautiful
and
pipe,
ed there, trusting to nerve and luck to formed here and there, with rustic bridges Republican.
get away. To his horror he learned the
-_
Pr
adornments. Some fifty rustic
next day that Colonel Alexander of the and other are the homes of his working
PARAGRAPHS.
cottages
at
forty-eighth Indiana, with whom he was
people. All sorts of farm buildings are
‘Boston has 700 policemen.
college, was made provost-marshal of the tastefully
arranged, and flowing artesian
city
the
leave
could
one
no
that
post, and
Switzerland prints 230 newspapers.
The
water.
purest
of
abound,
except upon a Joss issued by hig. He springs
18,000
with
acres,
Peoria, 111, distilleries alone use 2,000,1200
has
orchard
had
and
had some knowledge of French,
and lemon trees,2000 almonds,500 000 bushels of grain,annually.
grown quite a beard since leaving school, orange
s, 80 acres of English
chestnut
~The strength of the Egyptian army has
Italian
determined to teke the risk.
and he
500 acres of choice grapes, in- been fixed at 12,000 men.
walnuts,
with
room,
colonel’s
the
into
Walking
le apples, pears, plums, peaches
Base-ball players never mind losing one
many shrugs and gesticulations, he asked numerab
us trees finger, because nine can play a game.— New
eucalypt
60,000
has
He
figs.
and
conand
for a ** Permissio San Louie,”
27 varieties, and 3000 of the graceful Orleans Picayune.
tinued it with such vehewence that the ofpepper trees, our most ornate evergreen
The Paris minyrhas commenced the coincolonel finally said to his assistant, and drooping variety, bearing a profusion
age of 14,600,008 run in gold, silver and
St.
to
pass
a
an
Frenchm
—
the
« Give
Servian governMor the
of pepper-looking spice-berries, A broad bronze piecés
Louis.”
fi
long by 120 ment.
miles
3
out,
*
laid
is
avenue
in
was
he
river
While going up the
with
side
each
talk lately
wide, lined on
much
We haven't heard
constant dread of recognition, but, for- feet
row
a
is
center
the
In
.
us-trées
eucalypt
the president's ‘¢ weakness” from
tunately, did not meet a soul whom be of pepper-trées, making grateful shade in about
party.—Indianapolis Journal.
knew. Hardly had he landed when he that sunny climate, and the air is cooled either
heir apparent to the Dutch throne is
intimate
The
and
ate
school-m
met a former
Soon a mans.
fountain
able
innumer
by
in the Dutch Navy and colonel of
captain
a
an
then
was
friend, from Hamilton, who
His sion in keeping with the surroundings three regiments in the army.
assistant epgineer in the navy.
be erected. on a rising knoll overThe richest university in the world is
friehd knew that he had gone South, and will
this fairy-land, and some hundred that of Leyden, in Holland.
Its real eslooking
spy.
a
as
Louis
St.
in
being
of
him
accused
with gardens and cultivated tate alone is worth over $4,000,000.
,
tenantry
the
all
him
told
then
and
This he denied,
will enrich the landscape and
Tn consequence of the continued high
details of his adventures, and finally ap- fields, this charmed spot a paradise, where
make
what
to
as
water, Szegedin, Hungary, can not be realed to his friend for advice
the proprietor can pass his declining years built this year. The inhabitants will live
e should do or where he should go, for
contemplation of the romance in wooden barracks during the winter.
he began to feel unsafe there. His friend in peaceful
.— Baltimore Sun.
creation
his
of
,
Hamilton
to
return
to
not
« And phat does yer ax for the caliker?”
advised him

where he would be in certain danger, and

finally suggested that he apply for an appointment as an assistant engineer inthe
navy.

steam-en-

‘* why. I don’t know a

horse-power,” was his anginé from
Sswer. But his friend proposed to help
a

him out, and provide him

books

‘which would

with a lot of

teach

- theory, aud at them he went,

him

and

all the
in

six

weeks he went before the examining board
and passed as a first assistant engineer,
and was ordered to daty on the gunboat

Essex,the flagship. of Commodore Porter
who was in command of the Mississippi

river flotilla. "This was jumping outof the
trying-pan into the fire..

ing practically

He knew

noth-

of the engine; thinking

then, a8 he told a friend; *¢ the pumpingengines must be for the purposeof movBut luck was
ing the vessel sideways."
on his side. While lying in port, or before going to duty, he pot a few talks with
Commodore Porter and succeeded in get-

ting’ promoted to the rank of chief en+

gineer in the navy, and assigned to duty
on the staff of the

commodore.

If those

who read this will take the trouble to
read the report of the Secretary of the

Navy to Congress in 1864, they will find
that that official transmitted to Congress

that part of Commodore Porter's report
which embraces a report of Chief Enineer Hasselteno on the construction of
iron-clad gunboats, and recommended the
adoption of the report.

AO

How GARiBALDI RULES CAPRERA. - He

is absolutely lord of that little island,and,

ifthe truth must be told, governs it despotically. The rights of conscience are
understood by few persons out of Great
Britain or the United States, and no one
need be surprised to hear that Garibaldi

allows no priests on the island. A peasant

could not receive the last sacrament if so

unfortunate as to die at Caprera. Similarly, during the period of his French
command, he showed himself singularly,
and, one

might

add,

wantonly,

intoler-

ant, ‘At Dijon he turned the nuns out of
conventto find quarters for his troops,
which, possibly, he

had a

right

to

do;

but he added the gratuitous afiront of ordering them to be dressed in secular garb
previously to beeing sent to their respective homes. A few facts: ‘more to his
oredit.. Ie is essentially * a good felTow; to friends, kindly, gentle, ‘generAn Englishman
ous, withal frugal.
should make the acquaintance of a Nizzan if he would understand what thrift is,
A gentleman I knew was once talking to
Garibaldi, when the latter took out his

cigar case and proffered it.

ing been

A cigar hav-

accepted, ‘Garibaldi

another, deftly

broke it in

half,

took

‘out

and

re-

stored one portion to the case; the remaining half be lit, and composedly pro‘¢ All I have left of my
ceeded tosmoke.

I'll give

I said six cents.”

yez foive

“ Och, thin,

cints.”— Boston

Trans

eript.

A French newspaper the other day had
the following heading in its police intelligence : “Suicide of two persons; statement of the one that survived.”
The new German consul-general to the
island of Samoa has received orders to abstain from all interference with internal
The suggestion that Germany
affairs.
shall annex Samoa, finds no favor in high
quarters at

;

Berlin.

When a young man goes to have his
moustache colored, it is very humiliating
to have the barber ask if he brought it
with him.—New Orleans Picayune.
it be before you get
« How long will
this work done?” said a lady to an appren-

*f Well,
tice who was painting her house.
I don’t know, marm,” said he; ‘‘ the boss
has just gone to look for another job; if
he gets it, Ill be done to-morrow, but if
he don’t, I'm afraid ivll take me all next
:
week.”
A Boston wife slyly attached a pedometer
to her

husband,

when,

after

supper,

For

the

excess

not patronize

Murch 28, aged 74 yedrs and 11 months.
L. experienced rel glon thirty-five years

Bro,
ago,

was baptized by Elder Israel
phant above,

Although his health

all these years her daily

walk

most striking evidence of her

it

FR

in Christ.

has

Noted for her gentleness

dollars just

IDGEVILLE

he

started to go down *‘to the office and balance the books.” : On his return, fifteen
miles of walking was recorded. He had
been stepping around a billiard table all
the evening.

tion, added to this her sincere piety
her a very valuable member of the

her choice, ard highly esteemed

EW HAMPTON
ton,

munity.

She leaves

trust

afflicted

A.

B.

ARSONFIELD

D.

-

5

Series,

for

of $7.00 per
Discontinued

each.

Hymn

Small,

Christian

«

-

Baptism

a book of 113 pages,
cents.

The

Send

History

Moroc:o,

85

cts:

All gilt edge, $1.00.
post,10 cents,
”

- .50
= 0
Price

05
»

”

LL 51

25 cts.;

pestage?
;

of the Freewill Baptists

of George

T. Day.

’

discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions

+f doctrinal

$1.60

thevlogy.

and: the

author’s

views

postage, 12 cents.

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at tne close
of every session, and the hound vol 1mes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sescicms.
75
cents; postage, 9 cents.’
The

college

Treatise
contains a brief statement

denomination,

the

by

held

of

and

the

our

doctrives

general

usages in church-building. It 18 published by au25 cents; pose
thority of the General Conference.

tage, 1 cent.
Our Faith

and

Minister's

Manual.

Covenant

18 a confession of17 articles of
sirable church covenant.

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
\ of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
A. M. JONES, Sec,
Lewiston, Me,

efforts

and

in
In

the chure
E. 8.8.

faith and a dee

No

Scituate, R. 1.

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
BRAWN, A, M., Principal, with competent
sistantd.
=
Fall term begins
August 26, 1879

8.
as-

York.
This schoel was never in better condi
tion for doing thorough work in Academic Instruction.
No primary instruction.
With three care.

fully arranged

courses

of study.

Seminary and English Course.

address the Principal.
W

|

HITESTOWN

i

|

Classical,

For full catalogue,

IRVING

B. SMITH,

SEMINARY.—This Institution

is one of the largest and best

| Terms moderate.

The

in the State.

Send for Catalogue.

J. S. GARDNER,

Principal,

Whitestown, Oneida

BE

COLLEGE

—For

further

Co, N. Y

THEOLOGICAL

information

SCHOOL.

address

the

Pres.

-

cents’

:
:
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cente.
estion Books
Sabbath School
.
are tor adults and children.
LESSONS for Every sunday, ,18, postage ,02
JE
RL
=
STORY of Jesus.
4“
£02
WoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, 13,
Butler's Commentary
_ ‘by the same author,—Prot.J. J. Butler, cons
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
It is an
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00; postage, 12 cents,

The Register

contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arQuarterly and Year]
ranged in tneir appropriate

meetings,

with their, statistics ; the names of all

ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an: account of our
literary institutions. obituaries of deceased min.
Pice. 10 cents a copy; 9 a
isters, &c., &c.
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
’
Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel.
Seripthe
lent book for all who would ‘search
tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 9
CLs.

Tracts
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
cts. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.

Denominational,
and
which contains a historical statement,
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pg

ity ano’ institutions.
The Sacred Melody
is a

small

book

of

225

hymns

and

severa!

30

tunes selected especially tor prayer meetings,
cents;

postage, 2 cents.

Blanks
10 cts, doz.
3
Marriage Certificates,
Q- M. Cor. Messengers’ Certificates, 6‘. ~ **
Church Members’

"

§

Certificates,

ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FuI~ Engravings
25 cts.
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
Of Dr. G. T. Day,
25 and 35 cts.
;
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
J, L. Phillips,
«+
J
ng Establishment
EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busi. Printi
is a briet historical statement, &c. Publish ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
for
and
J. W, HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal, For further ed by order of the General Conference,
gratuitous distrab ution.
articulars, address the principal, or ELIHU
the dozen,
sold b
AYES, Sec, Trustees,
: The above named books are cash
the ordery
wit
at 20 per cent. discount for
W. Lebanon, Me., July 23, 1878.

RS

GRANDE

COLLEGE.—Rio

Grande, Gallia

the books.
or on receiving
Send your orders to

For sale also by
Ill.
FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Ma lison St., Chicago,
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.

Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: €lassical and Scientific.
Board, (including room rent)
$2,15 per week.
to A. A. MovuL;
For further information apply

Toy, A.M,

Rio

Grande, Gallia
MRT

Co., Ohio.

D..LoTHROP

& CO., 32 Franklin St., Boston,

: Mass.
WE)

EIDE

CHICAGO,

ROCK

ISLA

D>

&

THE ONLY COMPANY THAT 0

E. ST. JOXIN,

‘

I. D. STEWART, Dover. N, H,

,Co., Ohio.
The college jes consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
Fall term begins Aug. 26.
Normal,
the
are
study
of
courses
The

ESI

EEE

PACIFIC

South, and at Council
at Chicago with Railroads for all Joints East and
81s
Between CHICAGO and QOUNGIL BLUFFS and OMAHA. connecting
River R. R. in Nebraska.
| Bluffs in Union Depot, WIth tae Yofon Pacific R. R, and Burlington & Missouri
O AND KANSA 8,
S AND OPERATES A THROUGH LINE BETWEEN CHICAG
Kansas City, St. Joe & Council Bluffs R. R.. at
A
t. Joseph R. R. and in Union Depot at Beverly withPacific
Railroads; at Leavenworth with Kansas
Connecting at Cameron with Hannibal &
and Central Branch Union
Atchison with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Atchison & Nebraska,
Railroads,
Pacific
Missouri
Pacific, Kansas Central, and
Gen’l Tkt, and Fass. Agt., Chicago.

Supt.

yet

and

comprehensive,

are

very concise and well arianged; statingin fifteen
pages all the important, parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76

A

Gen’l

:

exien-

are thoee generally accepted by the denomination.

Principal.

COLLEY,

Lizzie

Tess,

in the care

KIMBALL,

Book,

contains a Narrative of bis Life, Letters, Sermons and Lectures.
Price 75 cents.
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
would be beuetited by reading it. 25 cts; postage
3 ots.
Butler's Theology

REEN MOUNTAIN
SEMINARY, Wa.
TERBURY CENTER, VT.
Two courses of study. Instruetions thorough.
Expenses low. Students in this vicinity.give us
For further informatoin ad.
your patronage.

SITES

A.

adults

covers the first hall century of our existence
from 1780 to 1830.
It describes with considerab’e
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$0.75; postage 10 cents.

The Rules of Order

CAROLINE D. ALBRO, born Feb. 2d, 1813,
died in Springville, N. Y., ufter a short sickness, though she had been in feeble health for
years,and passed to her fe in heaven, Feb. 2d,
1879. Forty-five years ago she gave her heart
to Christ and was baptized by' Elder Cary.
In her early life she was a school-mate of our

|

both

hundred.
Pat.
when time ex-

Sample copies sent fee.

Daniel Jackson.
John Stevens,

U

this sudden death these dear children have the
deepest sympathy of their friends and the
community. The deceased was baptized by

|

cents

on mon-

just issued, designed especially for ministers.
USTIN ACADEMY .—Center. Strafford; N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private but useful for all church members, It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
Two full courses,
1amilies at reasonable rates.
For further information occasions; Order of Exercixes for fen or a dozen
English and Classical.
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestion.
address the Principal, Rev. S. C, KIMBALL, A. M.

de ansigy and sorrow atof aged on
tendant upon the protéucted sickness and
death of her huspand, and lastly in the death
of a beloved son, on whom she had depended
she ha
in her widowhood, and on whom
Yet
hoped to lean in her declining years.
amid all these afflictions, while often struggling
with her own infirmities, though her words
were few, her daily life gave evidence to all
who knew her, of the language of her heart,
* Though he slay ne yet will 1 trust in Him.”
And like Him in whom she trusted, she truly
Ever ready to rewent about doing good,
spond to the call of suffering, none were 80

THE

;

38 cenus,

-

The Book of Worship
only a few copies leit,

voice of love might ever awaken her. No " A first-class school.
Three complete courses ot
words of ours can do justice to the meekness
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’ English and
and gentleness of Her life, which was full of Classical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
holg deeds and loving words, to the calmness
Lyndonville, Vt.
and fortitude with which she met the toils and
trials of life, of which no ordinary share fell
ILE
SEMINARY.—Pike,
Wyoming
Co., New
yedrving of a family of nine
to her lot, in the

Rev. A. Sargent, and united with
in Ashland many years since.

-

-

postage, 10 cents.
Biographies or
David Marks, - + = $1.00,
70
William Bury, - - -

D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

one

sick

each.

-

Psalmody
isthe
denominauonal

Postage 9 cents

For Catalogue address;

was indeed sleeping that sleep from which’ no

of the

each.

postage 4 cents.

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

of heart-strickem children to restore her; and
4s one by one the absent ones returned, the
awful truth was forced upon them that she

often found at the bedside

1

of their

sively used. Large hook. 1n Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, £1.10; Morocco Gut, 1.5-; "turkey Gi, 2.00,

of

She seemed ever to be walking
dying.
‘ green Dusues and beside still waters.”

single copy,

pires.

ALMON SHEPHERD.
ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal, with a
Mudgett,
complete
board of assistants. For further partic
Levi
of
wife
_ Er1zA A. MUDGETT,
late of New Hampton, died May 2, aged 60 ulars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec
tary.
years, Silent and unseen, without a moment’s | re Northwood
Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,
While
warning, came the an el of death.
le
in
usual
health,
sitting at the breakfast ta
INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. L
she was suddenly seized with Zpoplexy, and ARH
For particulars address the Principal.
passed away without any word or sign of
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE,

children, sevengOf them her own,

Terms:

will be at the rate
mer
in advance.

nition, incidental
buildings in the Northwest.
Board, $2 to
and library fees, only $15 a year.
ScholRoom, 40 to 75 cents a week.
$2.25 a week.
arship for Commercial cou se, unlimited time, $30.

daughter and mother (this being her last
daughter of four) and one brother and numerous other relatives to mourn, but net without
Funeral services by the writer.
hope.

consciousness, notwithstanding all the

body

and children, sre printed, monthly.at the rate of
100 copies to one address for $6 00. [1 the order
is for less than lour moni} 8 at a time, the charge

Collegi-

. Finest

cheap.

and

Thorough

Baplisls

of this

papers, printed alteroste

Lesson Papers
x
_ of the
International

Commercial, Pre.
ate, Scientific, Theological,
paratory, Music and Art ‘Departments. Elective
Best of religious inAdmits both sexes.
studies.

fluences.

Free

ey sent.
Sample copies sent free,

Winter term Nov. 25.
:
For further information address the Principal.

gugen.

the

progiess

York, till the time

Payment always in advance, discontinued when

Sumner term begins May 6; Fall. term Sept. 2;

aR

us

St., N. XY.
34151

time expires, anu no commission allowed

SEMINARY.

COLL

of

aud

sSabbath.school

dress,

Rev. T. F. MiLLETT, Principal, with competent
assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classic
Scientific course of study for both sex
and
Board, including room rent, from $2 to $2.50 per
Tuition
Rooms from $2 to $4 per term.
week.
and room rent free to thos¢ preparing for the
ministry.

"YILLSDALE

rise

in New

are

Memoir
TD

reenwich

Packages of tén or more to one ad-

Winter
Expenses low.
Monday, Apr. 14, 1879.

18, 1879.

sends

weeks, on superior
paper. oeautifully illustiated
Both papers are of the same size. but the LITiLE
STAR is for an older class of reavers than the
MYRTLE.

‘Whe

Fall term begins Monday, Aug.
to the Secretary for a Catalogue.

that

their
address will receive something
of great
value free by mail.” On.
S about two hundred

union with the Freewill Baptists. &1.0v.
The Little Star and Jyrtle

Term

Ph.

or Gent

Blas,

Memorials

givethe

catalogue adWM. REED,

Meservey,

arvin

Christians

INSTITUTION.—New Hamp-

Rev.

Full board of teachers.
Summer term, begins

come

husband,

H.

Sir

free. lectro- Chemical Pad Co. P.0.box 3329,N.Y.

Postage is paid by, the publisher.

The

CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
MADE
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi
cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

We feel that one of our best is gone.

a deeply

N.

uhots, Mar

isa large religious paper of eight
pages,
i
fifty-third volume.
Its able, Tai gin! by
eressiva.
All
communications,
should be ad.
dressed to Dover, N, H.
?
id
Terms per year
2.50
id
advance
vl.
2.20

of spirit

Fall

For

of A

Freewill Baptist Publications.

been the

principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
Best
Pelography a specialty.
New England.
teacher of Penmanship in the State. EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade, Four tern:s
of 10 weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov. 1b,
Summer Term begins Apr. 21. ‘Summer Term
closes June 26. Send for atalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal. |

rendered

church

in the

COLLEGE.—The

will commence August 26.
dress
the Secretary,
Ridgeville, Indiana.

9.

1y19

NEW and Scientific cure for Nes
without Medicine, from trey ear

EE

The i

Educational,

death,

before bis

Game

left, M. YOUNG, 173

died

aod

10¢.

ANY LADY

was poor

faith

a.

;

0 flake, ete,

suddenly in Meredith, N. H., May 22, aged 83
years.
Sister L. was converted in 1811, baptized by Elder Dana, and united with the
first F. B. church in New Hampton.
During

over

4

A YEAR and expenses to agents.
Free. Address P. 0. VICKERY, Ey

fi Smith, Chintonviile, Ct.

united

of Brpadstreet Leavitt,

;

Perfumed Cards, Chromo, Lily, Floral, Snow-

for many years, he loved to meet with saints to
tell of his love of the Saviour, and in his daily
life as well, He gave his only son to his country, in the rebellion, . His first wife and chil
dren preceded him to the better land, a second
wife survives him,and one grandson,to mourn
his death,
B. 8. GERRY.

wife

Special

Spetia} witauge.

GOLD and Silver, Chromo Cards, w
1 fancy case, 1c. tna Card ee:
Ile, Ct.
kg
WEL
IU
iA

with the F. Baptist church, and was a worthy
member until called to ia the church trium-

be

Star,

Daman,

.

Wilton Junction, jhe Secretary,

$111

has lofi a

Me,,

sent by per:

Morning

the

She

in Corrinna,

ALVA M. Davis died in Limerick, Me.,
He was born
June 11th, 1879, aged 59 years.
and reared in N. Parsonsfield, and latterly livin T.imerand
oH;
N.
,
ed mostly in Effingliam
ick, engaged the greater part of the time in
trade. Thirty-five years ago he and his companion began with nothing in hand, and by
great industry acquired a competence; but
just as he thought to cease—wtruggling so hard
and enjoy more, he finds that his only treaslle came
ures are those lnid up in heaven,
near failing to provide these, but about thir.
teen years ago his heavenly Father in a striking manner showed him the need of securing
Since then he
a place in his eternal home,
Christian life. He has
ed
a consistent
has liv
been an efficient helper in the F. B. church in
Limerick during his residence there, and had
becomé much interested in the benevolent
Only a few weeks
work of the denomination.
before his death, while apparently recovering,
he was re-elected S. S. Superintendent for the
third or fourth time. He suffered intensely
during his last sickness, but bore all patiently.
111s companion misses a most provident and
faithful husband and an only daughter shares
the grievous absence: but two other daughters
to their other and enduring
im
:
R.D.F
home,
SISTER AMELIA DULLON died in Williamstown, Vt., May 81, in the 48th year of her
age. She was the daughter of the late Deu.
Sister D. gave
arry and Lucinda Martin,
to the Saviour at the early age of,
her heart
ant
ten years; was baptized by V. W. Bixby
united with the F. B. church in Williamstown,
member
worthy
a
Vt., of which she remained
Sister D. was one
until called to her reward.
of those possessed of a very amiable disposi-

« Six cents, ma’am.”. ‘¢ Saxeteen ? Oile
“You misunderstood
give yez fifteen.”

me, ma'am,

ToBI1AS LEIGHTON died

Mary,

and for those

lives.

of

void in the community not
easily
filled.
‘Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall
see, God.”
.
A. F. BRYANT.

with instructions to send it to the Foreign and
Home Mission work as a parting gift. His
house was the ministers’ home, where they
He was a patron of
always found a welcome.
the Star from the first to the very last, saying,
as be paid his subscription for- the last time,
that he wanted it to read while he lived. He
was married to Mercy Philpot, April 13, 1815,
labored for almost
with whom he lived ‘and
Since
She died Jan. 7, 1875.
sixty years.
that be has lived in the same house, in his
devosecret
and
eon’s family. Family prayer
tions as well as the study of God’s Word have
He
been his main dependence as a Christian.
raised up quite a family, many of whom live
to mourn their loss. May his mantle fall upon
some young man who, in business capacily,
morality, and Christian integrity of character,
may rise to fill his place. He faded away with
Thus
old age and sleeps with his Fathers.
another veteran of God’s cause in Limerick.
will
Who
has been gathered to his Master.
C. B. PECKHAM.
take his place?

nations of any sort whatever. Opium
smokingis accordingly a failure in this
respect. It does not even equal the study

aplis Journal, who was on the ground
with a corps of reporters, and by him
sent to Indianapolis, where he was again
furnished with an outfit and a ticket to
Shortly after reaching that
St. Louis.

Tennessee, Mrs. Dullie, the wife of Adjutant Joe Battle, of the sixth Tennessee.
‘They passed South from Louisville on the
last train which left that city before the

public.

WORDS,

the writer ten

experiment he had no dreams or halluci-

Indian-

found by Otto Hasselman, of the

tue and purity of their

COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE. —Wil

Muscatine Co.

r particulars addrdss the

is but just that CASH should accompany the copy and faithfulness to duty, she bas lert an imress for geod on the memory of all who
at the rate ot FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight |
knew her, especially on her own household.
words. VERSES are inadmissible.
While living a faithful Christian, ‘‘ 8he being
dead yet speaketh,”
A mother in Isruel is
The church and society sustain a heavy
EzrA EAsTMAN died in Limerick, June 6, gone.
in
born
was
loss. a loss falling most heavily on the aged
aged 89 years and 7 months. He
children.
Tbe old
Loudon, N. H. He was one of our oldest husband ‘and remaining
70
about
Limerick
in
home is desolate, sad and
lonely. Mother is
lived
having
residents,
God bless the survivors with grace to
He was one of a committee of three to gone.
years.
endure the burden of sorrow to the end, and
build the present meeting-house in 1828, and
was
He
finally gather them to a glorious rest in the
has always worshiped in it since.
Com.
baptized and united with the church, Mareh ¢ Sweet by and by.”
Master
the
of
cause
the
loved
He
31, 1830.
it
and stood ready with his means to help
a friend of Missions, handing
along. He was

caused singing in the ears, and the thirteenth a hearty fit of laughter. Twentytive pipes affected his hearing, but, within
an hour after the trial, which had only
lasted about 160 minutes, he was able to
walk home and go to bed, where he slept
so soundly as to wake up fairly fresh and
hungry next morning. The point especially to be noted is that during the whole

fire broke
night,

sons who do

SMOKING.

his pulse down from 80 to 70, the

in the coal

When the Chicago

business.

ONE HUNDRED

‘ton,

ments for the coming Fowh.

9

sistent member of the same up to the time

Obituaries.
BRIEF and for the

FILTON

At the time of her conversion

her death. There were many good and noble
traits in the character of our deceased sister,
which will live in the minds and bearts of
those that knew her, and will add to the vir-

soup

Obituaries’ should

of

to the

MupgEg,

it.”— Exchange.

NOTICE.

attached

Though the old church Jost its visibility, she
lived to form one of the members that composed the new oriabization, and lived a con-

the
¢* How so, sir?” asked
with a fork.”
*¢ Because,” answered the stern
student.
old professor, ‘f you can’t get enough of

PARTICULAR

to

she united with the Springville F¥. B. church.

who,

you'll find that kissing is like eating

ered pretty conclusive. After fasting 18
hours, he smoked 27 pipes, holding in all
107 grains of the opium used by the
Chinese. It is interesting to know that
after the.third pipe he ceased to feel hungry, that the fifth left him unable to walk
about comfortably, the seventh brought

and friend, James Noble, gave him an
outfit of clothes and money sufficient to
take him to Chicago. Here he determined
to locate, went to work to find business.
He got an agency for the sale uf coal,
out, on that

OPIUM

denomination.

did you

who

friénd

Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Tonto
offers to students important and Jpocully
ges. For particular
information, send or Savant
to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President,

Star with her was a

church life: she was strongly

wished to emhug me, you'll
standing back,
his papa, who,
propriety, and

papa,

The Morning

constant visitor during her forty-five years

hug ?"—St. Louis Times Journal.
Stern, but True—*¢ Young man,” sal an
old professor to a student who had been
charged with kissing one of his daughters,
“young man, don’t get into that habit;

on his own body, which should be consid-

acquaintance

and soon had quite a start

IN

EXPERIMENT

¢¢ Why,

quickly asked,

Opium smoking, it seems, falls far short,
after all, of those many delights which iv
is popularly supposed to afford. One
Herr Maclay, in the course of a stay at
Hong Kong, has made an experiment up-

in

Indianapolis

a naval

when

July, 1869,

in an affectionate mood,
You must not
brace him,
catch the fever.” Willie,
looked in amazement upon
hy the way, is. & pattern of

BRU.5

AX

friends

without

condition,

half-starved

lant Joe Batule, who, with his brother, fell

safely at

Lee, daughter of the

missions,

not

infectious fever said to his little son,

chieftain, R. E. Lee, will bring together
all the’ mourners over the grave of Southern hopes in Europe.- Miss Lee has resided-abroad for two or three years, and
is to- marry a prominent
merchant of
Birmingham.
:
Mrs. Elizabeth Avery Merriwether is
reported to have drawn this
picture of
a man’s room,in her speech at the Woman’s Suffrage Convention in St. Louis:

and before the end of the year her estate,
which he bad inherited, was confiscated,
and he escaped with his life barely, landing in Floridain an open boast and in a

than a sketch of real life. Previous to
the war he graduated at Oxford, in Butler
county, in the same class with’ the gal-

arrived

of Miss

fever,

yellow

wedding she died from the

of this man, which seem like fiction rather

and

Virginia, while the Jew-

ish store-keepers employ women in their
establishments, the Christians will not.
In England, the approaching marriage

in
the

ried in the latter part of 1877, or early
1878, and within three months of

T had heard so much of this
Railroad.
Ohioan with a history that I went into the
sleeping car to get an introduction. I
found him a magnificent specimen of
physical manhood, perfect in his manners
and entertaining in the highest degree
socially. His brilliant black eyes almost
talked as he spoke of business, the state
of the crops, and almost every subject but
* himself. But from my friend I learned
a few of the leading incidents in the life

J.

In Richmond,

wise. but she ever rémaived a true

approach within two yards, as the warmth
smabaiing from his body might disturb its
action,
:
A gentleman being threatened . vzith an

Eng:

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.—Flemt

time had

thoughts of entering into the Foreign Mission
work, but providence seemed
to direct bther-

him eight months, and is of such

delicacy that the person using it must

Progress.)

Canoeing is a popular sport with
lish young ladies. |
f

mar-

were

they

courtship,

est possible

the other car,” said a friend to me last
night while en route here on the Wabash

beside their father at Shiloh while fighting under the flag of the Lost Cause.
After graduating he wen* to Hamilton and
read law with Judge Clark, who acquired
some notoriety at Hamilton by his advocacy of the right of secession in 1860-61.
When the war came, Hasselteno determined to risk his fortunes with the Con-

occupied

a

the

'

(From

beloved Elder Whicher, and at that

Herr Bunge, the famous scientific instrument maker of Hamburg, has completed the construction of a standard Kil
ogramme for the International Commission
of Weights and Measures, at Paris. Ithas

mournful

the floor (tne full ones were on the mantle-piece), old pipes, and an unsavory
odor pervading the whole room.” Mrs.
in
unfortunate
is mest
Merriwether
to Aspenwall, he found a vessel ready to
acquaintances.
gentlemen
her
leave for New Orleans, and though withThere is said to be in Milwaukee, the
out money managed to secure a passage
There is
marrying justice.
champion
was
he
money,
Without
to that place.
and disneatness
the
equal
to
nobody
a
and
vaturally open for any adventure,
This
knot.
the
ties
he
which
with
patch
representative of the Cuban Secliion is the way he does it:
was the first who offered him a chance.
« Have'er? »
He sailed directly for Nuevitas, and be++ Yes."
had
week
a
port
that
in
fore he had been
¢ Have'im?"
fallen in love with a young Cuban widow,
+ Yes.”
who, though childless, was possessed of
‘« Married ; $2.”
an immense plantation. After the brief

cause it only excites energies w ich had better
lie dormant, unless, when aroused, they can

ister,

thinking

and,

shoulder,

a

ob

mate unhealthy, went back to St. Louis.
Here he fell in with a representative of
the goyeroment of Chili and went to
In the attack on Callao
South America.
—for Peru and Chili were then at war—
he fell into the hands of the Peruvians,
and, with his usual luck, was sentenced
to be shot. By bribing the guards he
succeeded in esoapings and making his
English vessel was
way on board of an
landed at Panama. Crossing the isthmus

is therefore

effect of precepts

their ears; the

the

eyes than to

Men must trust rather to their

added, with

— London Truth.

the construction of the iron-clads which
were being built by McCord & Co. But
Perfect scheming demands omniscience.— just before leaving his vessel he had a
George Eliot.
quarrel with a fellow-ofticer, whom he
Busy people are not the cheats, suicides or challenged, but when the challenge was
: declined he opened on the other party
misanthropes,—Sunday Afternoon.
,
with. a butter of derringers, fortunately
Philosophy
precedes
young
the
in’
Feeling
W. | missing
the object of his aim.
and often acts with u more certain aim.—
Carleton.
In 1865, he went to some European
to be happy, because happiport and brought home a blockade-runner,
It is our duty
In
mess lies in contentment with all the divine the name of which I have forgotten.
.
will concerning us.— Bethune.
the early part of 1866, he was mustered
out of service and went to New Orleans,
A weak mind is like a microscope, which
intending to go into business. In the
magnifies trifling things, but can not receive
great ones.-- Chesterfield.
Ea
July riots in that city he was shot through

“THINGS TO REMEMBER,

he

smile~—for the tobacco was Nizzan-grown.

SAR) [IIOFf ® HIM Sau) 9SIY) puny
UT dof wiud v)uo)) oa f-LiNeAds

country,”

Red

[BIR TINY

ill-fated

«509 108 Oo

of the

We run Palace Sleeping Cars for Sleeping purposes omy
Dining and Restaurant Cars for Eating purposes...

iternry Hliscellany.

close

and

After the

river campaign, Hasselteno was ordered
to St. Louis to inspect
and superintend

|
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being influenced by bribery.

CURRENT EVENTS.

j past week,
The result

and two deaths have
has been to produce

or silver ware thoroughly, and make

efits

twenty-one years old, and is already

fully es-

tablished as one of the first, if not the

first, of

move

health to prevent

if possible the spread

of

the contagion.
A large number of¢cities
and towns have quarantined against Memphis.
The appearance of the disease, has
roused the authorities of cities North and
South*o

look carefully to their

tary condition.

own

Surely, it is to

sani-

be hoped

that the experiences of last season are not
to be repeafed.
One such lesson would

seem sufficient, to teach the need ef clean¢ American

tion” held its

White

Institute

annual

of Instruc-

session at Fabyan’s,

Mountains, last week.

There

representing all departments of the

to

some

work,

of in-

with that of early New England days, and
sharply criticises much of the present
teaching as being superficial. He said
that formerly children were taught ebedi‘ence, truthfulness, integrity, and that they
must
help themselves.
They acquired
vigor of mind and body, and were ready
10 meet any difficulty. At present a great
deal of useless
ceremony is common.
Education is superficial, and does not tend
men

in

the

highest

places

Miflin

and Juniata counties, great damage wis
done to property. At Sarnia, Ont; the
Bank

of Commerce

and

other

buildings

were unroofed.
The storm did extensive
damage to the growing crops, the grain in
some places being leveled to the ground.

ed on Thursday, killing

ten

Below ground,

persons and

in the mine, the shock

stantly killed,

several

seriously

injured,

the building completely wrecked,
property being about $20,000.
An

tigation into the cause will be made.

loss to
inves-

The execulion of Joseph Buzzell, for
his connection with the murder of Susan
Hanson, took place in the State prison at
Concord, N. H., the forenoon of J uly 10.
His denying that he committed ' the crime,
and his refusal to say anything about the
affair furnish
another
example of the
bravado so frequently manifested of late
in

similar

situations.

The

history

of

Buzzell’s case is well known and is as remarkable as a chapter of tragic fiction.

An example of IYemocratic economy may

be seen in

the

meager

appropriation

for

gas at the Post-office department, the apPropriation being exhausted when most

needed, and many of the clerks during the

month of June furnishing their own lamps.

Hitherto the laws have been such that

the

deficitin any specific appropriation of this

-kind cvuld be met by diverting

plus which might be left from

propriations for kindred

any

sur-

other

ap-

objects, but. the

last Congress made such diversion unlawfal.

The

yacht

which

Mr.

James

Gordon

Bennett has purchased and fitted
an exploring

expedition

in the

up for

Aretic

re-

gions sailed on Tuesday from San Frangisco. Lieutenant Geo. W. DeLong, U. 8.
. N.,commands the ship. He made the voyage in search of the Polaris.
The vessel
is a barque-rigged steamer-yacht; 420 tons,
christened the

‘ Jeannette,”

and

is

in search

of
ex-

‘pedition to take this route for the purpose
of exploring the farthest North.
We

«or

could hardly wish for a better

proof,

of improvement in the

‘th
is an
afforded

hy the

sign,
times”

rise in desirable

, Teal estate in New York city.

The

recent

‘sale of the Douglass property on Fifth and
Madison

‘Park,

avenues,

is the

opposite

latest

Central

the

This

illustration.

property, consisting of

was offered two years ago

thirty-four
auction

at

lots,

a

the

Mercan-

from
vaua-

von

Moltke

is to

be

erected in Cologne,the city of his birth and the
first burgomaster has offered three prizes
of
1500, 1000 and 500 marks respectively, for the
best models.

Popular singers in London get a consider-.
able part of their income for performing in

the drawing-rooms of wealthy families, as
much as $700 being paid to Nilsson and Patti
for a few songs on such an occasion.

—Real estate at Mt.

Desert

is not

suffering

from the panic.
Six acres of -land,
bought
eight years ago for $800, sold this year for $32 000, and are now held at $50,000.
Land that
twelve years ago changed hands at $5 dollars
an acre, is held now at $3000 an acre.

Garr-

life.

These

letters will

be

carefully retnroed according to the instructions
of the lender.
They may be sent to Mr. Francis ¢. Garrison, care of Houghton, Osgood &
”
Co., Boston.
Latest

News.

France occurre:!

at Chiselhurst,

of

England, on

Saturday, and were very impressive.
Queen
Victoria and most of the royal household of
Great Britain attended the funeral, the Prince
of Wales, the Dukes of Edinburgh, Connaught

and Cambridge and the Princes of Monaco and
Sweden acting as

pall-bearers.

Many

distin-

Jerome Bonaparte and his two sons being the
chief mourners.
The floral emblems were
profuse and the funeral cortege imposing.—
Additional
details of
Friday’s tornado at

the West disclose that the

loss of

property at

Port Huron,
Michigan, will amount to at
least $100,000, churches and other buildings
at that point being entirely demolished.
At
Pontiac and other places many houses were
unroofed and several
persons are reported
killed.
Bellefontaine, Ohio, advices state that
the storm in that vicinity covered a track sey-

en miles in width and ten in length;

and that

the damage to crops will reach $200,000.
In
Logan and Champaign counties the growing
crops suffered severely, while barns along the

line of the tornado were

wrecked

and

their

contents scattered ia all directions.——The ap-

prehension regarding the further spread of the
yellow fever in Memphis, Tenn., is allayed to

a great extent, po new cases having
ported

since

Thursday

were free from

Country Gentleman.

SHADE TREES IN PASTURES.
Every good
dairy pasture kas plenty of shade trees. It is
not enough to bave a few in some low corner
where it is so wet or -rough-that- cows must
|
stand up if they would keep in
the shade.
Cows naturally rest on high, dry land, where
there is a good breeze to keep
off the flies.
There you will usually find them in the middle
of a hot day, and there should be the shade
trees. If the man who cleared the land of the
original growth, was so thoughtless as to cut
them ail down, set out some, and protect them
at first by a few stakes and seantlings, or save
a few bushes that spring up naturally as they
frequently willin any pasture, and you will
be surprised to see how quick]y you will have
shade trees to Drotes your cows
from the hot
rays of the mid-day sun.
Cows delight in
trees; they love to rub their sleek, glossy
sides against their trunks.
‘They like to get
on their shady side in a hot summer day, aud
crop the moist, tender grass, made more tender and inviting by the grateful shade, and,
above all
i¢ on the green, cool carpet under some Wide-spreading boughs and chew the
cud of contentment.—
Maine Farmer.
DANGER FROM LUBRICATING OILS.
From
a paper read by Prof, Jobn T. Ordway, at a
recent meeting of the New England Cotton
Manufacturers’ Association, it appears that

drought prevails over two-thirds
mill of the

of Georgia,

Cleveland,

0.,

paper company, Sunday; loss, $40,000; fully
insured.——A singular disease has manifested

itselfin Lorillard’s. tobacco factory at Jersey
City the past week. The Sun says that one of
the first symptoms is fainting, frequently fol-

lowed
by convulsions, hysteria and

colic.

On

Saturday, 35 girls were taken sick in one department, and there was much excitement.

The girls have been working on some tobacvo
stored in New Orleans during the prevalence
of yellow. fever last summer.
A womsn who
nursed the girls attributed the illness to excessive drinkingof iced water.
Educational.

Hillsdale College. .
Most of the members of the faculty have
coats and gloves off, and are hard ut work on
the endowment.
Such effort ought to succeed.
We believe it will. President Durgin leaves
town on the 5th inst. for the western part of

the state, where he expects . to spend at least
two weeks in the interest of the college. Prof.
Fisk, with characteristic zeal, is pushing
things in Ohio.’ Prof, Mauck is sojourning: in
Southern Ohio, where he will remain during
the summer vacation, applying his laborsto
for the college. Prof,
the raising of endowment
rsday last to attend the
Dunn left town on

(

ofthe L. 8. an
Cleveland)

eeting., . He is expected to

from the general ticket agent
M. 8.R.W.

(J. W.

which

the

flames,on

reaching the

weaving.

room, shot across it in all directions on a level
of about five feet from the floor, and with sufficient heat to melt the lead connectionsto a
gas meter Jocated on the same plane of hight—
from
which the gas had fortunately been
shut off—while a towel hanging two feet below’
this level was not so much as scorched.
This
was thought to show that there was a body of
inflammable vapor hanging in the air, cast off
by the oil used on the machinery.
Apart from

the danger of fire, the transformation of oil in-

therefore be of interest to all who have to use
lubricating oils to know that experiments are
be made
for the purpose of finding out
some ready and simple’ means of testing the
evaporating properties of oils, so that any one
buying them can quickly judge of their qualities.—Scientific American.

but there is no unusual sickness.—Fire de-

stroyed the lower

ery may be classed as dangerous,because when
heated to a sufficient degree they throw off an
inflammable vapor. In thisrespect it is claimed
that some of the animal and vegetable oils are
even more hazardous than those which are partially mixed with earth oils, and that the higher price of an oil is by no means a guarantee of
its safety. An account was given of a fire last
summer in the Bates mill, Lewiston, Me., at

to vapor is a waste material which every man-

Cary,

ufacturer would

gladly prevent, and it will

>-0-&

pA

HOUSEHOLD

TOPICS:

(From American

Cultivator.)

BOILED SALT FISH.

This

is a nice

relish for

breakfast and tea, and with potatoes makes
palatable and economical dinner.

three weeks since,

two

It is well filled with

or

news

to

a

as much

little time

barts-

to dry.

brush it off quite clean

FLOUR,

Here are afew good rules worth

remembering when

one has occasion to

select

Ifit is white

a yel-

importance.

with

fuse it. Second,
wet and knead a
gers;
if it works
Third, throw a
against asmooth

it is bad.

examine its adhesiyeness—
little of it between your finsoft and sticky, it is poor.
little lump of dried flour
surface; if it falls like powder

Fourth, squeeze some

of the flour

tightly in your band; if it retains the shape
given by the pressure, that too, is a vood sign.

It is safe'to buy flour that will stand all

these

a skillet with two slices of thin cut

ham,

two

Vaccination

has

been

used

full of boiling

water;

el.

The bloody murruin has broken out anfong
the cattle pastured on the divide in Douglas
county, Col. There are some six hundred

head on

the ranches,

and over one hundred

and fifty are already dead of the disease. The
plague was brought up from the South by
some Mexican freighters.
Barley is the only cereal grain that the Unit-

ed States

imports.

During

the

last

three

months of the year 1877 ‘we imported 5,504,
513 bushels. and during the correspondin
months of 1878, 3,800,031 bushels,
The cash

paid to foreign countries for barley durin
these six months was $7.091,468—a fact hw
worthy the attention of farmers
tions adapted to the growth

Prairie Farmer.

San Francisco is largely supplied with water
by artesian wells, of which it is said there are
not less than 200 in the city. While in London and elsewhere it has been observed that
the supply of each well decreases in_ proportion to the increase in the number of wells,
such an effect has notbeen observed in
Sun
Franciseo.
In some of them the water is
reached at a very small depth.
One
of the
hotels is supplied bya well 38 feet deep, Another has a well 60 feet deep
furnishing 6000
gallons of water per day.
The burdock is a biennial and produces seed
the second summer, after which the plant dies.
Allow them to make a“full growth, getting
nearly ripe; then cat, gather together before
the seed is dry enough to shell out in handlin

and burn.

If

cut

before

fully

developed

cheated natire persistently exerts herself in the
reproduction of burdock, throwing
out shoots
as often as destroyed and wel! set with seed
until frost ends the struggle; whereas if allowed to mature the first crop they die easily.
This plan, if followed two Sars: will leave

but few plants.—X. Y. Herald.
M. Victor Meignau states that
Siberia one day,

he asked in

dining in

curiosity

how

long the pullet he was eating had been killed,and

was told, with a view of mitigating his French
prejudices, “Not more than two months.” No
meat can possibly taint under such a temperature. It is the same with fish,which becomes so

Mayor Beatty’s Generous Gift.
WASHINGTON,

N.

J., July

10th, 1879.—A

large gathering of children was held in the M.
E. Church at Washington, N. J., on Children’s
Day. An address was delivered by Hon. DANThe

audience

enter-

tained with recitations and singing by the chil-

dren.

Beatty’s

music.

The gathering of the children was the

orchestra

furnished excellent

pancakes; add a quarter of a teaspoonful of

#alt and us much soda; cover
closely
and
set where
it
‘will keep
warm, stirring
oceasionally,
It will rise in five or six hours,
Some prefer this to hop or brewers’ yeast,

w

SEL
A

lace. The unfavorable advice trom Ezrope
in reation fo the crops and the advance in wheat at

the West has imparted a much firmer feeling to
the market, and we may soon look for a better
market and more

active

movements,

If the

ad-

There are martyrs
be cured by using

with sales of 4 g 5,000 bbls at

$210

&

"OAT MEAT.—There has been a fair demand

Feed
@

there

well

Beatty

School

with

had

presented

a new

Library,

This is only one of the many
within the
World.

last

few

CHEESE —Thuoere has

been

a

better

demand

have been atb @ 5%c ¥ Ib, and some fancy

Rev. ——, Washington,

I

atop selling price.

Off

Few are aware of the importance of checking

a

common cold or cough in its first stages, before. it

has an opportunity to work upon the lungs to such
an extent as to produce serious results. The best
remedy for this checking, healing and curing that
we know of is Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam.
Price 35 and 75 ots, Sample 10 cents.

WOMEN.
Mass.

Anburndale,

C. C. BRAGDON, Principal,

THE DINGEE 2 CONARD£0'
R

BEST IN THE WORLD.

Se eb pay, 8 gro: a1 drut
Plants, suitable for ix nediate bloom, icy by ma.’

these

Rosccs.

€ deer tro,

Po:

oe fe, OF,
Sad Yurictiel, your
26 for Gs 35 10x 853 75 for S10, 100 Ler!

[e

s

Send
pages, el

60

O

our New Guide to Rose Culture —
tly illustrated —and choose from ove:

Five Simnired Finest
10icowd
=

E

TE

AR

.

I

1

DI SE

SES

.

thy fore nentsove. GATARRH
Diseases of the Ear and |[H ATARI ot

ing Ear. How to get immediate
| cially
from all
of these di
and a sure,
barmless an Jermanent cure. ‘A book every
Jamily should
ve, Sent free to all, Address
Dr, 0. SHOEMAKER, 4 uralSurgeon Reading, Pa
13theow

5Xe

BEANS.—The

is

grades are not much called

for and have no established price.

This standard article is compounded

:

market sustains a firm

no accumulation of stock.

tone,

Pea move

and some very choice lots command

off readily

$1 40

¢

d

color.

It removes all eruptions, itching and dandruf’;
and the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.

bu.

5

i

3

@ 225 ¥ bu for improved,
POTATOES. —There have been a few old Jacksons
selling at 85 @ 90¢ ¥ bu, but this week will clear
up old stock, and it is useless to give any quota.
tions. New stock is arriving pretty freely, with
sales of Norfolks at $250 @ $3 25 ¥ bbl. as to

ity. Jerseys and Loog Islands
@ $3. The market closes weak.
HAY AND STRAW.—There is a
choice Hay, with salesat §16 g
outside can be readily obtained
pes, which are not

range

plentiful.

and

me-

diom grades Jange from $10@ 815
ton, with a
moderate demand. Rve Straw is in liberal supply,
and rather haid to sellat $12 @ $13 ¥ ton.
Live STOCK.—With light supplies the market
for Beef Cattle has ruled firmer, and sales run

about *;c 4 Ib higher than last week.
food to choice Northern ranged from 5

Sales of
@ 7% ¢

b, live weiflht, including preium steers at 55 85%
¥1b, dressed ein, the outside for premium lots,
Good to choice
Western ranged from 4 % @ b¥c.
Sheep and Lambs have ruled steady and fairly
actibes, with sales of Sheep ut 31; @ 6¢, and Spring
Lambs at 5% @ 7:¢c #1, but only a few extras
brought over 7c. Mileh Cows continue dull, with
ohiy a few sales of really goo at $40 @ $30¥head,
and $60 is an extreme price. Sales of Veal Culves
at 3) @ 42{c ¥ Ib. Poultry, mixed lois, sold at 11¢

and spring Chickens at 20¢ ¥ 1b. Live fat Hogs
sold at 43c ¥ lb,
PORK.—The market has been quiet and steady,
notwithstanding the declive reported in the West
Yesterday, The sales have been confined to small
ts at 89 25 @ $9 50 for extra Rome;

$11 for mess, $11 50 @ $12 for

Ja 0 for Boston clear;
ACKS,

.

$075

a

$12-

$13¢

bbl

for

Western clear 12 ®

aud $12 50 @

‘ BEEF.—There has been a moderate demand, with
salesof Western mess and extra mess
at $n @
$11; and plate at $1150
#12 ¥ bbl. Beef
Tongues are firm at $26 @ $27 ¥ bbl.

LARD.—The market has heen quiet,with sales of
Western steam at 65%;
HO; Boston at 63 @ 6Xc

Poe
rendered
is in limited request at 63%
@ 70
:
SMOKED HAMS.—The market is firm at the advance quoted early in the week, with farther sales
of Boston at 9% @'10c: and Western at 10 @ 10%¢c

¥ 1b.

Fancy in bags command 11 &

11 He¥

lb,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ELASTIC TRUSS
TEIIS

NER

Buckingham’s Dye
Ry

#275

good demand «for
$17 ¥ ton, and the
for strictly choice

|-

A

.

v

Whiskers.

This elegant preparation

may

change the color of the beard

:

be

relied

from

other undesirable shade, to brown

gray

on

to

or any

or black, at dis-

cretion, It is easily applied,
being in one preparation, and quickly and effectually produces a
permanent color which will neither rub nor wash
off.
:
" MANUFACTURED BY

R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H..
[No.5]

Casewil’s

Melinda

em30

Pills a Sure

Cure

CONSTIPATION.

for

:

These pills are purely vegetable, being made of’
the resinoi
or active primciples of thosc
plants which
investigation has proved to be the
most reliable and specific for all diseases of the
Liver and Biliary organs. For family use they are
unsu
sed; safe
Sma
and.
sure
in
their work, with
on
out causing
Dain or uneasiness
ig,
in the bowels,
rode

sn Sh Hor,
subject

ralgic

£7

travel, labor or

vital imporpe dividual who is

to

ache,

Pains,

e

ness in all parts of the

Dizzi-

matic and Neureath, Paios and Sore, Sallow and

Eruptive

kin, Indigestion, Jaund
, Biliousness,
Suppreseions, ete.
a box. For sale by a
ruggists.
Co., Boston, Proprietors. gel

rae

CAMELSTs
Colds,

LW RICH BLOOD

1y8

Parsons’ Purgative

Pills
New, Rich
Blood, and will completely changemake
the blood in the
entire system in
months, Any
person who
will take 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks may
be restored to sound health, if such a fing be poe.
sible. Sold everywhere, or sent by mail or eight
gor, Me,

STON

.

For the

letter stamps.

AE] GLE

I found so effect- =

ual or desirable.
Dr. A. A. Hayes, State Assofaye
Massachus
r
etts
says of it: I consider it the best preparation for
its intended purposes.”

qual-

from

Poor

i

Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as
ever.
It restores gray or faded hair to its ‘youthful

but very little coming in are good enough to bring
over $1374. Yellow Eyes are in light sapply,
and

with the

greatest core.

with

at 8140 & 8150 ¥ bu, including good to choice
and extra quality go a little ngher, but for most
of the receipts €! 50 is a full price. Choice Medi-

500

I. 8. JOHNSON

MEN

OR

&

CO0.,

:

Ban-

1y27

WOMEN

WANTED

°

To canvass for one of the Best New Official
Railroad, Digtance and County Maps of U.S.
and World now pulbished for the price. On- » small capital to make from
$4 to $8 a
ay on this andour New Charts. Apply at
once to D. L. GUERNSEY, Publisher and General
Agent, Concord,N, H.
x
4128
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Ee '™ * FINGER.

With light

pressure the Hernia is

‘held securely day and night, and a radlcal cure is certain. It is easy, durable

and cheap,

Sent by mail, postage paid,

Oc’ ¢, H. EGGLESTON C0., Chicago,lil,
FOUR

D. C.

FOR YOUNG

marks

command 6c, but for the bulk of the stock

York

be-

AM

at

at $360.

firmly

DRUGGISTS.

are not forcing eales.

Wicked for Clergymen.

my friends,

head

the low prices current last week, with a steadier
feeling at the close. The sales in Jots to the trade

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

they have done me and

the

For the best ladle packed 12¢ is a full price, and it
is not easy to sell much at over 10c ¥ ib. Common
stock continues scarce. and we hear of very few
sales under 9¢ ¥ 1b. The market closes with a
light trade aud an accumulated ‘stock, but holders

gifts the Mayor

months.—New

"and

and

the Sabbath

valued

ALL

logues address

ton?

stocked.

BY

removed

)

middiings range from $14 @ $14 50 ¥ ton.
BurreR —There is not much improvement to
repord in the market. Dealers who have been oppretty

is

Boston privileges, with delightful suburban home,
Special care of health, manners and morals of
growing girls.
Some reductions in prices for
next year, which begins Sept. 18th. For Cata.

for

¥

SOLD

LASELL

;
is no

21350

disease

—Choicest in the world—Importers’
prices— Largest company in America
T EA
' —staple article—pleases everybody—
Trade continually increasing—Agents wanted everywhere—best inducements—don’t waste time—
ROBT WELLS,
send for Circular.
T2%e0w
43 Vesey 8t, N.Y, P. O. Box 1287.

been at 43 & 460; No 2 white at 42 @ 4234¢, and now
held at 43¢; and No 2 mixed and No 3 white at 40
@ dlc ¥ ba.

Fine

The

229

offering is emall. The sales of mixed and yellow
have been at47i5 @ 49¢ ¥ bu, closing fim with
very little offering.
OAT18.—The sales of No 1 and extra white have

change, with farther sales at $13

might

naturally, and almost mmperceptibly, the offending

cause.

ceases to ache,

Oat Meal and the marketis firm a §525 a $600 ¢
bb, for good and choice brands.
:
CORN.—There is a firmer feeling for Corn with
an iocreased demand from the trade and the stock

RYE.—~T0c ¥ bu.
FEED.~In Shorts and

who

Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient.

$22

confined to small lots at $325 @ $3 76 ¥ bbl.

to headache

The stomach overburdened® until its recuperative
ower is weakened, revenges itself upon the
poor
end, which it makes to ache and
torture the
offender.
The use of this aperient will carry off

¥ bol,
RYE FLOUR.—The sales of Rye Flour have been

largest ever known in Warren County. The
pleasant announcement was made by the Pastor at the conclusion of the ceremonies that

Mayor

ly,

a

Commission

tinues moderate and no adynce in prices has taken

IEL F. BEATTY, (of Beatty Piano and Organ

water

cool to the temperature of good, hot dishwater;
stir in flour to make a batteras thick as for

CO.,

ums have been in good demand at $1 35 & $1 87.

in those gecof barley.—

lieving
have no equal for family use.
Take a quart’ will not they
he without them.”

let the

&

BOSTON, Saturday, July 12.
FLouR.—The advices from all points have been
quite favorable for Flour. but the demand con.

erating for storage are

successfu

“ Ibelieve it to be all wrong and even
wicked for clergymen or other prblic men to
be led Into giving testimonials to quack doctors or vile stuffs called medicines, but when a
really meritorious article is made up of common valuable remedies known to all, and that
all physicians use and trust in daily, we should
freely commend it. I therefore cheerfully and
heartily commend Hop
Bitters for the good

of the Star a simple but excellent way to
serve it. Scald and skin the desired number,
and place in a stew-pun without water; let

Report.

BROS

lly are not disposed to take any more except at prices
about Concord, N, H., in preventing whoopwhich receivers are not willing to accept at pres.
ing cough.
ent. We make no maternal change in prices, but.
7
Elijah Fish of Benson, Vt., has a two-year- 1 flue tots of Northern will command our ouiside
figures more readily than last week. The sales of
old ewe sheep, full-blood Merino, that bas
New York and Vermont dairy lots ran ze from 12 @
just sheared 18 1-2 pounds of wool.
Lic# Ib, and we hear of occasional fancy ots selling at 15¢, bat it is diffieuit to get over 14¢ tor most
Chicago packers
since
March
1st have of the round lots as they arrive. Medium grades
slaughtered 804,000 hogs, against 925,000 for are offering freely at 10 § lic # Ib, with few buythe same period a year ago.
ers. Fine creameries command 15 @ 16¢, and one
~y
Contracts have been Tecently made for the or two fancy braods are held higher, but 16¢ is the
top price for most that airive. Western shiptransportation of grain from Chicago, Ill, to ments continue to come along in good order, and
tome dairy packed lots rank equal with New York
Liverpoal, England, at eighteen cents a bushand Vermont and command about the same price.

now becoming plenty, let us give

readers

Yours res:

Mus, ALBERT RICKER.
Witness of the above,
Mz. GEORGE M. VAUGHAY,
M
y Nings.
Vegetine is Sold by all Dru
sts:
2A2e0w
]
y
io

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
8, ‘beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.

Meul,

This season’s pineapple crop is double the
ordinary.
The mica mines of North Carolina are being
worked at a profit.
From 40,000 to 50,000 packages of butter are
received weekly in New York market.
The oil wells in Pennslvania pour out altogether about 50,000 barrels of oil, daily.
Some visitors at Block Island, the other day,
caught a sea bass weighing fifty-one pounds.
According to Professor Beal, bees get pollen or honey from 1775 different species of
plants,
The potato bug is doing much damage to
crops on the upper St. John river in New
Brunswick,

has contributed to the. church and the poor

the

e for what it has done for me,

ITEMS.

crop reports are favorable.

small onions, and a few blades of mace, sea.
soning with pepper and salt.
Add a little
water, and put on a quick fire.
When about
balf done, add a pint of cream, and a lump of
butter the size ofa walnut, rolled in flour.

Keep constantly stirring until done.
TomATO STEW.
As this fine vegetable is

Produce

rtedby HILTON

WELL.

:
Mg. H. R. STEVENS.
Dear Sir,—I have been sick two ears with the
Liver Complaint, and during that
have
n
a great many ‘different medicines, but none of
them did me any
1. I was restless nights, and
had no Appetite.
ince taking
the Vegetine 1 rest
well, and relish ny food.
n recommend the
Vegetin

&

tests.
;
vices from Earope continue unfavorable, it is eviVERSAILLES PUDDING. Here is a receipt for dent tbat all Kinds of breadstuds must advance;
but the trade ave determined to purchase cautiovsa favorite French pudding, somewhat elaboly until more definite information is received. It
certainly
now.1ooks as if our large crop of bread.
rate, but an excellent after-dinner dish.
Take
stuffs would command very full prices. The stock
the outside rinds of three sweet oranges, boil
of winter wheats and low gradesof spring wheat
them in several waters till they are tender;
is quite small, but the market is well supplied
with wheat Patents, which comprises the bulk of
pound them in a mortar with three-quarters
the stock now on hand. . Included in the receipts
ofapound of sugar; blanch half
a pound of of the week are 9,133 bbls by the Grand Junction
Railroad, mostly for export, The sales of Patent
sweet almonds, and beat them very fine, with
Wisconsin and Minnesota Spring wheats have
rose-water to keep from oiling,
been av $6 @ $8 ¥ bbl. A few brands are held for
Break sixteen eggs but froth only sixof the whites, ‘un advance on the latter rate, but good Patent are
selling principally from 87 @ $750 ¢ bul. In win.
beat very light the yolks and the remaining
ter wheat Patents tbe sales have been at $6 @
whites; cream also a pound of fresh butter,
$750 & bbl, and in moderate demand at these
figures. St. Louis winter wheats are selling
at
and beat all these ingredients well together
$575
until perfectly light. Then lay a thn puff $3 50 @ $6 25 ¥ bbl, including new Flour at
@ $6; Illinois and Indiana at $5 @ $6; and Ohio
paste in the bottom of pie plates; and, pourand Michigan at 8475 @ 83 50 ¥ bbl. Minnesota
ing in the batter, bake.
Sift sugar over the
pring wheats are firm at $4 @ £6 ¥ bbl, including
top when the puddings are drawn from the a
bakers brands ai the latter; and Ww isconsin
oven.
extras at #4 @ $450 ¥ bbl, In Western common
exiras the sales have been at $375 @ $425; and
Western supers are scarce and have been gold at
$3 25¥ bbl.
X
CORN MEAL.~There is a fair demand for Corn
The Canadian

also

FRICASEE.
BRATTLEBORO’
Take
two
chickens, cut them up neatly, and lay them in

Re

RESTS

SOUTH POLAND, ME., oct, 11, 1870:

MARKETS.

Boston

lowish colored tint, buy it. Ifitis white with
a bluish coat, or with white specks in it re-

were

the metal. ‘When the
powder is dusted or
rabbed off with soft leather the metal will be
bright and clean.

THE

floyr for family use. Of course the color is of
prime

SHE

Rev. T. P. Childs—who, from experience, under.
stands Catarrh better than any one else—as will
be seen by the attractive advertisement, urges the
use of the summer months in connection with his
medicine.

much tarnished, spirits of wine will be found
to answer better than the water for making
the paste,

the meeting.

and rub the powder lightly over the surface of

re-

yellow soap and boiling water,and be careful to

carbonate of ammonia in four ounces of water
and add sixteen ounces of Paris white, mix: ing them well together. Use a damp
sponge,

er half

issued

with an eye

one ounce

Dissolve

pitcher and a spoon, scald them, fill the pitch-

ber for the present year being

first

presided at

WATER RISING FOR BREAD.

The crowded state df our columns ~ has pre-

cine, will effect a permanent cure,

wash

all grease in a strong lather
of common

fame,) the Mayor of the City, who

PoLisH FOR METALS.

a good-sized piece of butter and a spoonful or
two of white Saga . Grate afew bits of stale
bread over all;
boil up once, and serve very
hot.
l

-veuted us from noticing the neut and hundsome make-up of the Nichols’ Echo, the num-

When perfectly dry,

bright
as new,

the size

desired, from the thickest part of the fish, take
off the skin, wash clean, and broil for ten minutes on clear coals, then dip in beiling water,

butter and serve.

horn powder as will be required, into a thick
paste with cold water or spirits of wine; smear
this lightly over the plate with a plece of soft

It is a prevalent idea that Catarrh is most easily
cured in the winter months, when the atmosphere
aggrivates
the disease. On the contrary, the dry
months of summer are invaluable in aiding the
speedy action of the medicine. The dry air causes
the sufferers to suppose, from their easy respira.
tion, that they are cured, when they are only
slightly relieved. The season of relief, however,
properly improved in connéction with the medi.

against the wall, standing upright on their tails
lowever great their length or weight.

Cut
a square

Catarrh in Summer.

it look

solid that they are seen in the markets resting

them simmerffor half an hour. Add pepper,salt,

Beaconsfield in his refusing to accept

politicians

potatoes.
Straw
pretty well rotted makes
about as good a general covering as anything.
If the ground needs fertility, coarse manure is
preferable.
Any
coarse
material—weeds,
swamp grass, unrotted straw—has its good effect. Apply as soon as the cultivator is withdrawn.
The benefit is more than is usually
supposed.
It keeps the ground moist and
cool, two conditions essential to the best success of this plant.
Weeds also are kept down;
the ground retains its mellowness, the mulch
preventing
the rain from packing it, and the
sun from baking it, and when worked for the
next crop, will be found to be in a decidedly
improved condition, the mulch by that time
being decayed and mixing with the 20il.
The
soil will be cleaner, richer and mellower.—

fearful

had the discrimination exercised by Lord

sure that our

It pays to mulch

been re-

Jast.——A

in rank,

_at work raising funds, we might be more

THIS AND THAT.
MULCHING POTATOES.

guished Frenchmen were also present, Prince | Many of the oils used for lu

by the

from Mr. Turnerelli the gold laurel
for which for months he has been
wreath,

3

the occa’

:

If all American officials, high

Laral and Domestic,

A bill has just passed the House of Representatives changing the name of the
New
York ferry-boat James Fisk. Jr., to Passaic.
Italy is to build 6,020 kilometres of railways
in the next twenty-one years, for which an
annual expenditure of £2,400,000 is to be provided by the Government.

A statue of Marshal

‘much

To clean plate

with & soft plate brush, and polish the plate
with dry leather. Ifthe plate be very dirty or

hear very little

The . Echo is published annually by the
Literary Society of the school; its present editors being Oliver 8. Frisbee, Miss Emma 8.
Bickford, Walter S. Briggs, Miss Anna M.
Brockett,
Howard
D. Moore and Frank O.
“Hall; its business managers, Frank A. Crossman,Charles E. Tedford and Dexter C. Washburn.

{i
{

Mr. E. B. Washburne has gone to spend the
summerat the old Washburne
residence, at
New Livermore, Me.
The Emperor William received 13,000 com-

on

shall

WARE.

, and leave it for some

and bad methods, a man of average scholurship
who has
passed through
the regular
course will be able to read ordinary Greek
and Latin at sight, that is, without a lexicon
and understandingly ; not indeed, as he would
read so much English, for that would be an
unreasonable thing to expect, but with enough
of ease and rapidity to make the exercise a
pleasant one, and so to encourage the constant reading of Greek and Latin authors beyond the period of college life.
When this
time comes, and therc are signs that it will

i

plimentary letters or dispatches
sion of his golden wedding.

now filling impor-

shall be redeemed from its present shsurdities

not be long delayed, we

SILVER OR PLATED

wipe perfectly dry, then mix

stu-

the absurdity of spending so
| about
time in the study of these languages.

Miscellaneons.

Frank
Millett, the artist, returns
Europe this month.
d
. Postmaster General Key will pass his

Many of these are

and

and the distasteful fumbling of a lexicon; consequently, the man who continues|his classical
studies after graduation is looked
upon asa
rodigy,
a sort of Rufus Choate in his tastes.
4 the good time coming when classical study

was |

' operation, receiving in a single cash pay-

* ment $300,000.

eighty

hundred

after vears of faithful study, to read a single
page of Livy or Plato without laborious pains

Sey

plot

tile Agency, who owned it, and who make

clear profit of nearly $200,000

hasgraduated two

As the cause now stands, students are unable,

frustrated.

for

“less than $400,000. It has just been sold
| for something less . than $600,000 by
& Co., of
R. G. Dun
- Messrs.

convicts.

eral months ago another similar

pro-

“Sir John Franklin, but this is the first

:

and

Fortunately for the community a plot
for a wholesale release of the prisoners in
the State prison at Concord, Mass., was

visioned for a three-years absence in the
regions of ice. Vessels were fitted out to

£0 through Behring Straits

Peruvians

The obsequies of the late Prince Imperial

mill near Laurel Ran, Penn., Friday, killed three men and wounded others.—A

State. - She

tant positions; some are college professors,
some ministers and lawyers of note, and one
is the worldsrenowned
sculptor, Simmons.”
Here is also a paragraph on its article treating
of the study of the classics:

Bolivians—the Chilians losing 1500 killed.

was

occurred in a planing
Friday,
two
men
in-

a

capture

Four Chilian war vessels are reported to
be blockading Iquique, and large numbers
of the inhabitants have
left on fear of
bombardment.
A large quantity of arms
and ammunition have been landed at Arica
for the Bolivian army.
There are 177 vessels at Callao, and efforts are being made
to declare the guano islands neutral.

early vears of bis

An explosion at a powder

boiler - explosion
mill in Baltimore,

the

report

its

son desire the loan, with
the privilege of
copying,of such of his private letters as have a
biographical
importance,
especially for the

wounding forty or fifty, some of whom
will probably die. The cause of the explosion is unknown.
Many buildings in
the vicinity were destroyed by the shock.

scarcely felt.

by

in

The family of the late William Lloyd

Fatal explosions seem to be in order.
A powder magazine at Bodie, Cal., containing five tons of giant powder, explod-

college preparatory schools in the

years,

sense.

in

such

Miss Julia Bryant, the daughter of the late
poet, bas gone abroad for an absence of two

A severe storm and tornado swept over
apart of Penn., Ohio and Ontario, last
Friday.
At Miflin, Penn., churches were
unroofed and other buildings badly damaged. Loss, $65,000.
Ore lady was inAt other

America

resulting

from the Chilians,

very

any

dents.

South

battle at Calama,

by

tion in the mountains of Tennessee.

Addresses by others were full of profitable suggestions and the entire exercises
such as would give to teachers attending
an enlargement of view and an increased
‘sense of responsibility in their work.

stantly killed.

Beaconsfield
caught

forded rine shelter for the

terest to the profession.
Among others,
an address by Prof. Dana,
Principal of
Vermont
Normal
School,
reviews
the
modern system of education as compared

to make true

but

the

escape. Once out, the wooded and sparsely settled country around. would have af-

valuable

essays and addresses upon subjects

method,

undertook

showed a plan to overpower
the officers,
seize a railway train that runs into the
prison grounds, batter down the doors and

was

2 large assemblage of well-known educators from New England, the South and
West, more than a thousand teachers,
and they have listened

government,

discovered a day or two since in time to
defeat its execution.
A letter from one
convict
to another being
intercepted

liness.
The

from

Advices from

stampede from the city, fully five thousand people leaving on Thursday alone.
The physicians are hopeful and every
measure will be taken by the board of

Is, IS.

andessays and gives a creditable showing of
what this fitting school has done and is now
doing,
We quote: * The Latin School is now

cooly refused to be
bait.

occurred.
a perfect

Turner

STAR. JULY

elli wishing to secure the favor of Lord
Beaconsfield in order to obtain some ben-

above
Several cases of yellow-fever have appeared in Memphis, Tenn., during the

Mr.

MORNING

NEW

SIX MONTHS
EMILY ADAMS.

YENSIE
CLARK.

S. §. BOOKS.

AT MRS. PRIORS.
16mo. 111. $125.

By

WALTON.
By Mgs, 8. R. GRAHAM
12mo. Ill. $1.50.
Ry

SOME SNOW HILL GIRLS. By AvELAIDE
C. BARNARD.

™e

16mo.

Tl.

$1.00.

EUTHERFORD FROWN,

cents,
| Boston, D, Lothrop

-16mo.

& Co., Publishers:

111.

TERMS : $2.50 per year; or, if paid in ad- -

vance, $2,20,

:

Each subscriber will please notice the date of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
:
The Star is not discontinued when, the time
expires for which it is paid unless persons re- quest it; and it is discontinued when. it has
been more than one Far in arrears, after due
notice and time shall have been given,
REMITTANCES must be made in mon- ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or ina .

registered letter

and at our risk and expense.

n writing to this office, persons will please

designate their STATE, as well as
‘give
the old and new address.

town, dnd
©

when: they" *

order a change in the direction of their paper.

The Star Joes to
and communications

here on Saturday
Address,

press Tuesday morning,
for-insertion ought to be -

previous.

«Ko De STEWART,
DOVER, N. H,-

|

